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Abstract 

The present thesis involves a study of the various ways in which the Northernmost regions 
of Fenno-Scandinavia and their inhabitants were depicted as being associated with the 
supernatural in pre-Modern literature. Its findings are based on an exhaustive study of the 
numerous texts engaging with this subject, ranging from the Roman era to the publication 
of the Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus of Olaus Magnus in 1555. The thesis 
presents and analyses the most common supernatural motifs associated with this Far-
Northern area, which include animal transformation, sorcery and pagan worship, as well as 
speculating about their origins, and analyzes the ways in which such ideas and images 
evolved, both over time and depending on the nature of the written sources in which they 
appear. The author argues that Northern Fenno-Scandinavia was thought of as a wild, 
supernatural and pagan land because of the differences in languages, ways of living and 
magical practices of its inhabitants, an image partially mirrored in literary texts, some of 
which are of considerable antiquity. The thesis also notes the way in which the 
supernatural images associated with the Sámi and Finnic peoples seem to have also 
become attached to the other Germanic-related people living in the north of Norway, who 
are also often depicted as supernatural “others” equipped with supernatural or magical  
skills in the literature.  
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Útdráttur

Þessi ritgerð fjallar um þá margvíslegu máta sem nyrstu svæði Fennóskandíu og íbúum 
þess var lýst í tengslum við yfirnáttúruleg öfl í for-nýaldarbókmenntum. Niðurstöðurnar eru 
byggðar á ítarlegri rannsó kn á fjölda texta sem fjalla um viðfangsefnið, allt frá Rómaveldi 
til útgáfu Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus eftir Olaus Magnus í 1555. Ritgerðin 
kynnir og greinir helstu minni yfirnáttúrulegra afla sem tengjast þessu norðlæga svæði, til 
að mynda hamskiptingar, galdra og blót. Tilgátur um uppruna þeirra koma fram og farið er 
í saumana á því hvernig hugmyndirnar gætu hafa komið fram og þróast, eftir því sem 
tíminn leið og eðli ritaðra heimilda þar sem þær birtust. Höfundurinn færir rök fyrir því að 
ímynd Norður-Finnóskandíu var villt, yfirnáttúruleg og heiðin vegna mismunandi 
tungumála, lifnaðarhátta og galdraiðkunar íbúanna, ímynd sem speglast að hluta til í 
bókmenntatextum, sumum hverjum frá fornöldum. Sviðsljósinu verður einnig beint að því 
hvernig yfirnáttúrulegum ímyndum tengdum Sömum og Finnskum var varpað yfir á 
germanskt fólk í Norður-Noregi, sem oft á tíðum er einnig lýst í bókmenntunum sem 
yfirnáttúrulegum verum sem búi yfir yfirnáttúrulegum öflum og galdramætti.  
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Note on the Spelling
 
Foreign words, chiefly Icelandic, have been used whenever possible for concepts that 
are difficult to translate and italicized accordingly; the only exception to this rule being 
place-names such as Hálogaland, Finnmǫrk, and so one, when Old Norse forms are 
used… The spelling of specific words and especially names follows whichever edition is 
used. As a result, whenever several texts containing the same story are used, the 
spelling of words like Bjǫrn/ Björn will change accordingly. When referring to characters’ 
names in translated works, such as Gesta Danorum/ The History of the Danes, the 
translated names are used. When referring to non-English names and concepts whose 
spelling varies between texts, the most common spelling of the word will be used 
throughout the thesis. The name of each written source is generally given in its original 
language unless otherwise noted. If the name of a document referred to in the text does 
not match its edited name (as with Ólafs saga ins helga inni sérstaka, edited as Ólafs 
saga hins helga), this is indicated in the abbreviation section.  
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1. Introduction

What were they seeking in the ice and cold? (Nansen 1911B, I, 3)

The question in the quotation above was asked as late as 1911 by the renowned 
Norwegian Arctic explorer Fridtjof Nansen about the motivation of voyagers and explorers 
who, over the course of centuries and millennia, sailed the haughty seas and crossed the 
hardy lands of the Arctic. For Nansen, the words “What were they seeking in the ice and 
cold?” referred to those who undertook expeditions in the Far-Northern corners of the 
Earth. Exemplified by Nansen himself, a man who went farther than most in his voyages 
under the North Star, humankind seems to have been fascinated by the North, and even 
more so by the idea of the North, since time immemorial. From Antiquity up to our days, 
the North has exerted a uniquely powerful appeal which was only ever rivaled by the 
ancient Celtic afterlife voyage to the West. From Pytheas, more than two-thousand years 
ago, to George R. R. Martin today, the idea of the Far North has fueled the imagination of 
countless authors, poets and travelers who committed their northern experiences, 
thoughts and stories to paper and parchment, painting these faraway lands in various 
shades of truth and fiction. While it is not the prerogative of a thesis in Old Nordic Religion 
to answer Nansen’s fateful question (such considerations would be best left to 
philosophers), it would be more than appropriate for such an undertaking to answer a no -  
less mesmerizing and closely related question, namely “What were they seeing in the ice 
and cold ?” 

More specifically, the present work aims to discover how various authors, travelers, 
and individuals have been perceiving and describing the Far-Northern corner of the world 
and especially its Fenno-Scandinavian section from the beginning of written records until 
about the middle of the 16th century. During the long research prior to this paper being 
written, one element seemed to connect the numerous accounts surveyed, namely the 
supernatural. In the overwhelming majority of sources dealing with the Far-Northern corner 
of the world, these regions and their inhabitants have been systematically associated with 
a plethora of uncanny and mythical phenomena, beliefs, and practices. This aspect 
ultimately proved to be the defining factor of the description of these Far-Northern regions 
in a wide range of sources and hence became the cornerstone of this research and 
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subsequent thesis. Bearing this in mind, the question that it aims to answer could thus be 
summed up as “What are the defining supernatural elements used in literature to describe 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavia and the European Arctic from Antiquity until the middle of the 
16th century and why should they have come to be associated with this area in        
particular?”

The area researched corresponds more or less to what is called in Norwegian 
“Nordkalotten,” that is Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, but has been extended in order to 
reflect the way Norse-Icelandic literature viewed the Far North. In saga terms,  the 1

researched area included Hálogaland, Naumudal, Finnmǫrk, Bjarmaland, Kvenland, 
Finnland, Kirialand as well as the various parts of the Finnic lands of what is now North-
Western Russia (chiefly Garðaríki and Hólmgarðr). In addition to these generally well-
defined lands, other more fictitious lands generally perceived to be situated in Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia or associated with it have also been included in this survey. Such 
lands include, among others, Ódainsakr, Glæsisvellir, Ymísland, Rísaland and 
Jǫtunheimar.  Another land set in the remote arctic has also been added to the area, 2

namely Svalbarðr, chiefly because it is associated in one key source to the area 
researched. The bulk of the thesis is built on the numerous accounts of supernatural 
activities and phenomena taking place in or stemming from these lands. This study 
incorporates individual characters that are thought to originate from or are in some way or 
another, connected and associated with these lands. Certain key supernatural motifs 
generally associated with the Far North and/ or its inhabitants have also been added to the 
study where relevant regardless of where they take place or who they affect in order to 
provide an element of comparison or additional depth for similar motifs found mostly in the 
researched area. 

While the bulk of the sources used in this survey belong to what has been 
commonly referred to as “saga literature” or, more correctly “Old Norse-Icelandic 
literature," efforts have been made to diversify the pool of sources beyond purely Medieval 
West-Scandinavian accounts in order to place the Norse material in a wider context. As a 

 For the sake of clarity, convenience and preciseness, the aforementioned regions will be referred 1

to in this essay by their Old Norse-Icelandic forms while countries still extant nowadays will retain 
their English forms. 

 Most of the place-names mentioned above are written slightly differently depending on the source 2

their appear in. For the sake of clarity and consistency, the names of these locations will be 
homogenized and only written as shown above. 
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result, East-Norse, Graeco-Roman, Medieval European, Anglo-Saxon, Early Renaissance 
and Medieval Arab literature (henceforth referred collectively to as “Continental literature”) 
have also been surveyed in connection with the recurrent supernatural motifs associated 
with the researched area. Ultimately, the research process consisted mostly of gaining 
access to and investigating every primary source document which could potentially harbor 
information about or related to the researched area. Such an undertaking could only be 
rendered feasible if strict temporal boundaries were set from the start. While most Norse-
Icelandic sources were committed to writing between the 13th and the 15th century, a 
number of influential Continental sources were written later in the Renaissance period. The 
most critical of these, Olaus Magnus’ Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus (Description 
of the Northern People), was published in Rome in 1555; and, considering the wealth of 
motifs it brings and the way it closely relates to older sources, this had to be included. In 
addition, it has been customary within Scandinavian and Nordic academia to place the end 
of the Middle Ages somewhere in the second quarter of the 16th century. This century was 
also the period in which Old Norse-Icelandic texts became known outside the West-Norse 
area and became to be disseminated in the rest of Europe, hence rendering accounts 
posterior to the publication of those texts less critical as primary sources than those 
“untainted” by their diffusion. It was therefore decided that Olaus Magnus’ magnum opus 
would be chronologically the last primary source to be surveyed for the present study.

The body of primary sources used in this study stems, as mentioned above, mostly 
from Old West-Nordic literature. In the search for motifs, every saga, history, or other types 
of narrative text has been surveyed. This includes “outlying” genres often avoided when 
researching Old Norse literature such as riddarasögur, rímur, Christian texts and scientific-
encyclopedic texts such as Fyrsta málfræðiritgerðin (edited and hereby referred to as the 
First Grammatical Treatise), Rímbelga and Landafræði. Similarly, every Continental work 
that might harbor information about the area researched has been surveyed. All in all, the 
author believes that the present study includes every single known account of 
supernatural occurrence taking place in or associated with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia 
from the earliest Antiquity until 1555. 

The wealth of data which arose from the analysis of such an amount of texts led to 
the systematization of the said data in the form of an electronic database. Every 
supernatural element, event or item was treated as an entry and information concerning 
the textual edition, manuscripts, and temporal and geographical settings were included. In 
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total, each entry has been identified by fourteen variables, the most critical of which is, 
quite logically, the type of motif appearing in the text. The aim of the present study is thus 
to carry out a systematic analysis of the defining supernatural motifs commonly associated 
with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. Considering the systematic and exhaustive methods of 
data collection that lie behind it, the present study will hopefully constitute a useful 
evidence-based resource for those wishing to research the way in which the Far-Northern 
corner of Fenno-Scandinavia has been perceived throughout the ages and inspire others, 
especially within the field of Old Norse studies, to direct more attention to an area which 
has traditionally been viewed and treated more like an outlying question than as a valid 
area of research in its own right.

This thesis will begin by giving a general review of the relevant academic literature 
(Chapter 2) and this will be followed by an introduction to the area researched, its 
boundaries, history, and culture (Chapter 3) and a discussion of the use, value, and overall 
trustworthiness of the primary sources referred to in the following chapters (Chapter 4). 
The following chapters will then deal with the literary motifs themselves, each being 
arranged thematically to cover a general over-arching theme. The first “chapter” proper will 
consist of a geography and bestiary based on material concerning the researched area 
and analyze the way in which the Far North was seen as a space in supernatural terms 
(Chapter 5). Chapter 6 covers the description of pagan gods linked to the researched area 
as well as descriptions of pagan worship and rituals taking place there or being apparently 
performed by individuals associated to the area. Chapters 7 and 8 will each analyze 
characteristic ways in which dwellers of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia have often been 
portrayed, namely as soothsayers (Chapter 7) and wind-workers (Chapter 8). The next 
chapter (Chapter 9) will deal with another figure closely associated to the area researched, 
namely the “Northern Sorceress.” The final chapter will deal with the singular relationship 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavians were thought to have with the various animals and how 
they were believed to be able to assume supernatural shapes, especially those of the 
whale and the bear (Chapter 10). This thesis will end with a summary outlining the main 
characteristics of every general motif that was examined previously (Chapter 11). In the 
end, it is the author’s hope that, upon reading this thesis, onlookers will have acquired a 
better knowledge of the way in which the Far North was near systematically associated 
with the supernatural throughout pre-Modern literature. It is also hoped that the audience 
might become enticed to make their own future pursuits into this land of ice and cold. 
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2. History of Research

2.1. The Earliest Scholarship 

Even if the Far North has fed the imaginations of authors and scholars for a long time, few, 
if any, focused on the way it was perceived in pre-Modern literature. Most of the motifs that 
will be discussed in individual chapters have nonetheless been researched to a certain 
degree, some for a considerable time, chiefly by Old Norse scholars for the most part 
hailing from Scandinavia. 

Arguably, after the classical scholars who are reviewed in Chapter 3.3., the first 
scholars to take a detailed interest in the Far North were the Icelander Snorri Sturluson 
(1179-1241) and the Dane Saxo Grammaticus (c. 1150-c. 1220). Both authors, writing in 
the early 13th century, had a great deal to say about this corner of the world. Snorri, for 
instance, described the North-East of Fenno-Scandinavia as being the site of Jǫtunheimar 
(Heimskringla 1941-1951, I, 15) in his Heimskringla while Saxo Grammaticus placed a key 
scene of his history of the Danish kings in Hálogaland (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 
150-153). However, due to the fact that these scholars’ works were mainly based on pre-
existing oral traditions, those writings can be best described as primary literary sources in 
their own right and will be discussed as such in this essay.

The first post-Medieval scholars to take an interest, at least in part, in the Far North 
were Renaissance intellectuals such as the Germans Albert Krantz (c. 1450-1517), Jacob 
Ziegler (c. 1470/ 71-1549) and Sebastian Münster (1488-1552) whose geographic and 
cosmographic works included references to Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, authors who 
were essentially continuing a very Medieval tradition of encyclopedic writing which mostly 
flourished in England in the 13th and 14th centuries at the hands of authors such as 
Bartholomew Anglicus (died 1272) and Ranulf Higden (c. 1280-1364). The first treatises 
focusing solely on Fenno-Scandinavia were nonetheless written in Latin in the early 16th-
century by, respectively Krantz (Chronica Regnorum Aquilonarium Daniae, Sneciae, et 
Noruagiae, 1546), Ziegler (Quae intus continentur: Syria, ad Ptolomaici operis rationem. 
Praeterea Strabone, Plinio & Antonio auctoribus locupletata. Palestina ... Praeterea 
historia sacra ... Arabia Petraea, sive itinera filiorum Israel per desertum ... Aegyptus ... 
Schondia ... Holmiae ... historia ..., 1532 hereby referred to as Schondia), Münster 
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(Cosmographia, 1544) and then Olaus Magnus (Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus, 
1555). Of the three, Olaus Magnus’ was, beyond a shadow of a doubt, the most influential, 
in part because of Magnus’ first-hand experience with the Far North after his visit to 
northern Sweden in 1518-1519. Many years in the making, his work effectively introduced 
Fenno-Scandinavia to Europe’s intellectual elite and became the inspiration for numerous 
future works which dealt with the history and geography of Fenno-Scandinavia. One 
particular aspect of Magnus’ work which would be much emulated was the travelogue 
account. In the early 16th century, the Portuguese intellectual Damião de Góis 
(1502-1574), inspired by his meetings with Olaus Magnus, set out to travel to Fenno-
Scandinavia and wrote of his experiences in De Lappiae Situ Et Eius Regionis Incolis 
(1532). His account, interestingly enough, is one of the first examples of what would be 
called in the contemporary period, “Sámi Studies.” Indeed, of all the accounts Olaus 
Magnus shared with him, De Gois was most fascinated by his description of the Sámi and 
the Portuguese author’s decision to head for Northern Sweden was for the most part 
motivated by the appeal to meet and discover these exotic people living at the edge of 
civilization. This might also have been influenced by Brevis et summaria descriptio 
Nidrosiensis diocesis et specialiter cuiusdam ipsius partis, que Finmarkia dicitur, extreme 
aquilonaris christianitatis plaga (hereby referred to as Finnmarkens Beskrivelse), written in 
1520 in Trondheim by Erik Valkendorf (1446-1522) which describes Norway’s 
northernmost territory, emphasizing its inhabitant’s’ distinctive exoticism. Overall, at a time 
when nothing was coming from the Sámi people themselves while these early 16th-
century works shed a welcome light on a still rather unknown Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia, revealing some precious pieces of information, this region was then still very 
much treated as an outlying periphery and not given much due consideration in 
comparison to its southern counterpart. However, the works of those early 16th-century 
writers, and especially that of Olaus Magnus’, would lead to the composition of numerous 
historical, ethnocultural and geographical essays and books released in the 17th and 18th 
centuries, most of which fell into one of three categories: national histories, Sámi 
ethnographies and Arctic travelogue. 
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2.2. National Histories 

Scandinavian historical works written following Magnus’ 1555 opus are also worth 
mentioning. These works are categorized by the rediscovery and the adoption of key Old 
Norse-Icelandic texts into Scandinavian historiography. Some of the most representative 
works of this movement include Peder Claussøn Friis’ (1545-1614) Norriges Beskrivelse 
(written in 1613 and published in 1632 by the Dane Ole Worm), as well as his translation 
of Heimskringla in 1633, the first complete translation of the work in a modern language. In 
Sweden, scholars such as Johannes Messenius (1579-1636) and Johannes Loccenius 
(1598-16), neck deep in Gothicism, also wrote and edited several historical and pseudo-
historical works pertaining to early Swedish and Gothic History, some of which, like 
Messenius’ Histoire Suedoise (1658) and Loccenius’ Antiquitatum Sueo-Gothicarum 
(1647) touched on the Far North. The historiographical works of Swedish and Norwegian 
scholars would nonetheless be dwarfed by these of their Icelandic counterparts, the most 
prominent of which were Arngrímur Jónsson (1568-1648) and Þormóður Torfeus 
(1636-1719). Both authors wrote several highly influential histories and geographies in this 
period drawing on earlier literature, most of which dealt with Scandinavia. Árngrímur, who 
wrote several histories and descriptions of Iceland between 1593 and 1643, was one of 
the first scholars of modern times to author a book on an Arctic land with his Gronlandia 
which was not released until 1688, 40 years after his demise. Þormóður Torfeus was 
equally (if not more) influential to Arngrímur, and wrote the first fully-fledged history of 
Norway of the Modern period (Historia Rerum Norvegicarum, 1711). He also wrote several 
other treatises on, among other things, the Orkneys, the Faroe Islands, and Greenland. 
His history of Norway is particularly relevant for this study and notable for placing the 
mythical Jǫtunheimar in the North-Eastern part of Fenno-Scandinavia in the same way that 
Snorri Sturluson had done five centuries prior (see Chapter 5). Overall, while these 
Scandinavian historians were very much focused on the events of the southern parts of 
the region they did often include the Far North, or at the very least aspects of the Far North 
in their works and are thus relevant for this review of scholarship. The region thus still 
remained a distant periphery but was nonetheless given a secure place in Scandinavian 
historiography. For most of these scholars Old Norse-Icelandic literature was taken as fact. 
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2.3. Sámi Ethnographies

The 17th century also witnessed the publication of the first monograph focusing solely on 
the indigenous people of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, the Sámi. The work, written by the 
German scholar Johannes Schefferus (1621-1679) was published in 1673 under the name 
Lapponia and was arguably the first book-length treatise focusing solely on Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia. This work used, among other sources, a short treatise on Sámi 
culture and pagan religion which had been written by the North-Swedish priest Samuel 
Rheen (c. 1615-1680) written in 1671; and named En kortt Relation om Lapparnes 
Lefwarne och Sedher, Wijdskiepellsser, Sampt i många Stycken Grofwe Wildfarellsser. In 
the decades following the publication of Schefferus’ monograph, other priests and 
preachers like Rheen would author the bulk of a series of publications pertaining directly to 
the Sámi people and providing, for the first time, direct insight into their way of life and 
worldview. Among the most notable works published by these clergymen in this period are 
Descripio Lapponiæ by Nicolai Lundius (himself Sámi, 1656-1726) written in the late 
1670s; Epitomus Historiæ Missionis Lapponicæ, compiled by the Norwegian preacher 
Thomas von Westen (1682-1727) and published by Hans Skanke (1679-1739) in 1730; 
and Beskrivelse over Finmarkens Lapper, deres Tungemaal, Levemaade og forrige 
afgudsdyrkelse by Knud Leem (1696/ 97-14) released in 1767. Clergymen would continue 
to be the main source of knowledge about Sámi culture and people well into the 19th 
century with the Fragmenter i Lappska Mythologien of Lars Levi Læstadius (1800-1861), 
written in the 1840s but not published until 1959 which was the last example of note of 
such a work. On the whole, these 17th and 18th-centuries ethnographies proved 
influential; through these texts, intellectuals and authors from Continental Europe gained 
direct access to the exotic Sámi people and especially their religious customs, traditions 
and ways of life. In this respect, these ethnographies probably give the most vibrant 
picture of the Far North at the time of their writing while at the same time being a symptom 
of a south-Scandinavian society ever-encroaching on the land of the Sámi. 

2.4. Arctic Travelogue 
 
In the second half of the 16th century, another approach evolved as sailors and explorers 
started documenting and publishing their accounts of travels into the Far North. The first 
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such voyages to be described in the Modern period must be the record of Richard 
Chancellor’s voyage to Russia by way of the White Sea in 1554. The most influential 
record of an Arctic journey of this period is beyond the shadow of a doubt that of William 
Barentz’s fateful North-Western voyage of 1596-1597. Besides re-discovering Svalbarðr 
and reaching the east-coast of Novaya Zemlya, the expedition was notable for the account 
written by the sailor Gerrit de Veer (c. 1570-after 1598), Waerachtighe beschryvinghe van 
drie seylagien, ter werelt noyt soo vreemt ghehoort, drie jaeren achter malcanderen deur 
de Hollandtsche ende Zeelandtsche schepen, published in the Netherlands in 1598. The 
news of Barentz’s discoveries led to a renewed interest in the Arctic among Europe’s ruling 
elite. Most influential during this transformative period was the Dano-Norwegian King 
Christian IV (15-1648), who personally led a flotilla along the coast of Northern Norway all 
the way to the Kola peninsula, as is recorded in Sivert Grubbe’s (1566-1636) journal.  3

Expeditions such as these encouraged some of the interest in the books mentioned 
above. In the 17th and 18th centuries, numerous voyages reached the coast of the Far 
North but had, for the most part, no scientific aims. The first exclusively scientific 
expedition to survey the Far North was arguably the French La Recherche expedition in 
1838-1840 to North Norway and Svalbarðr. The expedition was notable for collecting data 
in all areas of scientific research: the Northern Lights were observed, plants collected (by 
none other than Lars Levi Læstadius), and the culture and way of life of the local 
inhabitants was investigated. The numerous tomes of scientific findings gathered on the 
trip, published in Paris in 1842, would lead to a renewed interest in the Arctic among 
scientists all over the Western world and ultimately participate in building up interest for the 
International Polar Year of 1852; and in the Arctic regions in general. Ultimately, as Arctic 
exploration became more and more popular, Northern Fenno-Scandinavia lost its exotic 
appeal in favor of places such as Siberia, Iceland or Greenland. However, during the time 
when this seemingly almost inaccessible region was being surveyed by sailors and 
voyagers, its reputation and image as a land of distinctive otherness was also being 
critically cemented in the Western world’s psyche, encouraging new academic study of the 
early sources. 

 http://septentrio.uit.no/index.php/Ravne/article/view/3345, last viewed May 4 2016.3

http://septentrio.uit.no/index.php/Ravne/article/view/3345
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2.5. Contemporary Scholarship

While the study of Old Norse-Icelandic literature and Viking-Age Scandinavia experienced 
a renewal in Northern Europe from the middle of the 19th century, very little attention was 
then given to the Far North. The first scholars of the Contemporary period to take up the 
study of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia were in fact, archeologists. Among those, the 
renowned Oluf Rygh (1833-1899) distinguished himself with his Faste Fornlevninger i 
Tromsø Stift (1901) which was among the first publications dealing exclusively with North-
Norwegian archeological material. In the following decades, Norwegian archeologists and 
researchers would further the study of North-Norwegian archeology and start connecting it 
with written accounts. Gutorm Gjessing (1906-1979) was particularly relevant for the 
present study as he was amongst the first archeologists to use Old Norse-Icelandic 
sources to analyze the way in which the inhabitants of Viking Age Hálogaland and 
Finnmǫrk were connected (“Mere om ophavet til Håløygjarlenes rike," 1930). Some years 
prior to this, in 1911, Norwegian zoologist Fridtjof Nansen authored what remains to this 
day the most influential and exhaustive study of Northern-Fenno-Scandinavia and the 
Arctic in literature and history: Nord i Tåkeheimen. Translated into English as In Northern 
Mists in the same year, Nansen’s work pieces together accounts from an incredibly varied 
array of written sources ranging from Medieval Arab encyclopedias to Renaissance 
Histories in order to tell how authors, voyagers, and explorers, from the time of Pytheas to 
his very days, encountered and saw the Far-Northern corner of the world. Nord i 
Tåkeheimen was also significant because it was one of the first academic works to put 
Continental European accounts and excerpts from Old Norse-Icelandic literature side by 
side. While Nansen’s work did not focus specifically on the supernatural aspects of the Far 
North, his work demonstrated that Northern Fenno-Scandinavia was indeed commonly 
viewed as an uncanny region by authors from the whole Western world and beyond.
 Another influential researcher who came in contact with the Far North in literature 
was the Swedish philologist and folklorist Dag Strömbäck (1900-1978) who became 
famous in Old Norse circles following the publication his influential treatise on seiðr 
(Sejd:Textstudier i Nordisk Religionshistoria: 1935, republished in 2000 as Sejd: och Andra 
Studier i Nordisk Själsuppfattning). Strömbäck’s theory that seiðr had its origin in Sámi 
shamanism would later lead scholars to research further the links between Sámi and 
Norse culture found in saga literature. Later in the century, two Icelandic authors would 
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touch on this question further: Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson (1927-2010), a student of 
Strömbäck, would come to write his Doctoral thesis, Under the Cloak, in 1978, later 
published in revised form in English in 1999 as Under the Cloak: A Pagan Ritual Turning 
Point in the Conversion of Iceland. Here he considered possible Sámi influences of 
Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði Þorkelsson’s famed cloak ritual at the time of the Icelandic 
acceptance of Christianity in the year 1000 (see Chapter 7). In 1997, Hermann Pálsson 
(1921-2002) went even further in his Úr landnorðri: Samar og ystu rætur íslenskrar 
menningar in which he analyzed the place of the Sámi in Norse-Icelandic literature and 
especially in relation to the supernatural practices they are associated with. This essential 
book, unfortunately never translated in its entirety  remains to this day one of the only 4

monographs of its kind.  
Following the release of these books, it has gradually became more common in Old 

Norse academia to research accounts of the Sámi and especially Sámi magic and religion. 
An influential and relatively early book of this kind was Nordic Religions in the Viking Age 
published by Thomas DuBois in 1999 in which possible connections between Sámi and 
Norse religions are highlighted and analyzed. A few years later, in 2002, the archeologist 
Neil Price published his influential PhD thesis The Viking Way: Religion and War in Late 
Iron Age Scandinavia, in which Norse magical beliefs are analyzed, following up some of 
the theories expressed by Strömbäck regarding the possible origin or influence of the Sámi 
on the practice of seiðr. A similar approach is taken by the Norwegian scholar Eldar Heide 
who wrote in his 2006 PhD thesis, Gand, seid og åndevind commented on the Sámi 
connection to gandr magic.

The study of the role of the Sámi, and Finnic peoples in general, in literature has 
also been taken up in recent years in the work of scholars of Finnish philology and folklore 
such as Frog and Clive Tolley. While these scholars have also researched Sámi magic 
(Tolley 2008: Shamanism in Norse Myth and Magic), they have also taken on other related 
subjects such as, for example, the image of the bear in Old Norse-Icelandic literature, 
concepts of ethnic otherness and Nordic-Finnic cultural exchange (see for example Frog 
2010, Baldr and Lemminkäinen: Approaching the Evolution of Mythological Narrative 
through the Activating Power of Expression. A Case Study in Germanic and Finno-Karelian 
Cultural Contact and Exchange; and Tolley 2007: Hrólfs saga kráka and Sámi Bear Rites). 

 However, a condensed summary in English is published at the end of his book and later by the 4

University of Tromsø in 1999.
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Other scholars who have studied the links between ethnicity and otherness in the context 
of saga literature are Else Mundal (Mundal 2010: “The Relationship between Sami and 
Nordic Peoples Expressed in Terms of Family Associations”) from Norway; and John 
McKinnell from England who researched motifs of giants and bears (2005: Meeting the 
Other in Norse Myth and Legend) as well as the figure of Þorgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr (2002: 
Þorgerðr Hölgabrúðr and Hyndluljóð). Another related concept is the one of shape-
changing which has been thoroughly analyzed by Aðalheiður Guðmundsdóttir in her PhD 
thesis Úlfhams saga from 2001. Other recent studies, many from Norway, have focused 
more specifically on North Norway in saga literature. The most well-known of those 
scholars must be Inger Storli from the University of Tromsø (Storli 2006: Hålogaland før 
Rikssamlingen. Politiske Prosesser i Perioden 200-900 e. Kr), while others include Helen 
F. Leslie who published “The Matter of Hrafnista” about the North-Norwegian Hrafnista 
sagas in 2009, Triin Laidoner who dedicated her MA thesis to the possible Sáminess of 
Loki (Laidoner 2010: The Flying Trickster of the North: The Legacy of Sámi Noaidevuohta 
Tradition Reflected in the Borderline Figure of Loki Laufeyjarson in Old Nordic Mythology) 
and Roald E. Kristiansen who has researched North-Norwegian religious traditions 
(Kristiansen 2000: “Arctic Ecotheology”) have also contributed to this movement.

While none of these scholars have previously attempted to make an overall 
assessment of the supernatural image of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia as such, many 
have touched on more or less related topics and will be referredS in more detailS in the 
forthcoming chapters which will concentrate on the supernatural image of the Far North, 
how it came to be and how it developed. However, before starting this examination, it is 
imperative to review the varying value and role of the different types of primary sources 
which provide this thesis with its core fodder.
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3. Primary Sources

3.1. Introduction

The present thesis is organized in such a way that Old Norse-Icelandic and Continental 
accounts will be used side by side while discussing the portrayal of specific motifs; indeed, 
while there are more than three times as many relevant Old Norse-Icelandic accounts as 
Continental ones, similar motifs are most often found in both types of sources even though 
they are presented in different contexts. Considering the sheer number of sources, 
assessing the value, strength and weaknesses of each and every one of them falls beyond 
the scope of a mere MA thesis. Instead, primary written sources will essentially be 
assessed on the basis of the sub-genres they have traditionally been ascribed to. The 
question of the value of particular sources, when applicable, will be taken up in the 
chapters dealing with specific motifs. In terms of scope, all texts featuring a description of 
supernatural events, items or characters linked or associated in any way with Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia and written between the beginning of time and 1555 have been 
included and surveyed. For convenience’s sake, this chapter will be divided into two sub-
chapters: 3.1. in which the source value of the various sub-genres of Old-Norse-Icelandic 
literature will be summed; and 3.2. which will be dedicated to non-West-Norse sources, 
concentrating on Continental European accounts. 

3.2. Norse-Icelandic Sources

3.2.1. Introduction

The term “Norse-Icelandic sources," refers to the literature of Medieval Iceland and 
Norway including, but not limited to, Icelandic saga literature. Saga literature forms the 
bulk of the Norse-Icelandic sources analyzed in this thesis. The word “saga," from the Old 
Norse verb segja, to speak or tell simply means “story” or “tale” (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 
101) and refers, in the context of Medieval literature, to the corpus of historical and 
pseudo-historical prose works largely written between about 1200 and the fifteenth-century 
(Simek 1993, 274). Since the 19th century, the sagas have been divided into different 
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thematic sub-genres. While the boundaries between each sub-genre are not completely 
hermetic, each sub-genre and its source value will be presented as such in a roughly 
chronological order. Before going on to the prose material, however, it is important to 
consider the poetic sources, which are often seen as being older.

3.2.2. Skaldic Poetry

Skaldic poetry is defined by Simek as “Medieval Norwegian court poetry and subsequent 
poetry related to it in form and composed in Old Norse” (Simek 1993, 287). Skaldic poems 
are generally attributed to poets (skálds) living in the Viking Age or the High Middle-Ages. 
These poems are chiefly found in the konungasögur (kings sagas) and íslendingasögur 
(sagas of the Icelanders) and thus most often recorded several hundreds of years after 
their supposed utterance.
  Skaldic poems are of particular importance in the konungasögur where they are 
often presented as reliable and contemporary sources for the period they depict (Whaley 
2005, 408). For this reason, skaldic poems are often considered to be the oldest native 
literary sources of Scandinavia alongside runestones (Simek 1993, 287). In the context of 
this thesis, only a couple of skaldic poems will be used as individual sources. The majority 
of them will be analyzed alongside the prose passages they accompany in the sagas. 
Naturally, of particular interest in the present context are the skáld associated with the 
family of the Jarls of Hlaðir in Þrándheimr who, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 6, had 
a strong link to North-Norway. The most notable among those poets are the Icelander Eilifr 
Goðrúnarson and the North-Norwegian Eyvindr Finsson skalldaspillr who, in the 10th 
century, composed several mythological poems which are of particular relevance for the 
present study: two of theses, Þórsdrápa (Eilifr) and Háleygjatal (Eyvindr) are both set in 
the Far North and are thus of critical importance for the specific motifs they illustrate. 

3.2.3. Eddic Poetry

Eddic Poetry is another sub-genre of Old Norse-Icelandic poetry which deals with heroic 
and mythological material relative to pre-Christian Scandinavia. Nearly all of the poems 
forming the corpus of what has come to be known as the Poetic Edda are found in the 
Codex Regius (GKS 2365 4to), an Icelandic vellum from about 1270. A handful of other 
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poems have also been preserved in the AM 748 4to (c. 1300), GKS 1005 fol., a.k.a. 
Flateyjarbók (c 1395), the Codex Wormianus, the AM 242 fol. (late 14th century) and the 
AM 544 4to, also known as Hauksbók (c. 1290-1360), which are also Icelandic in 
provenance. While the debate surrounding the provenance, context and transmission of 
the Eddic poems has been fierce and unabated since at least the 19th century, according 
to Terry Gunnell, “it remains probable that the majority of the mythological poems have 
deep roots in the period before Christianity was formally declared in Iceland in 999/ 
1000” (Gunnell 2005, 94). As such the Eddic poems join their skaldic counterparts in being 
the potentially oldest Norse-Icelandic sources at our disposal. Among those poems, 
Vǫlundarkviða has the closest connections to the idea of the supernatural Far North 
through the figure of Vǫlundr, a mythical smith from Finnmǫrk.

The Eddic poems were also used as a source for the Prose Edda, 1230 a 
handbook on poetics retelling pagan Scandinavian myths written in the early 13th century 
by the Icelander Snorri Sturluson (Faulkes 2012, XVIII-LXIX). While Snorri does not bring 
much new material regarding the Far North, his work on skaldic poetry, Skáldskaparmál, 
mentions the North-Norwegian goddess Þórgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr (who, as will be noted in 
Chapter 5, goes by more than just one name) at several occasions. The image of Þórgerðr 
and her links to the Far North will be taken up in Chapter 6. 

3.2.4. The konungasögur

The konungasögur or kings’ sagas are works of prose written in Iceland and Norway 
between the 12th and the 14th century and deal mainly with the history and lineage of the 
Norwegian kings. This sub-genre of saga literature is generally believed to have been 
among the earliest to be established in the Nordic Middle Ages. Indeed, some works now 
lost are believed to have been written in the early 12th century (Ármann Jacobsson 2005, 
389). Some sagas go all the way back in time to the heroic/ mythological aeons (such as 
Ynglinga saga in Heimksringla) while others are purely concerned with the reigns of 12th 
or 13th-century monarchs (as in Sverris saga). A handful of sagas also deal with non-
Norwegian monarchs (Knýtlinga saga) and three sagas, often referred to as “political 
sagas” (Jómsvíkinga saga, Orkneyinga saga and Færeyinga saga, all dating from the early 
13th century: Aalto 2010, N31) have not often been integrated into the corpus, in part 
because those tend to be found in manuscripts together with konungasögur and deal with 
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similar themes of political legitimacy and rulership (Würth 2005, 161). Jómsvíkinga saga is 
of particular interest here because of its description of Þórgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr.

Due to the age of this tradition, its main focus on Norway and its consistent use of 
older skaldic poems, the konungasögur represent an invaluable corpus of sources for the 
perception of the Far North, and especially with regard to Hálogaland. Of particular interest 
are Snorri Sturluson’s Heimksringla which contain a body of sagas (such as Ólafs saga 
helga and Hákonar saga hárfagra) as well as the anonymous Norwegian history 
Fargskinna, which among other things, gives a somewhat different view of Jarl Hákon 
Sigurðsson of Hlaðir. 

Besides the konungasögur, there exist a number of other historiographical and 
pseudo-historic texts produced in Norway and Iceland during the same period. These 
works vary greatly in their scope, style and subject matter. While some deal with the 
mythical past of Norway (such as Hversu Noregr byggðisk which is set in part in the Far 
North), others are fully-fledged histories, written in Latin and thus closer to Continental 
Medieval histories than the konungasögur (such as Historia Norvwegiae) (Wurth, 159; and 
Ármann Jakobsson, 361). While not forming a homogenous sub-genre like the 
konungasögur, these miscellaneous texts can be used alongside the other sagas in order 
to view the possible consistency or variation of motifs related to the Far North. Historia 
Norwegiae is particularly important in this respect as it includes a description of Sámi 
magic which will be discussed further from Chapter 7 on. 

3.2.5. The Íslendingasögur

The Íslendingasögur, sometimes referred to as “the Icelandic family sagas” are a sub-
genre of Icelandic sagas which deal with the lives and adventures of members of 
prominent Icelandic families, sometimes covering several generations, but generally set 
between the 9th and the 11th century most often in Iceland and Norway (Vésteinn Ólason 
2005, 101). A related sub-genre is that of the Íslendingaþættir which deals with similar 
material although these texts are much shorter and generally included in larger sagas 
(Rowe and Harris 2005, 462-464) and longer compendiums such as Flateyjarbók (GKS 
1005 fol. from 1394). While the origin and historicity of the Íslendingasögur and 
Íslendingaþættir have been hotly debated for close to two hundred years, it is generally 
accepted nowadays that these tales are a mixture of authentic oral tradition and actual 
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literary license (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 112-113). While all of the Íslendingasögur are set in 
clearly defined historical times (most often using Norwegian kings as temporal references) 
they contain supernatural motifs of various types which occur especially when the 
narrative leaves Iceland for a distant country, not least the Far North. A couple of 
Íslendingasögur (Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar and Bárðar saga Snæfellsáss) are set in 
parts in the Far North and thus contain several relevant motifs. Other sagas, despite not 
being set in Northern Fenno-Scandinavia sometimes feature supernatural acts performed 
by characters associated with this part of the world (such as Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði 
Þorkelsson in Ljósvetninga saga) and other supernatural motifs most commonly 
associated with it (such as the animal transformations found in Svarfdæla saga). As such,  
the Íslendingasögur and Íslendingaþættir constitute a precious pool of sources which can 
be used alongside the konungasögur to analyze how and why particular supernatural 
motifs were attributed to specific lands and individuals. 

3.2.6. The fornaldarsögur

The term fornaldarsögur (“sagas of ancient times”) is applied to a corpus of Icelandic 
sagas written down during the Middle Ages and later,  the stories of which are set in the 5

Continental Scandinavian or Germanic world in the time before the unification of Norway 
and the settlement of Iceland (Torfi H. Tulinius 2005, 447). In a similar fashion to the 
Íslendingasögur, scholars have been debating the background and origins of 
fornaldarsögur for decades. A key problem is that most of the fornaldarsögur are only 
conserved through relatively late manuscripts, the oldest of which are from no earlier than 
the early 14th century (Torfi H. Tulinius 2005, 449). However, recent research has revealed 
that while the earliest redaction of some of these sagas is relatively recent, the stories and 
characters of at least some of the fornaldarsögur seem to have already existed in Iceland 
in the 12th and 13th century.  They thus have earlier roots and maybe contain early motifs. 6

In addition, several fornaldarsögur feature poetic passages akin in form to Eddic poetry 
which draw heavily on various pagan mythological themes (Simek 1993, 87). The 

 While scholarly focus (including the present study) has been put on förnaldarsögur written during 5

the Middle-Ages, stories similar in scope and style were still being written in the Modern Era. For 
an introduction to the fascinating world of these little-known “Post-Classical” förnaldarsögur, see 
Driscoll 2012.

 See Lassen 2012, 36; Clunies Ross 2012, 125; and Driscoll 2012, 140-141.6
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fornaldarsögur are also categorized among other things by their intense use of a wide 
range of supernatural motifs, a substantial amount of which that take place in the Far 
North or are in some ways connected to it. 

In the context of the present thesis, the most relevant fornaldarsögur are the four 
so-called “Hrafnistasögur” which follow a family of North-Norwegian heroes’ adventures 
over several generations (Ketils saga hængs; Gríms saga loðinkinna; Örvar-Odds saga 
and Áns saga bogsveigis, see further chapters 7 to 9 in particular). However, many other 
sagas whose heroes hail from further down south also have links to Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia. These include the inestimable Hrólfs saga kraka ok kappa hans with its 
shape-shifting motifs and its witch-like Sámi queen and Sturlaugs saga starfsama which 
comes with a cast of Bjarmian characters and an introduction set in a mythical Hálogaland. 

While the fornaldarsögur are often considered to be quite unreliable sources on 
Scandinavian prehistory, these sagas did not exist in isolation. They were clearly both 
known by and influential to the writers and compilers of other sub-genres of sagas such as 
the Íslendingasögur and the konungasögur. (Bampi 2012, 182-193; and Sävborg 2012, 
323-324) It is therefore critical to pay particular attention to them and include and 
scrutinize the way in which those supernatural motifs from the Far North found in 
fornaldarsögur compare to similar motifs encountered in the other saga sub-genres. 
Overall, the fornaldarsögur clearly reflect images held by people and as such have 
intrinsical value for the present study.

3.2.7. The riddarasögur

Riddarasögur or “sagas of knights” are sagas written and/ or translated in Iceland and 
Norway during the Middle Ages which deal with aristocratic themes and are set in various 
lands outside of Scandinavia. In practice, the term “riddarasögur” is most often used as a 
portmanteau term covering both these so-called indigenous chivalric sagas written in 
Norway and Iceland and various translations of foreign, mainly French romances in Old 
Norse-Icelandic (O’Donoghue 2004, 102). While some scholars (Driscoll 2012) have 
drawn an academic line between the indigenous and translated riddarasögur, in practice, 
the translated sagas tend to be have been altered, expanded and adapted to suit Old 
Norse-Icelandic tastes to the point of which the final product owns almost as much to its 
translator as it does to its original author (Boyer 1998, 251). 
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Even though the riddarasögur and fornaldarsögur share some thematic similarities 
and are often found in the same manuscripts (Driscoll 2012, 193), they differ in that, as 
noted above, while the later are set in Scandinavian or Germanic lands in the Viking or 
pre-Viking ages, the former take place for the most part in Continental Europe in places 
such as England or France within chivalric or pseudo-chivalric settings. Unlike the more 
organic development of the fornaldarsögur the riddarasögur were first deliberately 
promoted and introduced into the Norse-Icelandic literary corpus by order of the 
Norwegian King Hákon Hákonarson, in the year 1226 (Glauser 2005, 375). Furthermore, 
unlike the majority of fornaldarsögur, which, for the most part, are set in the prehistoric 
heroic age, most riddarasögur take place in timeless fantastic settings in which locales like 
Paris bear little to no resemblance to their real-life counterparts. While in such a tradition, 
references to the Far North are naturally scarce but by no means inexistent, a handful of 
riddarasögur do indeed make reference to specific locales in the Far North such as 
Svalbarðr (in Samsons saga fagra) and Rísaland (in Valdimars saga). Once again, 
analyzing how motifs for the most part associated with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia are 
used in the fantastical riddarasögur offers a further welcome hindsight into the mindset of 
the saga-writers and their general conception of the Far North. 

3.2.8. The rímur

The rímur are rhythmic poems which came into prominence in late Medieval Iceland. The 
earliest recorded set rímur is Ólafs ríma Haraldssonar which is found in the Flateyjarbók 
and retells the life of Saint Ólafr of Norway. The majority of the Icelandic rímur are post 
Medieval but a few dozen of them predate the middle of the 16th-century and have 
therefore been included to this study when relevant. The rímur are most often poetic 
adaptations of riddarasögur and fornaldarsögur but a handful of them are also adaptations 
of Íslendingasögur or even mythological tales (Ross 2006, 4-6). The usefulness of the 
rímur in the context of the present thesis is twofold: when a set of rímur and the original 
saga it is based on are both extant (as with Áns saga, and Áns rímur bogsveigis), 
comparing the presence or disappearance of specific motifs in the two texts may help 
establish how closely these motifs were associated with this particular story in the minds of 
the Medieval Icelandic authors. Furthermore, a couple of Medieval sagas which have been 
lost only exist in the form of the rímur they inspired such as Griplur, which is based on the 
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lost Medieval *Hrómundar saga Gripssonar (Driscoll 2009, 5). These rímur thus represent 
the only version of these sagas and thus they contain motifs of relevance to the present 
thesis which warrant special attention. While the corpus of Medieval rímur dealing with 
motifs associated with the Far North may be rather scant, the genre as a whole forms an 
integral part of Old Norse-Icelandic literature and as such had to be included to this study. 

3.2.9. Miscellaneous Texts

Several texts which do not fit into the aforementioned sub-categories have also been 
considered in this study and will be briefly summed up here. The majority of these texts 
are either religious/ hagiographic in nature or represent examples of geographical/ 
encyclopedic material. The oldest examples of Icelandic hagiographic or Christian religious 
works are from the early 12th century and therefore constitute some of the oldest Norse-
Icelandic texts in existence (Cormack 2005, 29). Such texts, such as Kristni saga are of 
particular importance when they contain relevant material as with the depiction of the 
“cloak ritual” performed by Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði Þorkelsson on the occasion of the 
country’s conversion to Christianity in the year 999/ 1000. 

Geographic, cosmographic and encyclopedic works also present concrete 
information about Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. The scientific and/ or educational scope of 
these texts can thus be used alongside more “fanciful” descriptions of the same area in an 
attempt to discover whether specific motifs have their origins not only in myths but also in 
the actual understanding Medieval Scandinavians had of the Far North. In this respect, the 
little-known late-Medieval travelogue Atburðr á Finnmǫrk (discussed in Chapter 7.2.1.) is 
extremely useful when discussing the way Sámi were commonly associated with 
soothsaying abilities in Old Norse-Icelandic literature.
 Other texts like the First Grammatical Treatise and Konungs skuggsjá will also be 
used in conjunction with various sagas in order to analyze other specific motifs. Norwegian 
and Icelandic law texts will also be referred to, especially in Chapter 11 in which they will 
be used to analyze Nordic attitudes regarding the consumption of bear meat. 

Despite the fact that these “non-saga” texts have traditionally received less attention 
than they actually deserve (Kalinke, and Mitchell 1985, VII), their thematic dissimilarity to 
the more bountiful sagas can help us draw conclusions about the nature and role of the 
saga narratives and thus once again markedly enhance the value of our pool of sources. 
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3.3. Continental Sources

3.3.1. Introduction

In the context of this thesis, the term “Continental sources” will refer to all non-Medieval 
West-Nordic sources. While such sources have, for the most part, less direct connection to 
the area researched, they nevertheless contain information about the various supernatural 
motifs associated with the Far North. While it is true that the overall number of motifs found 
in Continental sources is dwarfed by their West-Norse counterparts, they are by no mean 
inconsequential. In the context of this thesis, the main interest of these Continental 
sources resides in the way in which they depict specific motifs and how these depictions 
compare to their Old Norse-Icelandic counterparts. While Icelandic and Norwegian 
Medieval texts can be viewed, at least in part, as a repository of the oral culture of peoples 
and individuals who have had direct experience with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia and its 
inhabitants, the Continental sources, in most cases, lack such a degree of connection. 
These Continental sources can nonetheless be used in concert with Old Norse-Icelandic 
sources as a mean of establishing the extant to which the image of the Far North was 
different in Iceland-Norway and to the rest of Europe. These motifs that reflect significant 
variation between these different literary traditions may also potentially provide us with 
clues as to why or how such motifs came to be associated with the the area researched. 
 Before going any further, it is important to acknowledge that “Continental sources” 
refers to a wide variety of literary traditions often far removed from each other. For the 
sake of clarity, the Continental sources will therefore be categorized in the following on the 
basis of language, place and period of writing.

3.3.2. Graeco-Roman Sources

Graeco-Roman sources are texts written in either Latin or Ancient Greek mostly in Rome 
and Byzantium but also in other parts of the Roman Empire. The Graeco-Roman sources 
are by far the oldest written sources which refer to the image of the Far North in literature. 
Chronologically, these sources which span several hundred years from Strabo (64/ 63 B. 
C. E.-c. 24 C. E.), who comments on the 4th-century B. C. E. account of the Greek 
Pytheas of Massilia in his Geographica (c. 0 C. E.: Strabo 1917-1932, I, XIII-XXX) to the 
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mid 6th century (Jordanes 1908, I) Getica (History of the Goths), an account of the Goths 
written by Jordanes in Byzantium. While these texts only ever touch on the Far North very 
lightly and rarely mention supernatural motifs per se, the influence of these texts on later 
Continental depictions of the Far North warrants their inclusion in and of itself. In addition, 
it is noteworthy that the few motifs that are encountered in these texts, such as the 
supernatural aspect of the weather (taken up in Chapter 8), have proven over time to be 
amongst the most enduring literary motifs to be associated with Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia. Analyzing the Graeco-Roman texts can therefore help put into perspective 
the long-term evolution of particularly relevant motifs. Besides Strabo and Jordanes, other 
works of note which will be mentioned in upcoming chapters include the Germania of 
Tacitus (56-after 117 C.E.) as well as De Bellis (History of the Wars) by Procopius (c. 500-
c. 560 C.E.). 

3.3.3. Anglo-Saxon Sources

Anglo-Saxon sources refer to a relatively limited corpus of British texts written in Old 
English mostly prior to the Norman conquest of 1066. While some of these texts deal with 
such subjects as Christian theology, contemporary British history of herbalism, other works 
take up the heroic prehistory of the Anglo-Saxon peoples (Widsith 1912, 2-3). It is in these 
latter texts in particular that we can find information about the Far North. The most famous 
of these, Beowulf, mentions several locales and characters associated with the Far North, 
and the same applies to the thematically similar Deor and Widsith. 
 The most crucial source stemming from Anglo-Saxon Britain is nonetheless not an 
epic poem, but a rather unconscious contemporary travelogue, referred to here as the Old 
English Orosius. This document is found in a translation of Orosius’ (c. 375- after 418) 
Historiae Adversus Paganos and tells a first-hand account of the travels of a North-
Norwegian chieftain named Ohthere (Óttar) to Bjarmaland and the southern parts of 
Norway. The very factual report which is probably a rewriting of a conversation Ohthere 
had with officials at the court of King Alfred (Eglert 2007, 117-119) is the closest thing we 
have to an authentic North-Norwegian Medieval document from this period. While 
Ohthere’s account does not contain much in terms of actual supernatural motifs, his 
description of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia is invaluable since it can be pitted against 
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other younger sources set in the same time and place, and thus give us some idea of how 
the supernatural motifs may have arisen. 

3.3.4. Medieval Arab Sources

Medieval Arab sources are, as their name suggests, texts written in Arabic during the 
Middle Ages. The corpus of texts constituting this sub-genre is quite varied, with texts 
originating from places as far afield as Islamic Spain, Iraq and Turkey. While most 
Medieval Arabic sources do not deal directly with the Far North, a couple of these works 
do have something to say about this region and have therefore been included in this 
survey because of the motifs they harbor. 

In terms of genre, most of these Arabic sources are either geographies and 
travelogues, most of which convey pieces of information relevant to the times in which they 
were written, times which fluctuate between the early 10th and the mid-13th centuries. The 
most well-known medieval Arab source, especially within Old Norse academia, is arguably 
Ahmad Ibn Fadlán’s Risála, a first-hand travelogue account of the author’s travels in 
Russia in the early 10th century. Ibn Fadlán’s account is most famous for its description of 
a Viking funeral in the Volga and its associated rituals. However he also wrote about 
several topics directly relevant to the present thesis, includes a description of the Finnic 
Wísu people and how they were viewed by inhabitants of 10th-century Russia. Accounts of 
the Wísu are found in other Medieval Arabic sources such as in ʿAjā’ib Al-makhlūqāt wa 
gharā'ib al-mawjūdāt (Marvels of Creatures and Strange Things Existing) by the 
geographer Abu Yahya Zakariya' ibn Muhammad al-Qazwini (1203-1283). In such texts, it 
is interesting to note how the Wísu are also associated with supernatural cold weather, 
something which also applies to the Yúra who are described in such texts as Kitāb Ṭabāʾiʿ 
al-Ḥayawān al-Baḥrī wa-al-Barrī (The Nature of Animals) by the naturalist Sharaf al-
Zaman al-Marwazi (1056/ 57-1124/ 25), and Tuhfat al-albab wa nukhbat al-‘aja’ib 
(Exposition of Some of the Wonders of the West) by the grammarian Abu Hamid al-
Gharnati (c.1080-c.1170). These texts are singular in the sense that they are among the 
only texts in our corpus not written by European Christians. 

While the Medieval Arabic texts’ take on Northern Fenno-Scandinavia is very 
different from the way in which the same area was viewed and described in Medieval 
European texts of the same period, their distinct focus on the otherness of this area can 
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once again help with analyzing the way in which the concept of the Far North was tied up 
with an array of supernatural motifs in Medieval literature, not only in Scandinavia, but all 
over the world.  

3.3.5. East-Norse Sources

In the context of this thesis, the term “East-Norse sources” refers to Medieval 
Scandinavian texts that do not originate from either Iceland or Norway. While the term 
”East-Norse” is essentially linguistic, the corpus of texts surveyed are all Latin texts, and 
while “East-Norse” traditionally refers to both Denmark and Sweden, hardly any Swedish 
text has been included in this study for the simple reason that virtually none of them 
mentions any supernatural motifs from the Far North in any way shape or form.  7

Fortunately, this does not apply to the Danish Medieval sources, some of which are of 
great relevance for the study of the supernatural Far North. The richest of these sources in 
this respect is the Gesta Danorum, an ambitious work of Danish history written by Saxo 
Grammaticus around 1200 (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, XXXIII-XXXV). Informed by oral 
accounts originating from Iceland as well as native Danish tradition (Orton 2005, 307) this 
text, despite its main focus being Denmark, contains a great deal of supernatural motifs 
associated with the Far North. Thanks to Saxo, we have similar narratives both in an 
Icelandic and a Danish (Latin) versions. This provides us with an opportunity to assess 
how the image of the Far North was contrastingly presented in different Scandinavian 
countries in the Middle Ages. 
 Besides Gesta Danorum, a handful of Danish annals also transmit information 
pertaining to the Far North. Some of these texts, like the Chronicon Roskildense, are also 
of particular interest because of their antiquity and their rather unique take on specific 
motifs associated to the Far North. 

 Besides Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus of Olaus Magnus (written by a Swede in Italy), 7

the only Swedish text that could be found is an unnamed court case from 1490 which mentions a 
Sámi/ Finnish witch. This specific source will be dealt with further in Chapter 9.2.1..
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3.3.6. Medieval European Sources 

The term “Medieval European sources” will be used here to describe the corpus of texts 
written in Christian Europe between the downfall of the Western Roman Empire and the 
year 1500, with the exclusion of texts in Old English (covered in 3.2.2.), or originating from 
Byzantium (covered, among others in 3.2.1.) or those from Scandinavia (taken up in 3.1. 
and 3.2.3.). While most of these texts fall into the category of geography, cosmography, or 
cartography like the anonymous Eulogium Historiarum written in England, a few histories, 
like Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pontificum, hereby referred to as Gesta 
Hammaburgensis written by the German priest Adam of Bremen exist in this corpus along 
with at least one travelogue. In the context of this thesis, the majority of these documents 
suffer from the same flaw as their older Graeco-Roman counterparts, namely the distance 
that exists between their place of writing and the lands which are described therein.

The main advantage of using these Medieval European sources is the fact that they 
most often describe the area researched as it was perceived at the time of their writing, 
unlike the Old Norse-Icelandic sources which, for the most part, explore the Far North of 
the past. Due to the geographic nature of the majority of the sources included in this 
corpus of texts, the most common motifs attributed to the Far North are those related to 
the land itself and especially regarding the apparent supernatural nature of the weather of 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavia which will be of value for Chapter 8. One last Medieval 
European text deserves special attention, namely the travelogue of the Italian merchant 
Pietro Querini who was stranded and had to overwinter in the Lofoten islands in North 
Norway in the 15th century. Among other things, his first-hand description of Hálogaland 
and its people will be of much use when discussing soothsaying motifs in Chapter 7. 

3.3.7. Renaissance Sources

“Renaissance sources” include, in the context of this thesis, those texts written in Europe 
and Continental Scandinavia between 1500; and 1555. Like their older medieval 
counterparts, Renaissance sources, for the most part, take the form of geographies and 
provide contemporary descriptions of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia which tend to provide 
some information about both the land and its inhabitants. In terms of literary tradition, the 
Renaissance sources surveyed tend to drawn on older, mostly Medieval texts of various 
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kinds while providing a more modern and scientific outlook. The Polish humanist Maciej 
Miechowita (1457-1523), for example, is very much focused on the East and describes the 
Far North and its people using terms taken from Russian and Arab sources in his 
Tractatus de duabus Sarmatiis Asiana et Europiana et de contentis in eis The German 
author Albert Krantz, on the other hand, bases his Chronica Regnorum Aquilonarium 
Daniae, Sneciae, et Noruagiae mostly on Saxo Grammaticus’ Gesta Danorum which also 
constitutes one of Olaus Magnus’ primary sources for his Historia de Gentibus 
Septentrionalibus alongside the History of the Gesta Hammaburgensis. Analyzing the way 
in which motifs have been passed on and gradually transformed on the way from their 
original Medieval sources to their Renaissance recipients reveals how Medieval notions of 
the supernatural were still accepted without question in the 16th century. However, the real 
interest of Renaissance sources for this thesis resides in the new knowledge of the Far 
North that was transmitted by their authors. Indeed, this corpus of sources is endowed with 
more first-hand travelogue accounts of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia than any of the other 
aforementioned sub-genres. For example, as noted above in Chapter 2.1., parts of Olaus 
Magnus’ work are directly informed by the author’s own travels in Northern Sweden. 
Another fascinating text is the earlier-noted Finnmarkens Beskrivelse by Erik Valkendorf 
which is a description of Finnmǫrk written, interestingly enough, at about the same time as 
Olaus Magnus’ travels in North-Sweden. These various travelogues also provide the most 
detailed depictions of Sámi magical practices within our corpus of sources and will be of 
much use when discussing those in Chapters 7 and 8, as noted earlier. 

3.4. Conclusion

As outlined above, this thesis builds on hundreds of sources written in half a dozen 
languages in no less than three continents over a period of over fifteen centuries. As 
noted, these sources are extremely varied in nature. While some are poetic works, other 
are scientific treatises, prose novels or learned histories. Some were written several 
centuries after the events they describe and some are first-hand accounts of contemporary 
events. A few are works of pure fiction with no connection to any kind of real-world 
chronology whatsoever. However, most of these sources share one common trait: taken 
individually, they are most of the time either grossly unreliable, and have little directly to do 
with the area researched or are extremely fragmentary or too specific to stand on their 
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own. However, by analyzing the various pieces of information channelled through those 
individual texts alongside others taken from different texts, it becomes possible to paint a 
more trustworthy picture of the place the supernatural Far North occupied in the pre-
Modern psyche and what it actually consisted of. However, before describing and 
analyzing the various families of motifs this image is made up, it is of course necessary to 
introduce the nature of the area researched from a historical and geographic perspective 
in order to facilitate the understanding of the various concepts which will be taken up in the 
following chapters. 

Fig. 1: A map of Fenno-Scandinavia with relevant place names informed by saga-accounts 
(source: http://www.d-maps.com)
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4. The Far North in the Pre-Modern World

4.1. Introduction

Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, that is, the Far North in the context of this thesis, has always 
been a region characterized by its outstanding ethnic and geographic diversity and 
complexity. The aim of the present chapter is to give a general presentation of the land, its 
people and its various characteristics in pre-Modern times in order to construct a factual 
basis for understanding the literary motifs associated with it which will be discussed in the 
forthcoming chapters. The chapter will start with a physical description of the land in 
question (accompanied by an annotated map, for reference (figure 1) and a description of 
its physical characteristics, as well as its earliest prehistory. The focus will then shift to 
Hálogaland and the North-Germanic settlement and exploitation of the region before 
discussing the Finnic part of the Far North and, ultimately, the ways in which the 
interaction between these various cultures distinguished Northern Fenno-Scandinavia from 
its southern counterpart.

4.2. The Geography and Prehistory of the Far North

Northern Fenno-Scandinavia stretches from the coast of North Norway all the way east to 
the shores of the White Sea in Northern Russia for close to 1500 kilometers and from the 
tip of the Scandinavian mountain range north of Trondheim to the North-Cape, Europe’s 
Northernmost point, for a further 900 kilometers. The landscape of this region, often 
described in Norwegian as “Nordkalotten," is distinguished by contiguous alpine tundra, 
boreal forest and Arctic tundra zones which have defined the livelihood and material 
culture of the subsequent populations that have dwelt there.

The culture of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia was already distinct from its southern 
counterpart in the Stone Age. As the ice-cap which had previously covered most of Fenno-
Scandinavia during the last glacial maximum (24000-17000 B. C. E.) came to a gradual 
close around 9500 B.C.E, the whole coast of Norway came to be settled by populations 
probably originating from the North Sea basin between present-day Britain and Denmark. 
Archeological evidence tends to suggest that this settlement was extremely swift and that 
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the whole coast, from present-day Sørland in the south to the Varanger peninsula in the 
north was settled in a short amount of time by a population that shared a similar material 
culture often referred to as “Fosna Culture” (Olsen 1997, 30). These people were 
essentially coastal hunter-gatherers who moved between coastal and inland areas 
depending on the season (Grydeland 2004, 4-5). Northern Fenno-Scandinavia started to 
distinguish itself from its southern counterpart around 7500 B. C. E. when another 
population, possibly also originating from the North Sea basin, reached this region through 
the eastern Baltic, an event which resulted in a significant change in local material culture 
(Grydeland 2004, 7). Shortly thereafter, between 6600 and 5400 B. C. E., North Sweden 
was also settled, most likely from the coast of what is now Trøndelag and Nordland by 
Fosna-type people (Forsberg 1996, 242) but also, potentially, from North Finland and 
North Karelia (Forsberg 1996, 249). In this period, North Finland and North Sweden 
started to develop a common material culture sometimes dubbed “Bothnian” culture 
characterized by the use of artifacts made of amphibolite schist (Siiriäinen 2003, 47-48). In 
the meantime, the different “Komsa” culture from eastern Finnmark appears to have had 
links both in North Finland (Woodman 1993, 61; Grydeland 2004, 7) and the Kola 
peninsula (Woodman 1993, 74). Overall, the Mesolithic period (c. 8000-4000 B. C. E.) was 
a period in which Northern Fenno-Scandinavia witnessed the development of several 
cultures that had developed differently from their southern counterparts (Bjerck 2008, 
101-105).

The Far North underlined its singularity in the following millennia through the 
development of the North-Norwegian phenomenon of Arctic rock carving: from about 6000 
B. C. E., rock carvings depicting among other things, various animals, often situated near 
the shore-line, started appearing from Glomjord in southern Nordland to Varanger in 
eastern Finnmark. This tradition, which took several forms in the process, and continued 
until the beginning of the Common Era (Helskog 2004 A, 13-17), was originally linked to 
similar rock-carving types in North Sweden and Karelia (Helskog 2004 B, 285-286) but 
was eventually influenced by the southern Scandinavian style from the second millennium 
B.C. E (Helskog 1999, 82). During this period from about 6000 B. C. E. to the beginning of 
the Common Era, the Far North clearly also kept a distant material culture most notably in 
regard to agriculture and metallurgy. While southern Fenno-Scandinavia adopted 
agriculture around 4000. B. C. E. along with the increased use of bronze tools, the people 
from the Far North remained transhumant stone-wielding hunter-gatherers until the dawn 
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of the Iron Age at the beginning of the Common Era (Grydeland 2004, 7-8; Jørgensen 
2004, 22-24). 

Despite differences in livelihood and material culture, the populations of Northern 
and Southern Fenno-Scandinavia maintained contacts during both the Stone Age and the 
Early Metal Age (Jørgensen 2004, 23-24). It is through these contacts that, during the first 
centuries of the Common Era (before 500 C.E.), Northern Fenno-Scandinavia became 
divided between populations which had adopted the Southern Germanic Culture and those 
who became increasingly tied with the culture of Finnic peoples (Andreassen 2004, 
34-35). For the sake of clarity, these two groups will be dealt with and described separately 
in the following. 

4.3. Hálogaland: The North Germanic Culture of the Far North

During the Nordic Iron Age, Germanic culture from southern Scandinavia spread 
northwards along the coast of North Norway. Archeology reveal that the adoption of South 
Scandinavian cultural traits such as agriculture, burial practices and metallurgy were 
concentrated on the outer coast of region reaching up until the Lyngen mountain range 
(Jørgensen 2004, 24; Nilsen 2004, 43; and Näsman and Roesdahl 2003, 295). Several 
power-centers from this period have been excavated and analyzed during the past few 
decades, showing an incremental rise of an emerging “Norse” culture in North Norway 
during the later centuries of the Iron Age (Sjövold 1974; and Storli 2006). Historians and 
archeologists alike have associated this North-Norwegian Iron-Age Norse culture with the 
Hálogaland described in West-Norse literary sources (Storli 2004; and Bratrein 2015). 

During the Viking Age, Hálogaland continued to distinguish itself from the southern 
part of the country mostly through the trading links local chieftains maintained with the 
Sámi people living further north and inland. This trade mostly revolved around animal 
skins, walrus ivory and whale bones obtained from the Sámi (Bratrein 2011, 50-52; and 
Bertelsen and Rørtveit 1990, 29). Descriptions of such trading activities are most famously 
found in the 9th-century account of Ohthere presented in the Old English Orosius (ORO 
2007, 44-47) and in the 13th century (Bately and Englert 2007, 21) Egils saga Skalla-
Grímssonar (Egla 1933, 19-20). Towards the end of the Viking Age, several powerful 
Hálogalanders, among them Þórir hundr of Bjarkey, fought against the Norwegian Kings 
Ólafr Tryggvason and Ólafr digri Haraldsson. Such episodes, along with the reign of 
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Hákon Jarl Sigurðsson of Þrándheimr, himself of Hálogalander descent, are mostly found 
in konungasögur such as the various independent sagas of the two Ólafar and the early 
13th-century (Hrk 1941-1951, I XXIX) Heimskringla of Snorri Sturluson.

From the 12th to the 14th century, Hálogaland nonetheless formed an integral part 
of the Norwegian kingdom and North-Norwegian chieftains, most of whom hailed from the 
Bjarkey dynasty established by the descendants of Þórir hundr, at times exerted extensive 
power over the political landscape of the country as a whole (Urbańczyk 1992, 45-47). 
During this period, the town of Vágar in the Lofoten archipelago served as the economic 
and political center of the region which had, alongside Sámi trade, added the export of 
dried cod fish (Tørrfisk) to the list of its economic activities (Bertelsen and Rørtveit 1990, 
32-34). From the mid-13th century, however, the southern Norwegian monarchy became 
more directly involved with its northern border. Several churches were established under 
the authority of the crown as well as the fortress of Vardøhus (“Vargey” in Old Norse-
Icelandic sources), located near the present-day Russian border. These edifices, together 
with the growth in the number of Norwegian settlements along the coast of Finnmǫrk, 
served as a potent symbol of the authority the Norwegian state wished to exert over the 
whole of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia (Urbańczyk 1992, 46-47). This northern and 
eastward expansion did not occur without disturbance however and Hálogaland soon fell 
victim to the attacks of Russian-Karelian pirates sent at the instigation of the Rus city-state 
of Novgorod which also sought to take control over the fur-trade of Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia during the same period (Bratrein 2011, 52). This struggle for control of the 
economic resources of the Far North lasted almost three centuries, from the early 13th to 
the late 15th century, and, combined with the devastating effect of the Norwegian Black 
Death of 1349, left Hálogaland desolate, underpopulated and without a political or 
economic elite to speak of (Bratrein 2011, 52; and Urbańczyk 1992, 47). Possibly as a 
result of these woes, accounts of North Norway from the late Middle Ages are extremely 
rare and the region was left mostly underdeveloped until the late 18th century when 
several new towns were established by the Dano-Norwegian crown in order to further 
trade and growth (Aas 1998, 31-34). 

As has been demonstrated, during the Middle Ages and the Viking Age, Hálogaland 
was critically defined by the relation it had with the Finnic populations of the Far North. It is 
therefore relevant in the following chapters to sum up the role these populations had in the 
pre-Modern history of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. 
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Figs 2/ 3: Artist’s impressions of the Medieval town of Vágar in Hálogaland (Kari Støren 
Binns in Bertelsen and Rørtveit 1990, cover picture, 31)
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4.4. The Finnic Peoples of the Pre-Modern Far North

In the last millennium before the Common Era, the Kjelmøykeramikk culture (900-0 B. C. 
E.), named after a locale in eastern-Finnmark, became the dominant form of material 
culture in the North-Eastern part of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, especially in the area 
east of Lyngen all the way to the White Sea (Olsen 1997, 131-134). In these areas, the 
new Kjelmøykeramikk ceramic-making style replaced the earlier tekstilkeramikk style 
(1800-900 B. C. E.) which, during the previous millennium, had been the most common 
pottery style over the whole Northern Scandinavia, all the way south to present-day Mo i 
Rana (Andreassen 2004, 31). Today most scholars consider that the spread of the 
Kjelmøykeramikk culture during the first centuries of the Common Era coincides with the 
establishment of Sámi culture in the Far North coming from its Proto-Sámi roots further 
south in Finland (Olsen 2007, 139; and Aikio 2006, 46-47).

During this period, the Proto-Finnish culture also began to spread from its traditional 
homeland south of the Gulf of Finland to what is now south-western Finland and the area 
between the Karelian isthmus and Lake Onega. Proto-Finnish and Proto-Sámi culture had 
previously started to stray from each other following the spread of the “Battle-Axe” culture 
in the third millennium B. C. E.. This spread over the eastern Baltic and created a divide 
between the Finnic-Baltic pastoralists of the coast and the Proto-Sámi hunter-gatherers of 
the inland (Siiräinen 2003, 52-54). The subsequent spread of emerging Finnish and 
Karelian culture continued steadily throughout the Viking and the Middle Ages, especially 
northwards into what is now Central Finland and the area around the Gulf of Bothnia 
where it replaced the once-dominant Sámi culture (Frog 2014, 351-352; and Aikio 2009, 
6-7). These population movements ultimately resulted, during the Viking Age, in a further 
development of distinct Finnic cultures over the whole Fenno-Scandinavian area. While 
only a limited amount of information regarding the characteristics of these cultures was 
conveyed through Viking and Middle Ages documents such as Ohthere’s account (ORO 
2007, 44-47), they nevertheless reflected a diversity which very much existed in the area 
at that time (Jackson, 2002; Aalto and Laakso 2009).

In West-Norse sources, Finns are often named simply “Finnar“ and were associated 
with the coastal area of what is now Finland which was called “Bálagarðssíða.” The Sámi 
peoples were however also referred to as “Finnar” in these sources but they are mostly 
said to dwell in the mountainous region of eastern and Northern Norway named Finnmǫrk. 
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Karelia (the area between the lakes Ladoga, Onega and the White Sea on the other hand) 
was referred to as “Kirjálaland” and the area surrounding the White Sea and especially the 
Kola peninsula was named “Bjarmaland." While the literary sources do not reveal much 
about the culture of these Finnic peoples, they nevertheless agree with archeological data 
which suggests that the Finnic part of Viking and Medieval Fenno-Scandinavia was 
extremely diverse ethnically and culturally (Aalto and Laakso 2009). These various Finnic 
peoples nonetheless had at the very least one thing in common: they all partook in the fur 
trade. In the Viking and Medieval Ages, the Finnic people, most of whom did not know 
agriculture, forged trade relations with Germanic and Slavic peoples to whom they 
delivered furs of various animals which would then be sold for a good profit in the markets 
of southern Europe. In the area, securing access to these goods led to much strife 
between the states of Norway, Sweden and Novgorod, leading among other things, to 
increased taxation (Bratrein 2011, 49-50). 

Another characteristic of the people of this area is that during most of the Middle-
Ages, these Finnic peoples of the Far North remained pagans as opposed to their 
Germanic and Slavic neighbors who, for the most parts had converted to Christianity by 
the 11th century. Although the conversion of individuals, especially among the Sámi of the 
Norwegian zone of influence has been recorded, few of the Christian houses of worship 
established in the Viking and Middle Ages in the Far North were intended to cater for the 
Finnic inhabitants of the region. Indeed the first systematic attempts to spread the 
Christian faith among the non-Germanic or Slavic inhabitants of the Far North dates only 
to the 16th century on the Russian side and the 17th century for the Norwegian and 
Swedish parts of the region thereby falling beyond the scope of the present study (Bratrein 
and Lind 2004, 66-71).

All in all, the gradual establishment of the various Finnic cultural identities of 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavia formed an intensive yet poorly understood dynamic which 
was going on in many areas of the area in question during the period scrutinized in this 
thesis. As for their Germanic counterparts discussed in Chapter 4.3., the Finnic inhabitants 
of the Far North developed their identity and culture at the same time as they developed 
ever-closer contacts with neighboring peoples. Such long-lasting cross-cultural contacts 
would have critical implications for the way the different ethnic groups are perceived, 
described and pictured in literature. It is therefore important to take into account the way 
these different groups were interconnected in history in order to understand how this 
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situation may have influenced the various literary accounts that will be taken up in the 
following chapters. 

4.5. The Far North as a Meeting Point of Nordic Cultures in Literature

By this point it should have become evident that pre-Modern Northern Fenno-Scandinavia 
was, from a historical perspective, an extremely diverse region that was inhabited by 
numerous, ever-evolving cultures which were constantly interacting with each other in 
various ways over the course of the centuries. The situation in the Far North, where 
peoples of different ethno-cultural backgrounds (mostly Germanic and Finnic) maintained 
sustained contact and relations over extensive periods of time was not unique in the pre-
Modern Nordic world, but it is far better-documented than its southern counterpart. Indeed, 
the earlier-noted vision of peoples meeting, exchanging culture and shaping their lifestyle 
and perception of each other was not only inferred through archeology and history, but  
also with the help of literature. Interestingly enough, pre-Modern authors from all over 
Europe and beyond have steadily portrayed the Far North as a significant focal point of 
cross-cultural contact in the Nordic Area. We can thus infer, following the lead of 
contemporary scholars such as John Lindow and John McKinnell, that contacts between 
ethnic groups helped establish literary figures of the “Other,” figures which, more often 
than not, came to be associated with a myriad of supernatural characteristics (Lindow 
1995; and McKinnell 2005, 100). Another key factor of the othering at play within the area 
researched is the way Christianized Germanic peoples approached their interaction with 
mostly Pagan Finnic peoples who held worldviews that were in parts informed by their 
shamanistic practices. 

 Unfortunately, as previously mentioned in Chapter 3, pre-Modern accounts of the 
Far North penned by its own inhabitants are practically non-existent during the period in 
question and the majority of other sources mentioning the area and its supernatural 
aspects are likely to be several degrees removed from any potential local narrative 
accounts (using indirect informers). It is thus impossible to determine positively whether 
the motifs associated with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia found in pre-Modern literature 
were indeed native to the area or whether they were shaped, wholly or in part, by the 
outside perceptions of alien peoples. Nonetheless, by comparing the way in which specific 
motifs came to be treated in various literary contexts and possibly linking them to real-
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world items, locales and events documented in contemporary scholarship, it might be 
ultimately possible to assess the potential Far-Northern origin of certain broad 
supernatural motifs found in texts dealing with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. However,  
before analyzing such motifs, a presentation of the supernatural qualities bestowed on 
these Far-Northern lands as a whole will be given.
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5. The Monstrous Arctic: The Image of the Northern                 

Giantlands
 

5.1. Introduction

The image of a distant and little-known “Far North” has taken a multitude of features 
throughout the Middle-Ages but most of these depictions, sometimes originating from far-
removed lands such as Spain, Persia or Russia, tend to agree on a couple of key aspects: 
essentially, Northern Fenno-Scandinavia is seen as a border between the somewhat 
better-known Germanic South represented by Hálogaland and Naumudalr and a much 
more mysterious and supernatural Finnic North exemplified by, among others, Finnmǫrk 
and Bjarmaland. According to these literary sources, this loosely-defined area of contact is 
seen as being the abode of numerous peoples, tribes and races, most of which exemplify 
otherness in one way or another. Here, however, the boundaries of regions and kingdoms 
are blurred and the distinction between real-life locales and mythical ones seems to 
become increasingly hard to make the farther north one goes. 

This chapter will begin by analyzing the way the border between the Finnic and the 
Norse areas of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia is depicted in the literature and to which 
extent their interconnected relationship gave birth to the image of a supernatural, Far-
Northern borderland. The focus will then be switched to the north-east and how the the 
east-Baltic area was practically and symbolically linked to the Far North in the Pre-Modern 
mind, ultimately constituting a border area which is similar to its northern counterpart. After 
completing the analysis of both the Far North and the north-east, the present thesis will 
address the issue of the mythological and fictional supernatural lands which have 
traditionally been associated with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. Finally, the distinct 
otherness of the Far North will be analyzed in more practical ways, through the lens of 
ethnic alterity, cultural divergence and linguistic diversity. It is believe that such an 
approach might lead to a better comprehension of how the Far-Northern corner of Fenno-
Scandinavia came to be known both in Old Norse-Icelandic and in Continental European 
literature as the alien edge of the known-world.
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5.2. Supernatural Meetings in the Northern Borderlands

5.2.1. A Land of Unknown Wonders and Terrors

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the geographical entities known in literature as 
Hálogaland, Naumudalr, Finnmǫrk and Bjarmaland very much correspond to historical 
realities. If the real-world links between these entities, mostly centered on trade, are 
reflected in a few written sources such as Egils saga (Egla 1933, 19-20) or Ohthere’s 
much earlier account (ORO 2007, 44-47), pre-Modern literary narratives, which tend to 
come from people with less direct experience most often tend to cast a somewhat different 
light on the interconnected relationship which existed between these lands. These texts 
are indeed very often painted as being the theater of uncanny supernatural events, 
especially when individuals indigenous to these regions are involved. 

The supernatural image of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia in Medieval Literature is 
perfectly summed up by Saxo Grammaticus, who around the year 1200 wrote:

To the north [Norway] faces an undefined and nameless territory, lacking 
civilization, and swarming with strange, unhuman races; a vast stretch of sea 
however separates this from the opposite shores of Norway and, since navigation 
there is hazardous, very few have set foot on it and enjoyed a safe return (Saxo 
Grammaticus 2015, I, 17). 

The idea that Northern Fenno-Scandinavia is an intrinsically supernatural land is found 
both in Continental and Norse-Icelandic texts from the same period. Writing in the middle 
of the 12th-century in Italy (Nansen 1911B, II, 203), the Arab scholar Muhammad Al-Idrisi 
describes the barren area of Norway (likely its mountainous regions) as being the abode of 
“wild people […] who have their heads set immediately upon their shoulders and no neck 
at all” (Nansen 1911B, II, 205).  Considering that Al-Idrisi then goes on to tell that these 8

odd peoples live a nomadic lifestyle among trees, it is likely that he describes Sámi. 
Indeed this Arabic account very clearly mirrors the Norwegian Historia Norwegiæ, written 
some fifty years afterwards (HN 2001, XVI) which describes the Sámi as nomadic forest-

 The same information is repeated in the 14th-century Spanish Book Of The Knowledge Of All The 8

Kingdoms, Lands, And Lordships That Are In The World (Book 1967, 11)
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dwellers, albeit endowed with a neck (HN 2001, 5-7). While originating in Scandinavia, 
Historia Norwegiæ is itself not completely free of supernatural Far-Northern motifs, as it 
contains a rather puzzling reference to Bjarmian women who are said to have the ability to 
get pregnant simply by drinking water (HN 2001, 3). All in all, it appears that for many 
people, the Far North was thought of as a place where supernatural events, individuals 
and phenomena could be expected to appear, as in another passage of Gesta Danorum 
(Book 8), where Saxo Grammaticus mentions the voyage of Thorkil to Bjarmaland: Shortly 
after sailing by Hálogaland, the ship is caught in a storm and sent to an island populated 
by sheep and threatening man-eating giants (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 600-603). This 
tale, obviously inspired by the cyclops Polyphemus from the Odyssey (Homer 1927, I, 
325-341), was not gratuitously associated with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. It takes place 
there essentially because such a singular episode could be expected to occur there.

5.2.2. Crossing the Northern Frontier in Saga Literature

As noted above, Old Norse-Icelandic accounts tend to offer a somewhat different view of 
the Far North. While these texts most definitely tend to underscore the supernatural nature 
of this area, the focus here is most also often placed on the direct interactions between 
individual characters. The most common narrative pits a native from either Naumudalr or 
Hálogaland against a mysterious individual or a monster dwelling in either Finnmǫrk or 
Bjarmaland. The most obvious examples of this motif, which could be tentatively called 
“The Supernatural Borderland motif,” are the four so-called Hrafnistasögur.  The sagas, in 9

which this motif appears, center around a family from the island of Hrafnista by the coast 
of Naumudalr and are set a few generations before the advent of the united Norwegian 
kingdom of Haraldr hárfagri. They follow four generations of Hrafnistumenn and heroes 
who physically cross the border between their Norse-Germanic homeland and Finnmǫrk-
Bjarmaland, an area inhabited by Sámi, trǫll and other supernatural opponents of various 
kinds. Ketill hængr from Ketils saga, written in the early 13th century (Torfi H. Tulinius 
2005, 452), travels north to the Lofoten island of Skrofa where he witnesses a night of trǫll 
engaging in an intimidating witch-ride (“Gandreid”) (KetilH 1954, 172). Ketill’s son, Grímr, 
in the early 14th century (Shafer 2010, 229) Gríms saga, is said to travel even further, all 

 For a thorough analysis of this saga-cycle see Leslie-Jacobsen 2010; and Waggoner 2012.9
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the way to Gandvík  (Lit. “bay of gandr/ sorcery”), the White Sea (Aalto 2010, 135-136) 10

where he murders a pair of witch-like trǫll-women as well as several jǫtnar in a cave by the 
shore (GrímL 1954, 186-189). Grímr’ s son, Örvar-Oddr is probably the Hrafnistamaðr with 
the closest ties with the Finnic North: In Örvar-Odds saga,  Oddr ends up stranded on an 11

island off the coast of Finnmǫrk due to a spell cast by a Sámi which leads to a 
confrontation between him and a band of hostile trǫll-sorcerers who live closer to the 
mainland (ÖOdd 1954, 222-226). Later, Bjarmians who have early fallen victim to Oddr’s 
plundering (ÖOdd 1954, 215-216) breed Ögmundr, an individual born from a finngálkin, a 
sort of chimera (Ármann Jakobsson 2009, 37) who becomes closer to a spirit (“Ándi”) than 
a man after years spent learning and being the recipient of spells in Finnmǫrk (ÖOdd 
1954, 279-281). Following a couple of indecisive fights, in among other places, Helluland 
and Hólmgarðr, Oddr is forced to admit his incapability to defeat this arch-enemy 
Ögmundr, who has become the physical representation of the very supernatural nature of 
the Finnic Far North.

The somewhat transgressive nature of this border crossing is also acknowledged in 
a couple of other texts set in historical times. In Haralds saga hins hárfagra in 
Heimskringla, the character of Gunnhildr, a woman from Hálogaland who is sent to 
Finnmǫrk to learn magic exemplifies the same motif as that mentioned in connection with 
the Hrafnistumenn (Hrk 1941-1951, I, 135). This motif can also be found in the 
Borgarþinglög, a legal text from south-eastern Norway written in the late 13th-century 
(Borglög 1846-1895, I, XI). In this text, the act of going to Finnmǫrk is directly associated 
with magical practices such as soothsaying and is explicitly prohibited (“þet er oc vbota 
værk. er madr fær a fínmarkr at spyria spadom”: Borglög 1846-1895, I, 372). Here, the 
literary motif of crossing into supernatural/ magical lands by traveling northwards into 
Finnic areas connects to the very concrete reality of actual interactions which took place 
between the Norse and Finnic population of Fenno-Scandinavia which especially, but not 
exclusively took place along the border between Hálogaland and Finnmǫrk. Naumudalr, 
Hálogaland, Finnmǫrk and Bjarmaland, however, are not the only borderlands associated 

 Jan deVries has proposed that the Norse name for Gandvík might instead be a loan word from  10

the Finnish word “Kantalahti," which refers today to the western edge of the Kandalaksha Gulf on 
the southern side of the Kola Peninsula (deVries 1933, 155).

 According to the Danish scholar Annette Lassen, it is possible that the oldest redaction of the 11

saga might have originated in the 12th or even the 11th century (Lassen 2009, 275) but it is though 
that the saga reached the form in which we know it today in the late 13th or early 14th century 
(Lassen 2009, 256).
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with the supernatural. Other similar, if less prominent locales also feature in the literature. 
These areas will now be dealt with.

5.3. Á Austrvega: The Supernatural Eastern Borderland 

5.3.1. The Eastern Baltic as a Contact Zone

Another important border area clearly associated with the supernatural world is the East 
Baltic, referred to as “Austrvegr”  in Old Norse-Icelandic. While the real-world location of 12

this region is significantly less northern than, for example, Hálogaland and Finnmǫrk, its 
literary treatment makes it clear that selected locales which are set in and around 
Austrvegr seem to share a variety of supernatural motifs with the Far North, and were very 
much thought as being directly connected with it, in part probably due to their association 
with the Finnic populations. 

According to Sverrir Jakobsson, the frequent appearance of Austrvegr in saga 
narratives might stem from the late 10th and early 11th centuries which were an era of 
increased Norse contact with this part of the world (Sverrir Jakobsson 2006, 938-840). In 
some of these sagas, the link between the eastern and the northern edge of Fenno-
Scandinavia as made explicit in the 14th-century (Lassen 2009, 272) Bósa saga ok 
Herrauds where Bósi and his companions reach Bjarmaland through Austrvegr (Bósa 
1954, 286) or in the contemporary (Flokenes 2010, 156) Hálfdanar saga Eysteinssonar 
where it is directly said that Austrvegr is in the vicinity of Bjarmaland (HálfdE 1954, 
248-262). 

Another factor that links the area of Austrvegr with the Far North is, as noted above, 
its common association with the Finnic peoples and lands, especially in contexts related to 
the supernatural. In addition to the previously-mentioned Bjarmaland and Finnmǫrk, 
Bálagarðssíða, Álanddsíða, Finnland, Kirjálaland, and Kylfingaland are all mentioned at 
least once in such contexts in the literature. Among those lands and people, however, the 

 “Austrvegr” simply means “the eastern way," But it also appears as “Austrríki” in some sources 12

such as Fagrskinna (Fagr 1985, 178) and might be equivalent to “Austrvík," a locale east of 
Finnmǫrk found solely in Sturlaugs saga and its related rímur (SturlSt 1954, 132-133; and SturlsRí 
1913-1921, I, 490-493; V, sts 5-33). The more recent term “Eystrasalt” is also found in a few 
sources such as Fundinn Noregr (FuNo 1954, 89) and refers to the whole of the Baltic Sea both in 
Old Norse-Icelandic and in modern Icelandic.
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Kirjár  and the Kylfingar  are, interestingly enough, never directly associated with 13 14

supernatural or mythological events, so these will not be covered.  References to the 15

remaining lands, namely Finnland, Bálagarðssíða and Álandsiða on the other hand, all fall 
directly under the scope of the present study and shall thus be dealt with briefly in the 
following.  

5.3.2. The Mysterious Finnland

The most contentious of the aforementioned locales, “Finnland,” also at times spelled 
“Finland” as in Fundinn Noregr (FuNo 1954, 88), is also possibly the most interesting of 
them all. While in Old Norse-Icelandic literature the term “finn” is mostly used to describe 
the inhabitants of Finnmǫrk, in other words, the ancestors of the modern-day Sámi, the 
words “Finnmǫrk” and “Finnland” quite clearly refer to different areas: the former is 
generally said to lie in the northernmost tip of Fenno-Scandinavia while the later appears 
to be situated in Austrvegr (Aalto 2010, 123-126). It is generally accepted that in general, 
the Finnland of the sagas essentially is associated with the Finnic people (Douglas 2009, 
209; and Aalto 2010, 125). These people, and this land are most often themselves 
affiliated with a myriad of supernatural motifs, some of which are said to have taken place 
long before the Viking or Medieval Ages. In Fundinn Noregr, a legendary Norwegian 
genealogy written around 1200 (Aalto 2010, 125), the ancestor of the rulers of Norway, 

 Kirjálaland and the Kirjálar are generally associated with the modern area of Karelia, abreast 13

eastern Finland and the region of Lake Lagoda (Aalto 2010, 143). 

 There is little consensus regarding the identity of the “Kylfingar” mentioned in the sagas. They 14

are generally either thought as being located in Russia, or near the Swedish realm (Douglas 2009, 
217). In any cases, they are often mentioned alongside more securely Finnic tribes (Egla 1933, 
19-20; SǫrlaRí 1905-1921, II, 92; II, st. 29; and Land 1908-1918, I, 8-12), hence their mention in 
this list. 

 A number of other lands associated with Austrvegr such as Hólmgarðr, Kœnugarðr or 15

Aldeigjuborg but not directly related to the Far North or only mentioned in passing can be found in 
Örvar-Odds saga (ÖOdd 1954, 334), and Sagan af Þjalar-Jóni (Þjalar 1857, 19). Other works of 
geography mentioning this area are Historia Norwegiæ (HN 2001, 2-3), Landafræði (Land 
1908-1918, I, 8-12) and Rísaland (Rísa 1908-1918, I, 36).
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Fornjótr is said to have been the ruler of both Finland and Kvenland  (FuNo 1954, 88). 16

Hversu Noregr byggðistt, contains a very similar yet somewhat posterior (Ashman Rowe 
2000, 443) genealogy. There, it is Þórri, the great-great grandson of Fornjótr who is said to 
be the King of Finland (HveNo 1954, 75). Elsewhere, in Ynglinga saga in Heimskringla, 
three successive legendary kings of Sweden, Vanlandi, Visbur and Agni are said to marry 
women hailing from Finnland and all of them end up dying violent deaths: Vanlandi is 
cursed by a “seiðkona” by the order of his wife Drífa and is killed by a “mara," an incubus 
of sorts (Hrk 1941-1951, I, 28-29); and Visbur is targeted by the same “seiðkona” who 
avenges his abandonment of his wife (Hrk 1941-1951, 30-31). Finally, Agni is murdered at 
the hands of a woman from Finnland, Skjálfr, who hangs him by surprise from a tree (Hrk 
1941-1951, 37-38). This reccuring motif of a Norse king marrying a supernatural Finnic 
woman, and often suffering from this decision will be analyzed further in Chapter 9.
 One other supernatural narrative involving Finnland is associated with King Ólafr 
Haraldsson. According to the sagas, prior to becoming king, Ólafr harried the shores of 
Northern Europe, including those in Austrvegr. One incident in particular in which Ólafr 
harries in Finnland is widely conveyed through various sagas. While the earliest versions 
of the tale, found in the early 13th-century (Ugulen 2002, 8) Fagrskinna and Helgisaga 
Ólafs Haraldssonar simply mention the harrying of Finnland in passing (Fagr 1985, 167; 
and HelgÓ 1849, 6-7), but the slightly posterior Ólafs saga helga in Heimskringla and the 
separate Ólafs saga ins helga inni sérstaka from the early 13th century (Ugulen 2002, 8) 
both claim that local “Finnar” (Hrk) or “Finnlendingar” (reference above) summoned strong 
magical winds against Ólafr’s ship (“fjǫlkynngi”: Hrk 1941-1951, II, 10-11. “fiolkynge”: ÓHS 
1860-1868, II, 17). As it will be demonstrated in Chapter 8, weather-magic is a trait 
commonly associated with the Finnic inhabitants of the Far North and this specific passage 
follows this general motif well. 

 While “Kvenland” is mentioned a number of times in the literature and described as being 16

located in the vicinity of the Gulf of Bothnia (Jackson 2002, 6), its actual setting in the Old Norse-
Icelandic worldview is still unclear, in part because the land (“Kvenland”) and its people (“Kvennir”) 
are only mentioned together in two sources (Egla 1933, 35; and HveNo 1954, 75). The area is 
nonetheless associated with the mythological past in a few sources (HveNo 1954, 75; FuNo 1954, 
89; and BárðSn 2009, 102) and is almost systematically mentioned in relation with either Finnmǫrk 
or Bjarmaland so its Far-Northern pedigree remains absolutely clear (Land 1908-1918, I, 11; and 
HN 2001, 2-3; and ORO 2007, 44-47). 
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5.3.3. The Wild Coast of Bálagarðssíða and Álandsiða

The aforementioned passage also introduced another Finnic area, namely Bálagarðssíða 
which is contextually understood in the previously-mentioned sagas (“Balagarzsiðu”: 
HelgÓ 1849, 6; “Balagardzsidu”: ÓHS 1860-1868, II, 17)  as being either connected to, or 17

a part of Finnland (Aalto 2010, 123-125). While Finnland appears almost exclusively in 
konungasögur, Bálagarðssíða also appears both in the Íslendingasögur and the 
förnaldarsögur . In the late 13th-century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 115) Brennu-Njáls saga, 18

the Icelander Þorkell hákr, son of Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði, sails to Bálagarðssíða and 
kills several monsters there (“finngálknið” and “flugdreka”: Njála 1954, 303). Similarly, in 
the 14th-century (Flokenes 2008, 227-228; and Flokenes 2010, 144) Þorsteins saga 
Víkingssonar and Þorsteins þáttr bæjarmagns, odd monsters and supernatural characters 
are encountered in Bálagarðssíða including Dís Kólssdóttir, a hamhleypa woman (ÞorstVík 
1954, 14-15) and an unnamed dvergr who possesses a magic broom (ÞorstB 1954, 322).

Another locale associated with both Finnland and Bálagarðssíða is the little-known 
Álandsíða,  which is mentioned is only one text, the Icelandic Bjarkarímur from about 19

1400 (Finnur Jónsson 1904, 174). As a matter of fact, Álandsiða is so little known that 
nothing has ever written about it. Finnur Jónsson was himself unsure about the area’s 
location (Finnur Jónsson 1904, 113) and neither Geir T. Zoëga nor Jan de Vries mention 
the word in their respective dictionaries (Geir T. Zoëga 2004, 34; and deVries 1962, 5). 
There is, however, mention of the Kylfingar (“kyflings”: Bjarkarímur 1904, 113; I, st. 13)  20

following the mention of Álandssiða, so it could be advanced that it might have been 

 Ólafs saga ins helga inni sérstaka also mentions the more specific locale of “Herdalir” which has 17

been identified with the present day Hirdal in Ingå municipality, approximatively 70 kilometers west 
of Helsinki (Ekberg 2006, 20).     

 “Finland” (with one “n”) is also mentioned in two riddarasögur: Sigurðar saga þǫgla (SigÞ 1963, 18

108) and Flóvents saga (Flov 1884, 164), both times in supernatural situations. However, there is 
little context given in these passages: In Flóvents saga, “Finland” is only said to be where Mahvn, 
a warlord from Saxland, obtained some magical fire, and in Sigurðar saga, Finland is simply 
mentioned out of the blue during a sea battle with a monster. This is the reason why this “Finland” 
cannot be surely located in any satisfying way.

 The word “siða” which means “coast” is found both in Bálagarðssíða and Álandsíða, which 19

further associates Álandssiða with Bálagarðssíða/ south-western Finland.

 References to rímur begin with references to year, volume number (where applicable), and page 20

number and are followed by references to the number of the rímur (in Roman numerals) and the 
strophe number.
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believed to lie in eastern or Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. Álandssiða might also be related 
to “Allanzhaf” which is mentioned once in Fundinn Noregr and said to be located 
somewhere in the Baltic (“Eystrasalt”: FuNo 1954, 88). Naturally, the name Áland is today 
the Icelandic name of the Åland Islands which lie near south-western Finland in the Baltic 
Sea and which were during the Viking and Middle Ages a zone of contact between Norse 
and Finnic peoples (Frog, Ahola and Heininen 2014, 330-334).  In both Fundinn Noregr 21

and Bjarkarímur, the Áland islands are also associated with supernatural or mythical 
motifs: In Fundinn Noregr, “Allanzhaf” is an area visited by Górr, the mythical ancestor of 
both the Jarls of Uppland and of Þrándheimr while in Bjarkarímur, Álandssiða is where the 
legendary story of the descendants of the shape-changer Björn, better-known from Hrólfs 
saga kraka, is said to be set. 

It would therefore seem that alongside the area of Hálogaland and Finnmǫrk, the 
area of contact between Norsemen and Finnic people in the East-Baltic was also thought 
of on supernatural terms. As with its Hálogaland/ Finnmǫrk counterpart, this “Supernatural 
Borderland” motif is, as previously-mentioned, very much rooted in the factual history of 
long-lasting interaction between Finnic and Norse peoples in the East Baltic. This is 
another clear example how real-world border areas between Norsemen and non-Germanic 
people where depicted in the literature as supernatural locales. 

Besides these areas which are grounded in the geographical northern-edge of the 
physical world, one notes how Old Norse-Icelandic literature also located a miscellany of 
more mythical or mythological regions in this area of the Far North. These must naturally 
be analyzed in a somewhat different fashion to the way in which their more true-to-life 
counterparts have been examined. 

5.4. The Mythological and Legendary Lands of the Far North

5.4.1. Jǫtunheimar and Rísaland: The Giantlands of the Arctic

As suggested above, the region of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia was continuously 
associated with mythical and fictional lands throughout the Middle-Ages. Contrary to the 
previously-mentioned Finnic and border areas which, for the most part, can be linked to 

 The sole mention of Allanzhaf that can be found in academic literature confirms the present 21

association of Allanzhaf with the Åland islands (Frog and Schalin 2014, 278).
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known geographical entities, these locales exist solely in the world of myth and literature. 
In spite of this as will be demonstrated, their localization in the Far North does not break 
the consistent image of the region as being a distinctively supernatural area. Instead it 
reinforces the idea that a series of already-extant motifs were shared both by these 
mythical/ fictional lands and their more factual counterparts. 

The most significant mythological land is arguably Jǫtunheimar,  the abode of the 22

jǫtnar. Jǫtunheimar is first mentioned in a few Eddic poems as the nondescript abode of 
the jǫtnar sometimes located in the east (Vǫluspá st. 50)  or underground (sts 2-3). Later, 23

it is described in the Prose Edda as physically lying by the north-eastern corner of 
Scandinavia (Gylf 2005, 7, 37; and Skáldsk 1997, 2, 22).  It is likely that all of these 24

localization have their origin in the oral tradition. Indeed, the skaldic poem Þórsdrápa 
composed in the late 10th century by the Icelander Eilifr Goðrúnarson makes reference to 
“Gandvikr Skotvm” (“the Scots=inhabitants of Gandvík”: Skja 1967-1973, A 1, 148),  when 25

referring to the jǫtnar that Þórr and his companions are fighting against.26

A concept very much related to Jǫtunheimar is Rísaland, the land of the rísar. In Old 
Norse-Icelandic literature, the concepts of jǫtnar and rísar (as well as þursar and trǫll); 
while distinct (see for example BárðSn 2009, 102-103), are often intrinsically interwoven. 

 Jǫtunheimar is most often written “Jǫtunheimr” and only appears as “Jǫtunheimar” (the plural of 22

Jǫtunheimr) in a few occasions such as Gylfaginning (Gylf 2005, 31) as well as in the prose 
passage introducing Skirnismál. The “Jǫtunheimar” form has been chosen for this thesis instead 
as it reflects better the diversity and multifaceted aspect of the land of the jǫtnar and other giants in 
the literature.

 All Eddic poems in the present study will be cited from Edda: Die Lieder des Codex Regius 23

(Edda), ed. Nekel and Kuhn (1983).

 See, for example Simek 1997, 180; for the relationship between the image of Jǫtunheimar and 24

the North East in the Eddic poems and on the Prose Edda. 

 All skaldic poems are quoted from the skaldic poetry database (http://www.abdn.ac.uk/skaldic/25

db.php, last viewed May 4 2016) unless otherwise noted. In such cases, Den Norsk-Islandske 
Skjaldedigtning (Skja 1967-1973) acts as the reference edition. Information about the date of 
composition of the various skaldic poems originates from the poem’s respective reference edition.

 This particular kenning has generally been compared to other giant-kennings that make use of 26

the name of ethnic groups to refer to jǫtnar/ giants (Jón Þorkelsson 1890, 4) . However, this 
specific kenning is singular in that it is the sole appearance of the word “Gandvík” in skaldic poetry 
and it has been more recently argued that besides its value as a kenning, this unique reference to 
Gandvík could be interpreted as the actual locale of Þórr’s fight against the jǫtnar (Heide 2006, 
26). Taking this point of view into consideration together with the later, more straightforward 
localization of Þórr’s travel to Geirrǫðr in the Far-North, the present thesis will construe this 
passage of Þórsdrápa to describe Þórr traveling to Gandvík and as such, to the Far North.   

http://www.abdn.ac.uk/skaldic/db.php
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Contemporary research nonetheless seems to suggest that the distinction between jǫtnar, 
rísar, þursar and trǫll were more cosmetic than conceptual and that each of those epithet 
was used (often interchangeably) to describe essentially the same thing: a supernatural 
“other” most often dwelling in the North-East.  This is also reflected by the way Rísaland 27

and the rísar are most often associated and/ or located in and around Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia and the Sámi and Finnic peoples. This setting is clearly reflected in one 
redaction of Örvar-Odds saga, when Oddr and his crew end up in Rísaland, which is said 
to be a land populated by hostile supernatural enemies. This occurs directly after 
encountering a storm off the coast of Finnmǫrk (ÖOddP 1892, 39). 

Rísaland also seems to have been associated with the east and Austrvegr.  In 28

Þorsteins þáttr bæjarmagns, Þorsteinn reaches Rísaland, a land of giant-like people after 
encountering a storm off the coast of Bálagarðssíða (ÞorstB 1954, 326-327). The 
association of Rísaland with the north-east as well as Jǫtunheimar is further strengthened 
in Samsons saga from the middle of the 14th century (SamsF 1954, XI), where Rísaland 
and Jǫtunheimar are said to be located in the same area (“Rísaland liggur til austurs og 
norðurs af Austurveginum og þaðan til landnorðurs. Þá liggur það land, er Jötunheimar 
heita og búa þar tröll og óvættir”: SamsF 1954, 380). Maybe more even than Jǫtunheimar, 
Rísaland is almost systematically associated with various races of giants and other 
supernatural creatures. In the late 14th-century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 114) Bárðar saga, 
Dumbr, the rísi is said to rule over both Rísaland and Helluland  while his wife, Mjǫll, from 29

Kvenland, is a trǫll (BárdSn 1954, 102). Even when Rísaland is not directly linked to the 
North East, it is most often said to be the abode of various uncanny creatures.  Rísaland 30

is also associated to yet another Far-Northern mythological area, namely Glæsisvellir.

 Ármann Jakobsson 2008A; Nansen 1911B, I, 302; Einar Ólafur Sveinsson 2003, 164; and 27

Hermann Pálsson 1997, 18-22)

 The idea that giants lived, or once lived in Northern Fenno-Scandinavia was still seriously 28

considered in the early 18th century as exemplified in Historia Rerum Norvegicarum (Norges 
Historie) of Þormóður Torfaeus (Þormóður Torfaeus 2008-2014, I, 252-253).

 Helluland is an isolated land located in the vicinity of Greenland (Douglas 2009, 64). While this 29

region falls outside the borders of the present thesis, Helluland is often mentioned in sagas with a 
Far-Northern focus (HálfdE 1954, 283; ÖOdd 1954, 287; and BárðSn 2009, 161). 

 In Valdimars saga, Rísaland is said to be home of various female shape-shifting creatures (Vald 30

1960, 61-75). In the later stages of Örvar-Odds saga, Oddr is captured by a gigantic bird and taken 
to Rísaland, a land populated by polar bears and jǫtnar (ÖOdd 1954, 271-278).
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5.4.2. Fictional Kingdoms of the North: Glæsisvellir and Geirrǫðargarðr 

Glæsisvellir (“The glittering plains”)  is directly mentioned twice in connection with 31

Rísaland: once in the previously-mentioned Samsons saga where Glæsisvellir is said to be 
located east of Rísaland (SamsF 1954, 380) and then in Þorsteins þáttr bæjarmagns 
where Glæsisvellir is said to be a region within Rísaland (ÞorstB 1954, 328-330). Both of 
these texts also mention the ruler of Glæsisvellir: Guðmundr (“Goðmundr” in SamsF). This 
character was clearly intrinsically linked with the image of Glæsisvellir in the literature and 
is said to be the ruler of these lands in every text mentioning them.  While scholars such 32

as Anders Andrén have suggested that Glæsisvellir might have originally be thought to as 
some kind of pre-Christian abode of the dead, similar to the Greek Elysian Fields (Andrén 
2005, 116), such a view is not supported by the texts themselves.  Indeed, while one 33

version of Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks from about 1300 (Herv 1960, XXX) describes 
Glæsisvellir as originating from mythological times and populated by rísar  (Herv 1960, 34

65-67) and Helga þáttr Þórissonar  paints the image of a pleasant and somewhat 35

otherworldly Glæsisvellir where supernatural women dwell (Helgaþ 1954, 347-353), 
neither  these  texts  nor  any  of  the  others  mentioning  it  actually  point  to  the  idea  of 

 Glæsisvellir is spelled “Glasisvellir” in Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks (Herv 1960, 20).31

 Herv 1960, 21; HelgaÞ 1954, 347-353; Bósa 1954, 287: BósaRí 1974, 76; VI. st. 10; SamsF 32

1954, 380; and ÞorstB 1954, 328-330. Guðmunðr is also mentioned in Gesta Danorum Book 8 (as 
Guthmund) but the concept of Glæsisvellir is not mentioned in this passage. Instead, he is there 
said to dwell in Bjarmaland (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 602-604).

 More recently, Glæsivellir, together with Óðainsákr has been linked with Irish-Celtic ideas of a 33

fabled land of the dead in the West (Egeler 2016, 57-64).

 This passage from Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks which paints a map of the mythological Far North 34

and links once again the area with the idea of the jǫtnar is also the only time in literature that 
Ymisland is mentioned (Herv 1960, 65).

 While Helga þáttr was likely composed in the 14th century, it has been argued by scholars such 35

as Flokenes that the motif of the opposition between Guðmundr and Ólafr Tryggvason is likely to 
be much older (Flokenes 2010, 151).
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Figs 4/ 5: Details of Olaus Magnus’ Carta Marina (1539) depicting monsters, giants, the 
Sámi and demons in the Far North (Olaus Magnus, via https://commons.wikimedia.org)
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Glæsisvellir being an abode of the dead.  On the other hand, all the texts agree with the  36

idea of  Glæsisvellir being a legendary  land located in the north-eastern corner of the 37

world.  The overall image of Glæsisvellir and Guðmundr is also overall very positive: 38

except in Helga þáttr, Guðmundr and other characters from Glæsisvellir are always said to 
be serviceable and good to the narrative’s main characters. The same, however, as will be 
demonstrated shortly, cannot be said to yet another land often associated with 
Glæsisvellir, namely Geirrǫðargarðr.39

Geirrǫðr and Geirrǫðargarðr are mentioned on five occasions in the literature, all of 
which seem to be ultimately a retelling of a similar story revolving around a journey of Þórr 
to the Far North to visit what seems to be a jǫtunn. The earliest iteration of this tale is 
found in the previously-mentioned Þórsdrápa where Þórr travels to Gandvík to fight 
“Geirroþr” and his supernatural allies (see Chapter 5.4.1.). The tale is retold in a more 
flourished way in the Skáldskaparmál  (Skáldsk 1997, 14-26) and in a euhemeristic way 40

in both Gesta Danorum, Book 8 (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 151-153), which sets the 
abode of Geirrǫðr in Bjarmaland; and Þorsteins þáttr bæjarmagns (ÞorstB 1954, 328-344) 
which places Geirrǫðr in Jǫtunheimar.  In each of those tales, one notes that the heroes 41

 Another mythical land associated with the afterlife is Ódáinsakr (“field of the undead”) but this 36

land is only mentioned four times in the literature and only once is it said to be located in the Far 
North (“[Guðmundr] var ríkr maðr ok vitr, ok varð svá gamall ok allir hans menn, at þeir lifðu marga 
mannsaldra. Því trúðu heiðnir menn, at í hans ríki mundi Ódáinsakr”: Herv 1960, 66). In two 
instances, Eirekr viðfórli, the son of Þrándr of Þrándheimr is said to have discovered this land 
(HálfdE 1954, 247; and EirekV 1860-1868, III, 29) but neither in these passages nor in the fourth 
and last mention of Óðainsakr (“Undensakre”: Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 218-219) is the land set 
in the Far North. For further information, see Simek (1993, 239) and Tolkien (Herv 1960, 86). 

 Helga þáttr and Þorsteins þáttr are the only texts to set Glæsisvellir’s existence in historical 37

times, more specifically in the reign of Ólafr Tryggvason.

 Simek links Glæsisvellir with the grove Glasislundr mentioned in the Eddic poem Helgakviða 38

Hjǫrvarðssonar (st. 1) and the tree Glasir mentioned in Skáldskaparmál (Skáldsk 1997, 40-41, 60) 
to argue that Glæsisvellir indeed was originally considered an abode of the dead (Simek 1993, 
112). Nonetheless these passages do not associate Glasir/ Glasislundr with the Far North 
whatsoever so this question will not be addressed in the present thesis.

 In a similar fashion to “Jǫtunheimr” which sometimes is written “Jǫtunheimar,” Geirrǫðargarðr 39

appears as “Geirrǫðargarðar,” its plural form on one occasion (ÞorstB).

 The Skáldskaparmál version does not directly locate Geirrǫðargarðr in the Far North, but quote 40

the Þórsdrápa strophe mentioning Gandvík (Skáldsk 1997, 26). 

 Geirrǫðargarðr is also mentioned in passing in Örvar-Odds saga (ÖOdd 1954, 295) but nothing 41

is said of the locale except that it is located around Jǫtunheimar and Austrvegr, further linking it to 
the Far North and the North East.
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crossing into the territory of Geirrǫðr have to face a number of supernatural foes, most of 
which appear giant-like. Contrary to its counterpart Glæsisvellir which, as noted, is 
portrayed in an overall somewhat positive light in the literature, Geirrǫðargarðr is always 
painted as a hostile place whose monstrous inhabitants are neither human, nor amicable 
in any way. This remarkably consistent depiction of this Far-Northern supernatural land 
and its inhabitants, spanning five centuries, underlines one more recurring core motif 
associated with Northern Scandinavia: its population of gigantic others.

5.5. The Monstrous Inhabitants of the Far North 

5.5.1. The Abode of jǫtnar, rísar and Other Giants

As previously mentioned, in literature, jǫtnar  and giants of various kinds were generally 42

believed to dwell, among other places, in the Far North (see also Ármann Jakobsson 
2008A). As suggested above, saga narratives focusing on Northern Fenno-Scandinavia or 
including a journey to this area almost systematically include various gigantic others. The 
oldest attested appearance of this image of a gigantic Far North is, once again, the 
previously-mentioned Þórsdrápa where Þórr is said to fight “Ymsa kindar” (“the kin of 
Ymir”) in Gandvík.  43

While this narrative is set in mythical times, jǫtnar and other giants are also 
depicted as the inhabitants of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia in tales set both in fantastic, 
heroic, historical and contemporary times. In the 15th-century (Flokenes 2008, 245) 
fornaldarsaga Illuga saga Gríðarfóstra, set in heroic times, Illugi, a Danish hero, briefly 
visits Gandvík, where his most notable act is to fight and kill seven trǫll (IllGr 1954, 418). 
The acknowledgedly fantastical 14th-century (ÁlaFl 1954, XI) Riddarasaga Ála flekks saga 
also features a hero from the south slaying trǫll in the Far North: here, the English Áli 
travels to the land of jǫtnar and trǫll, a land of eternal night, where he kills the jǫtunn 
leader Jötunoxi (ÁlaFl 1954, 149-154). In the late 12th-century (ÓTOdd 2001, 4) Ólafs 
saga Odds, trǫll are also said to have been common in Naumudalr during the times of 
Hákon Jarl and Ólafr Tryggvason, and these creatures are even said to directly interact 

 Of course, the jǫtnar appearing in early Old Norse-Icelandic works are rarely gigantic. 42

 John McKinnell sees in the tale of Þórr and Geirrǫðr an old folk-motif archetype (McKinnell, 43

2009, 202-203).
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with Hákon and Ólafr (ÓTOdd 2001, 290-293). Finally, the late 11th-century Gesta 
Hammaburgensis (Adam of Bremen 1959, XXVII - XXXII) of Adam of Bremen tells the 
contemporary tale of Frisian sailors who set sail to the Arctic, only to encounter threatening 
“cyclopes” who nearly kill them all (Adam of Bremen 1959, 220-221), underlying the fact 
that the sagas reflect living belief. 

This image of a supernatural North populated by unnatural creatures clearly held 
sway throughout the entire Middle Ages and comes to include other supernatural creatures 
such as the chimera-like finngálkn, located in both Bálagardssíða in Brennu-Njáls saga 
(Njála 1954, 302-303) and in Dumbshafið,  the Arctic sea, in the late-Medieval  44 45

Klerkarímur (KlerkRí 1913-1921, II, 888-891; V, sts 19-31). One could include dragons  46

and some singular supernatural characters such as Raknarr/ Agnarr, the undead berserkr-
king  or Brúni/ Brúsi, the supernatural helper (see Chapter 7.3.2.).  Nonetheless, in the 47 48

literature, it is clear that the most common supernatural inhabitants of Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia are said to be the jǫtnar and other giants. These creatures are often 
connected, if not totally equated with another Far-Northern supernatural group, the Sámi, 
as will be demonstrated shortly.

5.5.2. The Sámi as the Wild Men of the North

As noted by Hermann Pálsson (1997, 18-22), in the Medieval literature and Medieval 
world-view, the jǫtnar, giants and Sámi are shown to have many things in common, 
starting with their common association with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. Like the jǫtnar 
(in later sources) and giants, the Sámi are principally said to dwell in the Far North (as 
occurred in fact although they are also known to have lived further south) and this is 

 Dumbshafið is named after Dumbr, the father of Bárðr in Bárðar saga and refers to the Arctic 44

Sea north of Fenno-Scandinavia, as is seen in Landnámabók (Ldb 1968, II, 251: S 218).

 The age of the Klerkarímur has never been dully established but its two oldest manuscripts, 45

namely the AM 603 c 4to and the AM 604 c 4to both date from the 16th century. Because of this, 
the rímur cannot be younger than this period. 

 Þorsk 2009, 186; KetilH 1954, 152; Bósa 1954, 319-320; HálfdE 1954, 2; and Vald 1960, 63.46

 Þorsk 2009, 183-186; BárðSn 2009, 165-168; HálfdE 1954, 283; and KlerkRí 1913-1921, II, 891; 47

V, st. 19.

 OrmSt 2009, 415; KetilH 1954, 158-159; ÞorstVik 1954, 60-63; and KlerkRí 1913-1921, II, 891; 48

V, st. 21.
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naturally where they can most often be found in various narratives. In Classical works, the 
Sámi or proto-Sámi people were associated with this area in texts as far back in time as 
the 1st-century (Tacitus 1868, III-VI) Germania and the 6th-century (Greatrex 2014, 96-97) 
De Bellis. This Classical discourse immediately puts an emphasis on the otherness of 
these Sámi peoples in the known-world (as has been noted in Chapter 3.3.2.), describing 
them as wild-men knowing neither agriculture nor sedentary life (Tacitus 1868, 32; and 
Procopius 1914-1919, VI, 420-421). Such narratives securely placed the Sámi both on the 
edge of the outside world and within the wild, thereby associating them, in the eyes of the 
Classical Graeco-Roman writers, with supernatural gigantic non-human creatures (Storfjell 
2013, 542-544). 

In later Continental Medieval literature, the Sámi are clearly described as being 
different from the other sedentary inhabitants,  but they are never really equated to giants 49

and other non-human creatures, despite the fact that they are both said to dwell on the 
northern edge of the world. Instead, as will be demonstrated in the following chapters, 
Continental accounts focus on their presumed magical abilities. In Old Norse-Icelandic 
narrative, however, where the Sámi (and other Finnic peoples) are also depicted as 
magicians, a significant number of such texts seem to suggest that Sámi, jǫtnar and other 
giants may very well have been one and the same people.

5.5.3. The Sámi as jǫtnar and Giants?

With regard to the aforementioned connection between the Sámi and large supernatural 
beings, in the previously-mentioned Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar, Bjǫrgólfr from Torgar in 
Hálogaland is said to be half “bergrís” in both stature, strength and extraction (“Bjǫrgólfr 
hét maðr á Hálogalandi; hann bjó í Torgum; hann var lendr maðr, ríkr ok auðigr, en 
hálfbergrísi at afli ok vexti ok kynferð”: Egla 1933, 16). In Landnámabók, compiled in the 
late 13th-century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 113) there are also examples of inter-marriages 
being said to take place between Norsemen (chiefly from Hálogaland and Naumudalr) and 
various types of jǫtnar and giants, such as Þorsteinn Rauðsson from Naumudalr who 

 In his Gesta Hammaburgensis for example, Adam of Bremen claims that Sámi women grow 49

beards (Adam of Bremen 1959, 205-206). 
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marries Hildr, the daughter of Þráinn svarta þurs (Ldb 1968, II, 252: S 219/ H 185);  50

Jǫtun-Bjǫrn, an ancestor of Ingimundr Þórsteinsson who is said to come from the northern 
parts of Norway (Ldb 1968, II, 217: S 179/ H 145); or Slettu-Bjǫrn, of unknown origin who 
counts among his ancestors Ingigerðr, the sister of Dagstyggr the king of the rísar (Ldb 
1968, II, 236: S 201/ H 165). Such passages, set in historical times, paint the supernatural 
giant races of the far North not simply as mythological and/ or fictional opponents but 
instead as being so alike Norsemen that they may interbreed with them, as occurs in 
mythological texts between jǫtnar and gods. A very similar vision of these giant races and 
their relationships with humans is found in the previously-mentioned Bárðar saga where 
the half-rísi half-trǫll Bárðr marries Herþrúðr, the daughter of the very human chieftain from 
Hálogaland, Hrólfr ins auðga (BárðSn 2009, 105).

Interestingly enough, Bárðr is not the only half-trǫll in saga literature: in Ketils saga, 
Ketill’s father is named Hallbjörn hálftröll (KetilH 1954,151). Nonetheless, when Ketill 
invites his Sámi lover Hrafnhíldr to his estate of Hrafnista in Naumudalr, Hallbjörn reacts 
very strongly and chases her away, calling her directly a “tröll” (KetilH 1954, 165). Later, in 
Gríms saga, Ketill’s and Hráfnhildr’s son, Grímr confronts and ultimately Grímhíldr 
Jösurdóttir from Finnmǫrk whose sisters are directly called trǫll (GrímL 1954, 192-193). In 
these two accounts, the concept of trǫll is clearly linked to Sáminess. Nonetheless, trǫll are 
not the only type of supernatural giant to be associated with the Sámi. In Hversu Noregr 
byggðisk, Raumr, the grandson of Þórri, ruler of Gotland, Finland and Kvenland is said to 
marry Bergdís, the daughter of Þrymr the jǫtunn. Their son, Álfr is fostered by Bergfinnr 
(“mountain-Sámi”), Bergdís’ brother, and is later called Finnálfr (“Sámi-álfr”) from there 
onwards (HveNo 1954, 78-79).51

In contemporary academia, such cases where names of various giant races are 
clearly equated or associated with Sámi people, together with those other accounts 
mentioned earlier where such a connection is not as clear cut, are equally considered to 
work together to denote the status of a character as being an “ethnic other," in other 
words, a foreigner. Indeed, the Sámi, or individuals of Sámi origin, along other Finnic 

 Landnámabók exists in several manuscripts and the edition used in this thesis makes use of 50

several of these. The letter and number following the page number correspond to the manuscript 
and the chapter in the said manuscript (S, Sturlubók; H, Hauksbók). 

 Another example of a character being described both as a Sámi and an álfr is Vǫlundr the smith, 51

main character of the Eddic poem Vǫlundarkviða (prose passage before st. 1). For more on the álfr 
aspect of Vǫlundr, see Ármann Jakobsson 2006. 
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populations, were the most obvious “others” in Norse society.  Their Far-Northern, their 52

alleged magical abilities, their non-sedentary lifestyle and their language  probably all 53

played a role in “othering” them in the eyes of the saga compilers, their readership the and 
southern Scandinavians for whom the sight of a Sámi could have been considered exotic. 
The whole notion of this motif of the Sámi being the equivalent of a jǫtunn/ giant is aptly 
summed up by Troy Storfjell in the following: 

[The Sámis’] proximity to and paradigmatic connection with the jǫtnar, or giants (etinns) 
served to strengthen the association of both with an existence in the chaotic, wild 
periphery (útgarðr) beyond the boundaries of civilization, and an accomplishment in 
magic and possession of powerful and dangerous occult knowledge (Storfjell 2013, 
550).

Interestingly enough, in comparison to this, it might be remembered that the sole pre-
Modern contemporary description of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia that can securely be 
attributed to a native to this region, namely the account of Ohthere from the Old English 
Orosius depicts the Sámi, and all the other Finnic tribes mentioned in the narrative, for that 
matter, in a very casual, matter-of-fact manner. In the eye of the Viking-Age Hálogalander 
Ohthere, the Sámi were clearly nothing but painfully ordinary human trade-partners (ORO 
2007, 45-47). One could wonder if the association between the Sámi, jǫtnar and other 
supernatural giant races was essentially something created by distance and hearsay and 
was only pervasive in the more southerly parts of Fenno-Scandinavia where few people 
had encountered average Sámi people. 

5.6. Conclusion 

As underlined in this chapter, in both in Continental accounts and their Old Norse-Icelandic 
counterparts in the Middle Ages, the Far North is described as a little-known land, perched 

 See further Hermann Pálsson 1997, 18-22; Andersen 2007, 66-67; Aalto 2010, 131-132; 52

Straubhaar 2012, 112; and Lindow 2014, 44.

 Instances of human characters being described as speaking a non-intelligible are extremely rare 53

in the sagas and can only be found in Örvar-Odds saga (ÖOdd 1954, 2015) and in Átburðr á 
Finnmǫrk (ÁtFi 1908-1918, I, 57-58). 
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at the edge of the world and foreign in every sense of the word. When the main focus of 
such narratives involves contacts and the relationship between the Norse and the Finnic 
populations in the lands commonly known as Naumudalr, Hálogaland, Finnmǫrk and 
Bjarmaland, these areas of contact tend to be presented first and foremost as a theater for 
uncanny meetings and supernatural occurrences, features aspects which seem to have 
also been attached to the natives of these lands themselves.

Another area for similar contact in the northern lands was the North East, Austrvegr, 
the Baltic way, which, like the area noted above was considered in pre-Modern literature to 
be both topologically and symbolically linked with the Far-Northern lands: Indeed, very 
similar supernatural motifs are found in both areas, despite the fact that the lands of 
Austrvegr are presented as being more “empty” than their counterparts located in Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia. Indeed, this North-Eastern area appears much less defined in the 
various accounts than the more well-known area further north. Nonetheless, these obscure 
swathes of land seem to have been remarkably popular amongst saga-writers. It is here 
that one finds numerous narratives, most often filled with sorcery and inhuman beasts.

 Indeed, if the physical North East was seen as area of securely uncertain 
geography, the mention of other lands, which belong wholly to the mythical and fictional 
worlds, the fact that these share a localization with them, exemplifies Christopher Tolkien’s 
judgment that “One must not think in terms of a great mythological atlas of the northern 
world with legendary lines of latitudes and longitude” (Herv 1960, 85). Unlike lands such as 
Bálagarðssíða or Bjarmaland, which have been resolutely tied to real-world locales, one 
must regard other related territories such as Glæsisvellir, Rísaland and Jǫtunheimar as 
being less physical locations than mythological and literary concepts, a kind of 
embodiment of the supernatural nature of their often non-human inhabitants.

Such supernatural inhabitants, namely the jǫtnar, rísar, trǫll and other such mythical 
giant-like creatures seem to have been associated with the Far North in the popular mind  
at least as far back as the Viking Age if not before. These non-human occupants are 
nonetheless also often amalgamated or at the very least likened, in appearance and 
behavior, with a much less mythical group of Far Northerners, the Sámi. These indigenous 
inhabitants of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia had long been depicted as “wild-men” dwelling 
in the northern edge of Europe, not least because they spoke a different language, and 
lived nomadic lives unlike any other population in Europe. This motif of difference, first 
appearing in the earliest Classical depiction of the Sámis was clearly picked up by later, 
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Medieval Norse-Icelandic narratives where they were associated with the jǫtnar and giants 
who were already believed by the skáld of the Viking-Age to dwell under the same skies. 
However, as few if any narratives portraying the Sámi as being giant-like can be securely 
traced back to any actual inhabitant of the Far North, it is entirely possible that this image 
of the Sámi as the supernatural giant-like dwellers of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia was 
something that originated outside as part of hearsay. As suggested above, the numerous 
literary depictions of the Far-Northern lands tend to be rather homogenous in the way they 
attribute general supernatural qualities to the area and its inhabitants. This naturally draws 
one to wonder why those lands should be the subject of such treatment and where this 
image might have originated from. One possible explanation, which will be considered in 
the following chapter lies in the way Northern Fenno-Scandinavia was consistently 
described as being a land in the throes of a very peculiar condition, namely paganism. 
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6. The Far North as the Abode of Pagans and their Gods 

6.1. Introduction 

One of the most enduring themes associated with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia in 
literature is that of paganism. Both within the context of Old Norse-Icelandic literature and 
the various stages of European literature, this region was continuously described as a 
landscape where various groups of un-Christian peoples roamed, conducting pagan rituals 
and sometimes even meeting their deities in person. While these different concepts are all 
interconnected, they will, for the sake of clarity, be separated into more homogenous 
categories here. The first will focus on the place of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia in Norse 
myths and its earlier-noted relation to various gods and other supernatural characters, 
especially jǫtnar and other giants have long been associated with the region as well as 
with its inhabitants; the second, will then look at the image of the inhabitants of the Far 
North themselves and their pagan practices. 

6.2. Markar heiðins: The Pagan Gods and Pagan Lands of Northern              

Fenno-Scandinavia  

6.2.1. The Northern Jǫtunheimar and the Lands of the Giants 

As demonstrated in Chapter 5.2.3., Jǫtunheimar, the mythological abode of the jǫtnar, was 
commonly believed to be situated in the Far North. Already in the 10th century, the 
Icelandic skaldic poem Þórsdrápa can be interpreted as localizing Þórr’s mythical exploits 
against jǫtnar in the region. Approximately two centuries later, the legendary pseudo-
histories Fundinn Nóregr and Hversu Noregr byggðisk reflect similar ideas about the 
North-Eastern corner of Fenno-Scandinavia, when they give two somewhat different 
versions of a genealogy of the rulers of Norway which in scope, are not much that 
removed from other earlier genealogical poems such as Háleygjatal and Ynglingatal. In 
Fundinn Noregr, the older of the two, Fornjótr, the arch-ancestor of the ruling families of 
Norway is said to originate from “austan hafsbotn þann, er gengr til móts við Gandvík; þat 
köllum vér Helsingjabotn” (FuNo 1954, 88) that is the area of the Gulf of Bothnia towards 
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the White Sea. In the slightly posterior Hversu Noregr byggðisk, Górr, a descendant of 
Fornjótr is directly said to establish his rule over Jǫtunheimar and North Norway (HveNo 
1954, 76) which once again underlines the idea of the Far North being home to the jǫtnar. 
A similar vision of the Far North as the abode of giants of various kinds can be found in 
Bárðar saga. This saga centers on the rather outstanding Bárðr Dumbsson who is not fully 
human, but the son of King Dumbr the rísi, said to be the ruler of the Arctic kingdoms of 
Helluland and Rísaland and Mjǫll, a trǫll (BárðSn 2009, 102). It thus appears that starting 
from the Viking Age and all the way down to the late Middle-Ages, Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia was seen as the mythical abode of jǫtnar and giants of various kinds.  While 54

these creatures are described in myths as originating and belonging to this area, they are 
not described as prevailing upon these Arctic expanses completely unchallenged. Indeed, 
they seemed under permanent threat from other mythological figures, namely the pagan 
Norse gods. Among those, Þórr in particular is shown as challenging the jǫtnar’s dominion 
over their northern homeland.

6.2.2. Þórr, the God who Journeyed North

Þórr’s links to the Far North are both strong and ancient. In the previously mentioned 10th-
century Þórsdrápa, set in mythological times, Þórr is shown wading through the Arctic 
waters of the earlier-noted Gandvík on his way to battle jǫtnar (see Chapter 5.4.1.). In the 
late 12th-century legendary history Gesta Danorum, Saxo Grammaticus describes how 
Thor (Þórr), together with other gods, battles against Helgi, King of Hálogaland and his 
ally, Høther but is ultimately defeated by them (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 150-153), 
Another story set in mythical/ heroic times mentions Þórr as the killer of Starkaðr, called 
þurs in Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks (Herv, 1960, 67). While the exact geographical origins 
of Starkaðr are not described further in this saga, the settings of the saga at this point of 
the narrative are clearly Arctic: Bjarmaland, Glæsisvellir, Jǫtunheimar, Gandvík, Ymisland, 
Finnmǫrk, Hálogaland and Ódainsakr are all mentioned (Herv 1960, 66). 

The motif of Þórr as a killer of northern jǫtnar and other giants is well-known (Simek 
1993, 318) but in a few cases, he is associated with them in a much less deadly fashion. 
In the early 14th-century (Flokenes 2010, 160-161) Egils saga einhenda ok Ásmundar 
Berserkjabana, Þórr saves the grieving jǫtunn-maiden Arinnefja from the throes of her evil 

 For a discussion on the location of jǫtnar and other giants, see Ármann Jakobsson 2008A.54
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sisters in exchange of a a sacrifice of a goat (EgÁsm 1954, 349-350). In another 
förnaldarsaga, Háfdanar saga Eysteinssonar, a rich jǫtunn, Svaði, who lives by Blesanergr 
by the Arctic Sea is said to have been the son of Ása-Þórr (HálfdE 1954, 283). While all of 
these aforementioned narratives are set in heroic or mythological timeframes and show 
Þórr as an outsider, the god can also be found loitering in the Far North in certain texts set 
in historical or pseudo-historical times, especially those wishing to emphasize the pagan 
nature of the Far North. In Ólafs saga Odds, Ólafr Tryggvason, sailing by the coast of 
North Norway directly encounters Þórr, who dissimulates his identity by calling himself 
Rauðgrani (“red-moustache”). He tells Ólafr that this region was once populated by rísar 
but that at the behest of the human population, he killed them all (ÓTOdd 2006, 290-293). 
After telling this story, Rauðgrani leaps from the ship and disappears in the water. The 
same story, once again reflecting the links between the region and the jǫtnar, is told in the 
early 14th-century (Ólafur Haldórsson 2001, V) Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar inn mesta in the 
Flateyjarbók where Þórr calls himself “Rauða skeggr” (“red-beard”) instead (ÓT 
1860-1868, II, 396). Earlier in the saga, Þórr also appears in person in order to answer the 
plea of his follower Rauðr who dwells north of Naumudalr. In this episode, Þórr (described 
as a living statue)  blows into his beard in order to create powerful winds that stops the 55

fleet of Ólafr Tryggvason. However, Þórr’s magic is no match for the king’s bishop and the 
Christian party reach the island where Ólafr and Þórr engage in a wrestling contest in 
which the god is defeated and cast into the fire (ÓT 1860-1868, II, 296-298). 

Taking into consideration these stories set in historical and pseudo-historical times, 
it becomes clear that Þórr’s function has switched somewhat compared to the other 
previously-mentioned mythological material. While Þórr is still described as interacting with 
jǫtnar, his role as an opponent of the giant races is somewhat overshadowed by his 
hostility towards the up-and-coming Christian religion. As such, the presence of Þórr in 
such Medieval tales owes as much to his ancient association with the region as it does 
with the overall image of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia as being a land of pagans. In this 
context, Þórr “remains” both symbolically and physically in the Far North in large part 
because that area was widely seen in the Medieval Norse worldview as the last stronghold 
of pagan beliefs and practices within Scandinavia. Interestingly enough, not all major 
Norse gods seemed to have fitted into in the Far North so to speak. Most notably, it seems 

 The figure of Þórr as a pagan statue/ idol has been further analyzed by Perkins (1999) and will 55

be taken up once more in Chapter 8.4.2.
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that Óðinn was treated in a very different way than Þórr in relation to Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia. 

6.2.3. Óðinn, the Foreign God

In the mythology, Óðinn is most closely associated with the Far North by means of what is 
arguably one of the best-known skaldic poems of the Viking Age: Háleygjatal. Composed 
by the North-Norwegian skáld Eyvindr Finnsson skáldaspillir. The poem is believed to 
have been composed and performed for Jarl Hákon Sigurðsson in Hlaðir around 985. 
Háleygjatal (st. 2) traces the jarl’s ancestry all the way down to Óðinn who sires Sæmingr, 
the ancestor of the jarls of Hlaðir, with the jǫtunn-maiden Skaði in Hálogaland. Óðinn is 
also described as a divine ancestor of North-Norwegians in Hálfdanar saga Eysteinssonar 
where he begets Nauma in Naumudalr (HáfdE 1954, 247). Another mythical/ heroic 
descendant of Óðinn associated with the Far North is Svarflami his grandson, which is 
said in Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks to have been killed by Árngrímr, a þurs from Ymisland 
(Herv 1960, 67). 

In these texts, it is noteworthy that Óðinn is described as an outsider, not unlike the 
previously-mentioned Þórr. who seemed to have “moved in.” Just like Þórr, Óðinn is also 
said to have battled against Helgi, the King of Hálogaland in Gesta Danorum (Saxo 
Grammaticus 2015, I, 150-153). However, in other texts, Óðinn’s role appears 
diametrically opposed to Þórr. While in Egils saga einhenda for instance, Þórr consents to 
help the jǫtunn-maiden Arinnefja for the price of a goat, Óðinn only agrees to hand over a 
magical cape that he owns if she has sex with him, which results in Arinnefja suffering 
sever burns (EgÁsm 1954, 325). This case exemplifies one key motif relative to the god 
and the area: individuals from the Far North tend to conflict with Óðinn rather than working 
with him. An earlier example of such a motif can be found in the previously-mentioned 
Háleygjatal. While the poem certainly describes Óðinn as the ancestor of the North-
Norwegian ancestors of the Jarls of Hlaðir, one passage (Háleygjatal st. 4) also describes 
the murder of one of these ancestors, Goðlaugr, by members of the Swedish Ynglinga 
family. Besides being themselves descendants of Óðinn (Hrk 1941-1951, I, 44), these 
Ynglingar choose a way of execution that is typically associated with Óðinn, namely 
hanging (Simek 1993, 163). Háleygjatal provides the first occurrence of this particular motif 
and texts making us aware of this animosity between Óðinn and Far Northerners 
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something which became more common in the following centuries, especially within the 
förnaldarsögur genre.

In Örvar-Odds saga for example, Óðinn takes the disguise of Rauðgrani (elsewhere 
a name used for Þórr: see above) to enter into a foster-brotherhood with Oddr from 
Hrafnista in Naumudalr but does not prove to be a reliable ally.  The best he can do to 56

assist Oddr is to deliver some limited information about his enemy Ögmundr (ÖOdd 1954, 
279, 297). Rauðgrani/ Óðinn also makes an appearance in Bárðar saga where he 
attempts to make Bárðr’s son, Gestr, stray from his devotion to Ólafr Tryggvason but 
ultimately fails pathetically (BárðSn 2009, 163). In Ketils saga, Ketill from Hrafnista does 
not meet Óðinn in person but still seems to have a score to settle with him: fighting the 
Swedish berserkr Framar (himself a devotee of Óðinn), Ketill declares wanting to have 
nothing to do with Óðinn and wins the duel (KetilH 1954, 173). A similar, but ultimately 
more dramatic dynamic is also at play in Egils saga einhenda where Egill, the prince of 
Hálogaland, has to battle berserkir who wish to sacrifice him for Óðinn (EgÁsm 1954, 
334-339). While Egill dispatches these enemies without much problem, he nevertheless 
dies at the close of the saga, killed by Óðinn himself during a battle in Denmark (EgÁsm 
1954, 366). 

Interestingly enough, while this motif of the Far Northerner battling against Óðinn or 
his followers is found in several förnaldarsögur, it is completely absent from sagas set in 
historical or even pseudo-historical times. As a matter of fact, Óðinn is nowhere to be 
found near the Far North is such texts and stays confined in southern Norway (Hkr 
1941-1951, I, 13-14). 

Could it be possible that we can interpret this notable absence by positing that this 
motif, possibly originating in a 10th-century skaldic strophe was later interpreted by saga-
compilers as a sign of a possible inter-cultic rivalry between Óðinn and other deities in 
Northern-Norway? In any cases, it remains an interesting detail that throughout both Old 
Norse-Icelandic and Medieval European literature, not a single North-Norwegian is ever 
described as being a devotee to Óðinn, possessing an effigy of the god or even praying to 
him. Even further down in Þrándheimr and Mærinn, the only individual who is ever 
described as being a follower of Óðinn is the arch-pagan Hákon Jarl and even then he is 
only linked to Óðinn on only one occasion besides the aforementioned Háleygjatal (Hrk 
1941-1951, I, 260). On the contrary, Óðinn is consistently depicted as being, at best, as 

 Lassen (2011, 168-169) discusses further the place of Rauðgranni in Örvar-Odds saga.56
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alien to the Far North, and at worst as an adversary of both the land and its people. In a 
way, Óðinn is almost the polar-opposite of the next deity that is said to have dwelt in 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavia: the goddess Þorgerðr.

6.2.4. Þorgerðr, the Goddess of the Pagan North

Þorgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr/ Hǫrgabrúðr/ Hỏrdabrude/ Hỏlda-brudi/ Hꜷrþa-troll/ Hörgatröll  is a 57

singular figure in Old Norse-Icelandic literature in the sense that she is the only figure 
described as a local deity; a local deity of Hálogaland no less. The first-known mention of 
the goddess is found in the mid-12th-century (FiTre 1972, 31) First Grammatical Treatise  
in which she is named “Hölgatröll” and is said to have been excessively big (FiTre 1972, 
255). Another key-reference to her is found in the Skáldskaparmál section of the Prose 
Edda where it is explained that Helgi and Þorgerðr (“Hǫlgabrúðr” this time) were once 
worshipped in Hálogaland (Skáldsk 1997, 60).

However, Þorgerðr is mostly known in literature in connection with a completely 
separate event, namely the Battle of Hjǫrungavágr in Mærinn where Hákon jarl defeated 
the Jómsvíkingar. This battle was first described in two late 12th-century sources, Ólafs 
saga Odds and Jómsvíkingadrápa of Bjarni Kolbeinsson, the Bishop of Orkney which both 
closely tie the fate of Hákon jarl to the acts of Þorgerðr. In Ólafs saga Odds, an embattled 
Hákon has to sacrifice son in order for Þorgerðr “Hǫlga brúðr” to manifest herself on the 
battlefield and wipe out the Jómsvíkingar with the help of a hail-storm (ÓTOdd 2006, 
182-183). Jómsvíkingadrápa is essentially similar in its contents: Hákon Jarl sacrifices his 
son in order to obtain help from Þorgerðr (here simply named “Hǫlgabrúði”) who steps into 
the battlefield and summons a hailstorm (sts 30-32). Variations of this same story can be 
found in Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar in Heimskringla (Hrk 1941-1951, I, 286) and 
Jómsvíkinga saga from the early 13th century (Jóms 1860-1868, I, 190-191). 

Other accounts such as Gesta Danorum, Book 10 (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 
690-693), Fagrskinna (Fagr 1985, 133), Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar inn mesta (ÓT 
1860-1868, II, 190) and Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus (Olaus Magnus 1996, I, 1) 

 Þorgerðr was referred to through a number of epithets throughout literature. While “Hǫlgabrúðr” 57

is the most common, she is also at times named “Hǫrgabrúðr” (Harð 2009, 51), 
“Hỏrdabrude” (Jóms 1860-1868, I, 191), “Hỏlda-brudi“ (Jóms510 1879, 79), “Hꜷrþa 
troll” (Jóms291, 1882, 115), “Hölgatröll” (FiTre 1972, 255); and “Hörgatröll” (KetilH 1954, 172). For 
a discussion of the meaning of these names, see McKinnell 2005, 84.
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all mention the presence of Hákon Jarl at the battle but say nothing of Þorgerðr. Of all 
these accounts of the battle of Hjörungavágr, Jómsvíkinga saga is the one which gives by 
far the most information about Þorgerðr. In this text, Þorgerðr is not alone: she comes 
down to the battlefield with her sister, Irpa and in addition to the hailstorm, the two 
supernatural sisters seem to cast arrows from their fingers and kill one man with every 
shot (“Þat sia þeir med þa er linar nokkut elinu a tór flaug at þui er þeim syndizst af 
hverium fingri flagdsins. Ok vard madr firir j huert sinnsua at bana hafde”: Jóms 
1860-1868, I, 192). Irpa is also mentioned in Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar inn mesta (ÓT 
1860-1868, II, 213) and in Njáls saga (Njála 1954, 214) but only in passing and not in 
connection with the battle. Finally, Þorgerðr is also mentioned in passing in Ketils saga 
where she is named “Hörgatröll” and said to be on her way to a “tröllaþing” taking place in 
the Lofoten island (KetilH 1954, 172).58

From 10th-century skaldic poetry to 14th-century konungasögur, the figure of 
Þorgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr has proved to be enduring, appearing in both texts set in the 
mythological/ heroic age and in historical/ pseudo-historical ones. However, there is one 
constant element that links the various renditions of Þorgerðr with each other, namely her 
link to Hálogaland which clearly has roots in the oral tradition. Both through her 
association with Helgi, the earlier-noted legendary ruler of Hálogaland and Hákon Jarl, the 
descendants of the Hálogalanders, Þorgerðr is very much portrayed as a local goddess of 
the Far North , with stronger links to the land and its people than Þórr. Admittedly, the two 59

deities are described as having a lot in common in the Far North: both are described as 
appearing in person in the land, both are said to assist its inhabitants, both are linked to 
the weather and weather-magic and both are negatively affected by the coming of 
Christianity. Þorgerðr also has Þórr’s name within hers and both of them have a very 
similar function and place in Old Norse-Icelandic accounts of the Far North, while Óðinn 
differentiates himself by being depicted as a much more foreign and noxious figure to the 
area. In the literature, however, the pagans of the Far North distinguish themselves not 

 A passage which might have been inspired by the figure of Þorgerðr or at least her name is that 58

of the “golem” in Þorleifs þáttr jarlsskáld in Flateyjarbók. In this þáttr, the skáld Þorleifr 
Rauðfeldarson casts a spell upon Hákon Jarl who later retaliates by creating a “tremann” (“tree-
man”) called Þorgardr, seemingly animated by the heart of a sacrificed victim. This golem-like 
creature, endowed with the magic powers (“galldr ok fiolkynge”) of Hákon Jarl, travels to Iceland 
and ultimately kills Þorleifr (ÓT 1860-1868, I, 213-214).

 On Þorgerðr see Steinsland 2011; Price 2002, 348-349; and especially McKinnell 2005, 84-89.59
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only by the gods they are said to worship, but also by the emphasis which is placed on 
their pagan practices.

Fig. 6: Contemporary artist‘s impression of Þorgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr at the Battle of 
Hjǫrungavágr (Jenny Nyström in Ekermann 1895, via https://www.wikipedia.org)

6.3. Blótmenn and fultrúi: Pagan Practice and Devotion in the Far North

6.3.1. Visions of Thule: Northern Fenno-Scandinavia in Classical Times 

As noted above in Chapter 3, the earliest texts that make or might possibly make 
references to the inhabitants of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia date from the first century C. 
E., when Christianity was still a fringe religion in the Roman Empire (from where many of  
these documents originate). Unfortunately, these works such as the Geography of Strabo 
(Strabo 1917-1932, I, 401), the Germania of Tacitus (Tacitus 1868, 32) and the Naturalis 
Historia (Natural History) of Pliny the Elder (23-79) (Pliny 1938-1942, II, 193-194) make no 
references the religious practices, beliefs and identity of the people inhabiting the Far 

https://www.wikipedia.org
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North. It is not until the 6th century that we get any hindsight about the religion followed by 
these Arctic peoples. The earliest account of what can be considered an expression of 
pagan religious thought existing in Northern Fenno-Scandinavia is a passage from De 
Bellis written in Byzantium by Procopius. The passage, informed by local informants 
according to Procopius himself, is a description of Scandinavia (here named Thule) and of 
the way its inhabitants live under the midnight sun and the polar night.

When […] the time of the nights arrives, they always take note of the courses of the 
moon and stars and thus reckon the measure of the days. And when a time 
amounting to thirty-five days has passed in this long night, certain men are sent to 
the summits of the mountains - for this is the custom among them - and when they 
are able from that point barely to see the sun, they bring back word to the people 
below that within five days the sun will shine upon them. And the whole population 
celebrates a festival at the good news, and that too in the darkness. And this is the 
greatest festival which the natives of Thule have; for, I imagine, these islanders 
always become terrified, although they see the same thing happen every year, 
fearing that the sun may at some time fail them entirely (Procopius 1914-1919, 
419).

While Procopius describes these phenomena as affecting the entire population of 
Scandinavia/ Thule, this report of a forty-day periods of midnight sun and polar night fits 
more the area of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia lying beyond the Arctic Circle where the 
local population actually experience midnight sun and polar night. Taking into 
consideration the context of this passage, as well as the whole of De Bello, which places 
great emphasis on the Germanic tribes, it could be assumed that Procopius’ informants 
might have hailed from the Germanized areas of North-Norway  that would later come to 60

be known in the Viking and Middle Ages as Hálogaland. While this account is relatively 
short, it is the first known text to associate the image of the inhabitants of the Far North 
with pagan practices and beliefs.

 If the figure of 40 days of midnight sun and polar night are to be believed, the locale described in 60

this passage must lie somewhere in the vicinity of Harstad, in the region of Sør-Troms, at 
approximately 68 degrees north. See http:/ /www.yr.no/art ikkel/na-drar-sola-for-
vinteren-1.11368304, last viewed May 4 2016.

http://www.yr.no/artikkel/na-drar-sola-for-vinteren-1.11368304
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Despite its qualities, the account of Procopius remains the only text from the 
Classical period to actually go into any kind of detail with regard to the paganism of the 
inhabitants of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. Indeed, most documents from Antiquity to the 
early Middle Ages focus more on the general otherness of Far-Northern people rather than 
the specifics of their religion. In the 6th-century Getica for example, the Byzantine author 
Jordanes describes the “Agodit" of northern Thule who, because of the effects of the 
midnight sun and the polar night are unlike any other people on earth (Jordanes 1908, 6). 
Jordanes similarly mentions the “Screrefennae," a people that do not practice agriculture 
and live in the wilderness (Jordanes 1908, 6) but, as with the Adogit, he does not seem to 
have been in possession of any specific information about these people’s belief systems or 
religious practices. 

As will be shown below, the motif of the pagan Far Northerner would only truly 
become widespread over the course of the Middle-Ages and would come to apply both to 
the Finnic inhabitants of the region and to its Germanic occupants (the Hálogalanders and 
Naumudalians).

6.3.2. A hof in Bjarmaland: Finnic Lands as Pagan Lands

As it has been demonstrated in Chapter 6.2.1., Finnic areas of the Far North were often 
being thought of in pagan mythological terms from the 9th century onwards. It is therefore 
not surprising that these lands were also thought, particularly by Christian writers, as a the 
abode of pagan peoples. Among these lands, Bjarmaland is by far the one most closely 
associated with otherness and paganism, especially through an enduring motif that can 
tentatively be called “The hof in Bjarmaland." Indeed, in Old Norse Icelandic literature, 
Bjarmaland is described on multiple occasions as harboring temples (“hof”) and other 
places of pagan worship such as mounds.

A total of four different accounts found in Old Norse-Icelandic literature describe 
pagan places of worship as being located in Bjarmaland. The oldest of these might 
potentially be an episode found in the fornaldarsaga Örvar-Odds saga. There, Oddr and 
his companions sail from Hrafnista in Naumudalr to Bjarmaland and find a host of 
Bjarmians taking part in what they believe is a religious celebration of some kind (“Þat 
munda ek ætla,” sagði hann, “at hér mundi vera blót mikit eða drukkit erfi”: ÖOdd 1954, 
215). This event takes place near a “haugr” which they later learn is layered with silver and 
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earth every time a member of the community is born or dies (ÖOdd 1954, 216). 
Another early description of a place of pagan worship in Bjarmaland is the tale of 

the “haugr" of Jómali found in Ólafs saga helga in Heimskringla. In this episode, set in the 
first quarter of the 11th century, Þórir hundr from Bjarkey in Hálogaland sails to Bjarmaland 
together with Karli of Langey  and discovers a “haugr" dedicated to the Bjarmian god 61

Jómali which is then promptly pillaged (Hrk 1941-1954, II, 230 -231).
It seems likely that these descriptions of sacred Bjarmian pagan places in the 13th-

century influenced the later förnaldarsögur, such as the early 14th-century Sturlaugs 
saga and Bósa saga (Lassen 2009, 256) which also describe pagan places of worship 
located in Bjarmaland (Bósa 1954, 299; SturlSt 1954, 132-133). In these sagas, however, 
the “haugr" has been replaced by a “hof“ described in highly fantastical terms clearly 
influenced by Continental European Medieval literature (Lassen 2009, 269-270; 275 N). 
This motif is retained in the 16th-century (Björk, 2013, 12) rímur adaptation of these sagas, 
Bósa rímur (BósaR 1974, 61; VI, st. 51) and Sturlaugsrímur (SturlsRí 1905-1921, I, 
501-506; VI, st. 33-VII, st. 22). These examples which underline the attraction of the motif 
also show very well the remarkable continuity of the image of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia 
as an intrinsically pagan land in which, as shall be demonstrated shortly, not only the 
landscape but the inhabitants were seen as very much pagan. 

Unsurprisingly enough, our main source of knowledge about the portrayal of Finnic 
pagan practices in pre-Modern literature takes the form of religious texts. The two early 
Latin synopsis Passio Olavi from the mid 12th century (PO 2001, XXXIV-XXXV) and the 
later Historia Norwegiæ both written in Norway, both talk of Finnic pagans. Admittedly, the 
Passio Olavi only contains a short hagiographical anecdote describing how Christian 
Norwegians in Finnmǫrk were able to obtain a greater catch than the pagan Sámi they 
were fishing alongside of (PO 2001, 70-71). The Historia Norwegiæ goes further in its 
description of Finnic pagans and mentions the pagan Kvens, the Kirjálar, the Horned-Finns 
and the two tribes of Bjarmians who inhabit the area north of Scandinavia (HN 2001, 2-3). 
The Russian Primary Chronicle from the early 12th century (RPC, 1953, 15) also 
describes how a Finnic Chud in the year 1024 worked with spirits and devils in order to 
practice soothsaying (RPC 1953, 153). These accounts are followed by two other, later 
texts, which also make reference of the pagan people of Bjarmaland. Finnmarkens 

 Bjarkey is a little island located about 20 kilometers north of the city of Harstad in the Sør-Troms 61

region. Langey is the third largest island of Continental Norway and is located in the Vesterålen 
region in Nordland county, approximately 50 kilometers west of Harstad.
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Beskrivelse, the earlier-noted travelogue written by the Archbishop of Niðarós Erik 
Valkendorf in 1520 makes reference to a locale named Trenes, East of Finnmǫrk where 
local inhabitants are said to still be in the throes of paganism (Valkendorf 1902, 12-13). 
Written just a few years earlier, in 1517, the history Tractatus de duabus Sarmatiis Asiana 
et Europiana et de contentis in eis written by the Polish humanist Maciej Miechowita also 
describes how the Karelians and the Yúra inhabitants of Bjarmaland (“Permia”) who were 
until recently pagans, worshipped trees, animals as well as the sun and the moon and that 
the Yúra had recently converted (Maciej Miechowita 1936, 193).

The paganism of the Sámi is, for its part, described in a number of texts. Sámi 
paganism is, for example, mentioned in the Polychronicon, a 14th-century (Moyne 1981, 
16) geography written in England by Ranulf Higden. In this text, the Sámi are not only 
shown as pagan idolators but also as practitioners of harmful weather-magic (Higden 
1866, 323). Another text from the later part of that century (ÁtFi 1908-1918, I, XXVIII), this 
time written in Iceland, Atburðr á Finnmǫrk, purports to describe a meeting of Christian 
Norwegians and pagan Sámi in Finnmǫrk a few years earlier. In this text, a Sámi magician 
(“fródr [ok kenn i] fjölkunnigri”), depicted as the leader of the Sámi, has an ecstatic vision 
of Jesus (ÁtFi 1908-1918, I, 57-58). Less than 150 years later, Finnmarkens Beskrivelse, 
mentions a race of pagan dwarfs, the “Skrælinger”  who are said to inhabit North-Western 62

Finnmǫrk (Valkendorf 1902, 12-13). The early 16th-century geographies Cosmographia, 
written by Sebastian Münster in Germany (Münster 1544, 1718), Schondia, authored by 
Jacob Ziegler in Germany (Ziegler 1878, 6) and Olaus Magnus’ Historia de Gentibus 
Septentrionalibus (Olaus Magnus 1996, I, 148-150) all similarly underline that the Sámi are 
practicing pagans. 

The above evidence underlines the fact that throughout the Middle Ages, the Far-
Northern Finnic homelands were invariably seen as by far the most pagan area of the 
whole of Fenno-Scandinavia. While these lands, and especially Bjarmaland thus take the 
crown as being the most pagan territory of the Far North, it is clear that the Germanic 
settlements of this territory were very much thought of as being pagan as well. The main 
difference between the two areas is that while the Germanic Far North was not seen as 
harboring a great number of pagan sacred places, it nevertheless distinguished itself by its 
intensively pagan inhabitants, the most notable of whom was Hákon Jarl himself.

 Skrælingar are traditionally described as dwelling in Greenland and North-America (Aalto 2010, 62

140) but intellectuals of Valkendorf’s time saw Greenland as extending all the way to the north-
eastern side of Fenno-Scandinavia (Bratland 2015, 50).
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6.3.3. Hákon Sigurðsson of Hlaðir, the Blóta-Jarl of the North63

Hákon Sigurðsson, Jarl of Þrándheimr, a descendant of Hálogalanders (as shown in 
Chapter 5.2.) is probably the most outstandingly pagan character in Old Norse Icelandic 
literature. The figure of Jarl Hákon is fascinating as he appears in a uniquely wide variety 
of texts throughout the Middle Ages. Almost all of those agree on at least one aspect of the 
personage: his close association with paganism. Texts written in Norway such as Vellekla 
(st. 15), Hákonardrápa of Tindr Hallkelsson (st. 7) and Bandadrápa (st. 8), thought to have 
been written during the reign of Hákon are echoed in later Christian texts such as Gesta 
Hammaburgensis of Adam of Bremen (Adam of Bremen 1959, 70)  and even the 16th-64

century (OddAnn 1888, XXXV) anonymous Icelandic Oddveria annall (OddAnn 1888, 466) 
which also follow this pattern. In terms of absolute numbers, of the 31 texts written before 
1555 that make mention of Hákon Jarl, 22 describe him as a pagan  and only 10 do not,  65 66

most of these being indirect references or entries in regal lists. The association between 
Hákon and paganism is so strong that even his sons, Jarls Svein and Eiríkr who are 
nevertheless said to have converted to Christianity after the death of their father are still 
overwhelmingly described as being flawed Christians, doing little to support their new 
religion (Fagr 1985, 165; and HRAN 1998, 18-19).

Another facet of Hákon’s pagan image is his worship of the aforementioned North-
Norwegian goddess Þorgerðr. In Jómsvíkinga saga, Hákon Jarl is said to be the devotee 
of Þorgerðr (“ok þar kemr hans bænarordum at hann skorar a sinn fulltrua Þorgerde 
Hỏrdabrude”: Jómsv, 1860-1868, 191). Besides praying to her during the Battle of 
Hjǫrungavágr, Hákon is also said to have built places of worship for his patron-goddess. 

 Hákon Jarl is sometimes nicknamed “blóta Jarl” in some sources, most likely as a mean of 63

underscoring his paganism (HveNo 1954, 87. OddAnn 1888, 46).

 In this passage, Hákon Jarl is also said to be the descendant of giants. Could this piece of 64

information be related to Þorgerðr? Steinsland (2011, 34 N) theorizes it might br a link to the Vanir.

 See Sigurðardrápa of Kormákr Ǫgmundarson (st. 6): Skja 1967-1973, A 1, 80; Vellekla (st. 15); 65

Hákonardrápa by Tindr Hallkelsson (st. 7); Bandadrápa (st. 8); Jómsvíkingadrápa (sts 30-32); HN 
2001, 17; ActaSelio 1880, 148; ÓTOdd 2006, 174; Fær 2009, 50-5; Fagr 1985, 120; Hrk 
1941-1951, I, 260; ÓT 1860-1868, II, 213; Njála 1954, 214; HRAN 1998, 14; HveNo 1954, 87; 
Knytl 1919-1925, II, 27-28; Jóms 1860-1868, 189; LögAnn 1888, 289; OddAnn 1888, 466; Saxo 
Grammaticus 2015, I, 690-691; Adam 1959, 70; and Olaus Magnus 1996, I, 1.

 See ChroRosk 2002, 13; Hákonarmál of Eyvindr skáldaspillir Finnsson (st. 21); Björn K. 66

Þórólfsson 1934, 444; Ágrip 2008, 20; AnnRe 1888, 104; Am415 1908-1918, III, 55. Skálda 1856, 
143; Mork 1932, 102; Laxd 1934; and GunnarK 1959, 366-3.
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One such structure is mentioned in Brennu-Njáls saga. The “hof,” built by Hákon Jarl is 
located in Þrándheimr but is ultimately burned down by the Icelandic trouble-maker Hrappr 
(Njála 1954, 214). In Færeyinga saga, Hákon Jarl worships Þorgeðr inside a “hús” made of 
silver and gold (Fær 2006, 50-51). In this account, Hákon prostrates himself in front of the 
“líkneski" of Þorgerðr, an act he also performs in one version of Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar 
inn mesta (ÓTAM 1958-2000, I, 52-53).  Finally, in the GKS 1005 version of the same 67

saga, yet another “hof” containing a “líkneski” of Þorgerðr is described. This time the “hof" 
is not burned down but Ólafr Tryggvason discovers the building, takes Þorgerðr’s “líkneski" 
out of the “hof” and proceeds to destroy it (ÓT 1860-1868, II, 400-408). On a side-note, 
there is a single mention of a temple dedicated to Þorgerðr that is not located in 
Þrándheimr: In the mid-13th century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 115) Harðar saga, a “hof" 
dedicated to Þorgerðr said to be in Iceland is burned down by Grimkell, a man hailing from 
southern Norway but a relative to Hákon Jarl (his mother was Hákon Jarl’s first cousin) 
after he receives bad tidings from the goddess (Harð 2009, 61). This last example, which 
very much reflects the passage from Brennu-Njáls saga mentioned earlier is also the sole 
textual example where the worship of Þorgerðr isn’t directly linked, to Hákon Jarl 
Sigurðsson.  Overall, it might be said that if Þorgerðr is the archetypal Northern goodess, 68

Hákon Jarl is the archetypal irreducible Northern pagan, whose image is echoed by the 
aforementioned Hálogalanders. This among other things furthers the implied association 
between the jarls of Hlaðir (and Þrándheimr in general) with pagan Hálogaland. 

6.3.4. The Last Pagan Strongholds: Hálogaland and Naumudalr

 While Hákon Jarl is by far the most remarkably pagan character found in Old Norse-
Icelandic literature, it is noteworthy that other Norwegians from the Far North also 
distinguish themselves by their stated devotion to pagan deities and practices. 

Indeed, already in 1070 when Adam of Bremen wrote his Gesta Hammaburgensis, 
the North-Norwegians were being still thought of and described as pagans. According to 
Adam’s account of contemporary Scandinavia, the whole of Norway had been 

 There is a fair amount of narrative variation between the different versions of Ólafs saga 67

Tryggvasonar inn mesta. The present thesis makes use of two versions, one found in GKS 1005/ 
Flateyjarbók (ÓT 1860-1868, II,), and one found in AM 61 Fol (ÓTAM 1958-2000, I).

 According to McKinnell, the historicity of such temples dedicated to Þorgerðr is highly doubtful at 68

best and likely to be nothing more than later antiquarian additions (McKinnell 2005, 84).
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Christianized for some time with the sole exception of for those living in the northern part 
of the country, who, besides being pagans, are also magic-practitioners gifted with various 
supernatural powers (Adam of Bremen 1959, 212). A very similar image of the North-
Norwegians as pagans is found in Old Norse-Icelandic literature in which individuals from 
not only Hálogaland and Finnmǫrk but also Þrándheimr are commonly described as 
refusing or actively fighting Christianity, or in the very least not behaving in a Christian 
manner. This vision is expressed through both key saga-characters and also much more 
obscure and secondary figures. Among the lesser-known individuals one could mention 
Þrándr Ingjaldsson in the early 13th-century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 115) Eyrbyggja saga, 
a pagan hamrammr son of a Hálogalander (“[Þrándr] var kalladr eigi einhamr meðan hann 
var heiðinn” Eyrb 1935, 165) and Eyvindr Loðinson described in Landnámabók as a 
“blótmaðr” from Hálogaland who ultimately settles in North Iceland (Ldb 1968, II, 273: S 
241/ H 206). Two other relatively minor pagan Hálogalanders found in Landnámábók are 
Ǫlvir Eysteinsson, whose father hailed from Hálogaland and is shown as the only 
Icelander who dares brave the threat of the landvættir and settles in Grímsá in south 
Iceland (Ldb 1968, II, 332: S 330/ H 289-290). Also in Landnámabók, Þuriðr sundafyllir, a 
settler from Hálogaland uses seiðr magic in her new Icelandic home of Bolungarvík, North-
Iceland, in order to fill the fjords with fish (Ldb 1968, I, 186: S 145/ H 116). Finally, we have 
the much-debated Vǫlsa þáttr account of a family of pagans in the northern part of Norway 
found in Óláfs saga ins helga inni sérstaka in Flateyjarbók. In this tale, Ólafr digri 
encounters a family of pagans who seem to worship a being called “Maurnir" to whom they 
apparently offer an embalmed horse-penis. After feeding the horse phallus to the dog, 
Ólafr forcibly converts them (ÓHS 1860-1868, II, 332-335).  69

These five examples of minor pagan Hálogalanders or sons of Hálogalanders are 
mirrored by the image of a number of pagan Hálogalanders who occupy either a central or 
key place in the sagas in which they respectively appear. The Icelandic skáld Hallfreðr 
Óttarsson vandræðaskáld whose father came from Hálogaland is the central figure of the 
early 13th-century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 115) Hallfreðar saga. In this saga, Hallfreðr 
struggles to reconcile his passionate worship of the pagan gods with his duty as a skáld of 
the Christian King Ólafr Tryggvason. Among other things, he is on one occasion publicly 

 While this tale was once generally considered a later Medieval invention (Turville-Petre 1975, 69

256), some modern scholars like Neil Price have more recently advanced the theory that Vǫlsa 
þáttr might instead really stem from the 11th century (Price 2002, 219).
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accused of keeping an effigy (“líknesi”) of Þórr in his pouch and of practicing “blót” in 
secret (Hallfr 1939, 162). 

Another relevant example is Vatnsdæla saga from the late 13th century (Vésteinn 
Ólason 2005, 115). The saga is initially centered on the character of Ingimundr, a pagan 
Hálogalander who ultimately settles in North Iceland with the benediction of the equally 
pagan King Haraldr hárfagri. Ingimundr, who also belongs to the well-known Hrafnista 
family (Vatnsd 1939, 2), is also shown to possess an image of a god (“hlutr”), this time of 
Freyr (Vatnsd 1939, 33). Once in Iceland he also is described as ordering the construction 
of a “hof” (Vatnsd 1939, 42). In addition, Ingimundr is also said to have had contact with 
pagans Sámi who engaged in a rather singular magic ritual which will be described in 
more detail in Chapter 7.4. (Vatnsd 1939, 34-35). 

The last example of a pagan character from the Far North being the main character 
of a saga can be found in Bárðar saga which centers on the rather outstanding Bárðr 
Dumbsson. As noted in Chapter 6.2.1. Bárðr is in fact not fully human, but the son of King 
Dumbr, the ruler of the Arctic kingdoms of Helluland and Rísaland (BárðSn 2009, 102). 
Unsurprisingly enough, Bárðr displays a total dedication towards paganism: he performs 
“blót” upon arriving in Iceland which took place during the landmám period (BárðSn 2009, 
111) and later even become a local deity in the Snæfellsnes peninsula in West Iceland 
(BárðSn 2009, 119). His distaste for Christianity particularly becomes apparent when his 
son attempts to convert to the religion under the influence of Ólafr Tryggvason and dies 
shortly after receiving a vision of his father scolding him for his fateful decision (BárðSn 
2009, 170). 

The motif that some individuals from the Far North cannot physically undergo 
Christian baptism and survive is similarly found in the tale of Eyvindr kinnrifa, a pagan 
Hálogalander whose story is told in three sagas ranging from the late 12th century to the 
early 14th century. In each of those three accounts, the reason behind Eyvindr’s inability to 
convert is said to lie in the fact that he, just like Bárðr’s son, is not really human. In Ólafs 
saga Odds, Eyvindr’s parents, who cannot conceive a child naturally, hire Sámi magicians 
who summon spirits from the air in order to impregnate Eyvindr’s mother (“Finnar kǫlludu 
þá til hǫfðingja þeira anda er loptit byggja”: ÓTOdd 2006, 257). In Ólafs saga 
Tryggvasonar in Heimskringla, however the Sámi magicians summon a soul/ spirit which 
then takes human form and comes to be known as Eyvindr (“Ek em einn andi, kviknaðr í 
manns líkam með fjölkyngi Finna”: Hrk 1941-1954, I, 323). In Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar inn 
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mesta, the specifics of how Eyvindr comes are not described in much detail at all.  In 70

each cases, however, the end result is the same: Captured by Ólafr Tryggvason, Eyvindr is 
tortured because of his refusal to accept Christianity. It is only when he is moments away 
from death that he reveals to the king that his non-human nature prevents him from 
accepting Christianity at all.  

Besides being one of two saga-characters that cannot convert to Christianity, 
Eyvindr kinnrifa also belongs to the somewhat larger pool of pagan Hálogalanders and 
North-Norwegians who are depicted as actively opposing Christianity, Christian kings and 
the Christianization of their homeland like Hákon Jarl. The earliest text to include such a 
motif is Ólafs saga Odds from the late 12th century. In this record of the life and rule of 
Ólafr Tryggvason, the king is opposed by a significant number of pagan Hálogalanders, 
starting with Gunnhildr konungamóðir of Norway wife of King Eiríkr, here said to be the 
daughter of Ǫzurr toti a chieftain of Hálogaland who practices “blót” (ÓTOdd 2006, 
127-129). Later we also meet Þórir hjǫrtr, Hárekr úr Þjótta and the aforementioned Eyvindr 
kinnrifa who are all described as being exceptional “blótmenn” (“blótmenn miklu”: ÓTOdd 
2006, 237).

One other interesting antagonistic pagan Hálogalander figure is Hróaldr í Godey of 
Hálogaland who is said to be both a “blótmaðr” and a magic practitioner whose magic 
stops the arrival of Ólafr Tryggvason (ÓTOdd 235-236). Another “blótmaðr” bearing the 
same name and making use of very similar magic is also said to live in Moldafjǫrðr near 
Mærinn, west of Þrándheimr (ÓTOdd 281-282).

This figure of Hróaldr also appears in Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar in Heimkringla 
where we hear of one individual named Rauðr inn rammi from Hálogaland. This Rauðr is 
essentially the same figure as Hróaldr í Godey, since they are both described as living in 
Sálpti and acting against Ólafr Tryggvason in a similar way (Hrk 1941-1951, I, 324-326). 
Interestingly enough, the later Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar inn mesta comes back to the 
earlier figure of two antagonistic pagans: They are there named Rauðr, just like in 
Heimskringla: one is Rauðr in rammi, essentially the same character as in Heimskringla 
(ÓT 1860-1868, II, 394) while the other one is named Rauðr úr Rauðeyjar who is said to 
live “Nordr firir Naumudal” and, as noted in Chapter 6.2.2. uses the help of Þórr to protect 
his island against the coming of the king (ÓT 1860-1868, II, 296-298). More will be said 

 “Uer megim þiggia at þat barner þit eigit næst likamliga lifi”: ÓT 1860-1868, II, 385; and “Ver 70

megum ódlaz þat barner lif ok alldr hafti til”: ÓTAM 1958-2000, I, 119. 
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about this figure and his magic in Chapter 8. 
Interestingly enough, while, as has been demonstrated, North-Norwegians are often 

said to be pagans (like the Bjarmians), this later passage in Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar inn 
mesta represents the sole mention of a “hof” in Hálogaland and Naumudalr in literature.  71

On the other hand, it is noteworthy that the region of Þrándheimr/ Mærin, somewhat 
further south is almost systematically described in the written sources as harboring a great 
number of ”hof.“ No less than 11 are described in various Old Norse-Icelandic sources,  72

almost all of which are konungasögur ranging from the late 12th to the 14th century. 
Regardless of this rather odd lack of mentions of places of pagan worship among the 
inhabitants of pre-Christian Hálogaland and Naumudalr, it is evident that they, alongside 
their Finnic neighbors of the Far North were repeatedly seen and depicted in literature as 
the ungodly followers of pagan deities. 

6.4. Conclusion

As has been demonstrated above, Northern Fenno-Scandinavia was systematically 
associated in pre-Modern literature with the pre-Christian religion of Scandinavia. Not only 
did pagan gods such as Þórr and Óðinn visit those lands and interact with its inhabitants in 
the mythological and heroic ages, but the land itself is strongly associated with several key 
pagan concepts such as the pagan hof and the various races of giants, especially jǫtnar 
which were said to occupy these reaches (see Chapter 5). This image of the Far-Northern 
lands of Fenno-Scandinavia as an embodiment of pre-Christian concepts and figures 
clearly slightly changes once narrative texts take a more historical standpoint. While pagan 
gods might still be encountered in this region, the focus comes to be placed on individual 
pagans who fiercely resist the eventual triumph of Christianity by all means possible. 
Offerings, sacrifices, weather-magic and pagan sorcery are some of the very un-Christian 
tools these heathens are said to use to defy both the authority of the church, and the 
authority of the Christian king. Furthermore even if most of those who oppose the coming 

 In Vatnsdæla saga however, Ingimundr, builds a ”hof” dedicated to Freyr upon his arrival in North 71

Iceland (Vatnsd 1939, 42). 

 Njála 1954, 214; HRAN 1998, 15; ÓTOdd 2006, 191; 264; 279; Hrk 1941-1951, I, 167, 317; ÓT 72

1860-1868, II, 296, 392, 400; ÓTAM 1958-2000, I, 52-53.
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of the new religion are ultimately defeated and killed, we still find entire populations 
regularly being described as still being in the throes of paganism centuries later. 

One key characteristic that the various pagan motifs associated with Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia and the people who are said to dwell there have in common is not 
simply a set of beliefs but also an assortment of practices. If the actual beliefs and 
worldview of the pagans of the Far North are rarely described in much detail in literature, it 
is noteworthy that their actions are sometimes given a much higher degree of attention. 
Some of these, like sacrifices, prayers and supplications of various kinds can most 
certainly be described as purely religious in nature, but the majority of these more detailed 
deeds can be described as spells, curses and other invocations that once again, are 
distinctive features of the description of the northern edge of Fenno-Scandinavia. These 
motifs will be analyzed in the following chapters. 
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7. Arctic Visionaries: Soothsaying in the Far North

7.1. Introduction

Among the myriad of supernatural motifs associated with the peoples of Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia, one of the most noticeable is the portrayal of Far-Northern individuals as 
soothsayers endowed with second sight. While the importance of soothsaying and 
prophesy in Old Norse-Icelandic narratives as a whole is well known,  it is noteworthy that 73

individuals performing such acts are often linked to Northern Fenno-Scandinavia in one 
way or another. A related motif is that of council stemming from supernatural characters 
related to the area. 

This chapter will begin by giving a quick presentation of literary accounts in which 
Far Northerners are explicitly described and acting as soothsayers, sibyls, oracles and 
other clairvoyants. Special attention will be given to the often-made associations between 
soothsaying and Finnic, most often Sámi individuals and the general characteristics of the 
Far -Northern soothsayer will be presented.

The study of this motif will continue by exposing some of its lesser-known 
ramifications, namely, on the one hand, the image of the wise supernatural Far-Northern 
helper, more often than not gigantic; and on the other, the image of Far-Northern 
soothsayers being involuntary heralds of the advancing Christian faith, an image 
particularly popular in konungasögur. The last part of this chapter will focus on what is 
arguably the best-known case of soothsaying in Old Norse-Icelandic literature, namely the 
ritual performed by Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði Þorkelsson at the Icelandic alþing in the year 
1000. This account, which is one of the most famous depictions of a pagan ritual in Old 
Norse-Icelandic literature will be analyzed and compared to other similar acts found in a 
variety of texts in order to establish its links to the image of the Far-Northern soothsayer.

 See, for example, Steinsland 2013; Gunnell 2009 and Cochrane 2004.73
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7.2. Second Sight in the North

7.2.1. Endowed with Clairvoyance: Sámi Prophecy 

As noted above, one of the various common ways in which Sámi characters are 
supernaturally defined in pre-Modern literature is through their role as soothsayers. The 
motif of the Sámi/ Finnic diviner can be demonstrated to have arisen in the 12th-century 
(at the latest) and soon became widespread, both in Old Norse-Icelandic literature and its 
Continental counterparts, right down to the 16th century. 

The oldest evidence for the supernatural soothsaying abilities of the Sámi can be 
found in the late 12th-century Historia Norwegiæ in which the respect for these uncanny 
skills is explicitly linked with the Sámi ignorance of the Christian ways: 

[The Sámi’s’] intolerable ungodliness will hardly seem credible nor how much 
devilish superstition they exercise in the art of magic. For some of them are 
revered as soothsayers by the foolish multitude because whenever asked they can 
employ an unclean spirit, which they call a gandus, and make many predictions for 
many people which later come to pass. By marvellous means they can also draw to 
themselves objects of desire from distant parts and although far off themselves 
miraculously bring hidden treasures to light (HN 2001, 6).

This passage, which is most certainly referring to the belief in Sámi soothsaying at the time 
of the writing of Historia Norwegiæ, introduces two different sub-motifs related to the 
Sámi’s purported magical abilities: that they can, on one hand, perceive upcoming events, 
and, on the other, that they are able to locate (and even draw to themselves) items hidden 
from plain sight. In addition, the use of the word gandus suggests some knowledge of local 
tradition (Heide 2006, 142). 

As noted above, Historia Norwegiæ states that an nondescript “foolish multitude” 
revers these diviners. Considering that Historia Norwegiæ was written in Norway, this 
“multitude” must refer to Norwegians, especially those established near areas of Sámi 
settlments. This is corroborated by later Norwegian law-texts such as the older recension 
of the Eiðsivaþingslög of the Uppland region and especially the Borgarþinglög of the 
region of Viken. In both of these texts, traveling to Sámi areas in order to receive divination 
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is made illegal (“þat er ubota værk at gera finfarar. fara at spyria spa”: BorgLög 1846-1869, 
I, 350-351; “þet er oc vbota værk. er madr fær a fínmarkr at spyria spadom”: BorgLög 
1846-1895, I, 372; and “Engi maðr a at trua a finna”: EidsLög 1846-1895, I, 389-390). 
These words make it certain that in the 12th and 13th centuries, the people of Finnmǫrk 
(that is the Sámi or finnar), most-often located in the Far North were strongly associated 
with the divining arts and respected for these abilities. 

Similar ideas occur in the third book of the Gesta Danorum, when Saxo 
Grammaticus focuses on the character and the peregrinations of Óðinn. Here, in his 
retelling of the begetting of Rindr, Óðinn, desperate for information about how he could 
avenge the death of Baldr, resorts to asking a Sámi, Rostioph, who “foretold to him that 
another son must be born to him by Wrinda (Rinda), daughter of the king of the 
Ruthenians” (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 162-168). This passage, described as taking 
place in euhemeristic mythological times is, interestingly enough, the only instance of the 
motif of the Sámi soothsayer not set in historical or contemporary times. Figures of 
soothsaying Sámi are especially common in the konungasögur most of which, of course, 
take place in Norway.  

Three specific accounts of such Sámi soothsayers can be found, which are 
sometimes told several times in different konungasögur. The oldest such saga, Ólafs saga 
Odds, introduces the tale of how Ólafr Tryggvason once received supernatural advice  
from a Sámi living in Fjallir in Þrándheimr (“Veit han marga hluti fyrir”: ÓTOdd 2006, 186). 
The same tale is told in the later Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta but with some slight 
alterations (reference made to “finnr framviss”: ÓT 1860-1868, II, 231). The next instance 
of a Sámi soothsayer is found in Helgisaga Ólafs Haraldssonar in which Ólafr digri is said 
to have had a “fiðr”  endowed with “syn” who warned him of the coming of his enemy Jarl 74

Sveinn prior to his coming (HelgiÓ 1849, 19). The last occurrence of Sámi soothsaying in 
the konungasögur is the tale of how Einarr þambarskelfir is willingly spared by an archer 
named Finnr during a battle, a figure said by some to be Sámi. This account is found in 
Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta, has the archer stating: “Þat ma ek eigi at skiota þann 
mann. þviat hann er eigi feigr” (ÓT 1860-1868, II, 486). 

This specific tale, and the way it has been handled throughout Old Norse-Icelandic 
historiography speaks volumes about the way the image of the supernatural Sámi has 

 In Old Norse-Icelandic, “Fiðr,” had essentially the same meaning as “Finnr,” and refers to Sámi/ 74

Finnic individuals (deVries 1962, 119).
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evolved through time. In the earlier Ólafs saga Odds and Heimskringla, the tale is told in 
much the same way: An exceptionally gifted archer, either a Sámi or named Finnr, cuts the 
bow of Einarr þambarskelfir but no explanations, supernatural or otherwise, are given to 
explain why he targeted the bow instead of Einarr (ÓTOdd 2006, 343; and Hkr 1941-1951, 
I, 362). These two texts, written between one and two centuries prior to Ólafs saga 
Tryggvasonar en mesta, thus present the same story in a much less supernatural light. 
One notes how this figure who is simply described as a gifted archer  in the late 12th and 75

early 13th centuries ends up being endowed with soothsaying abilities in the 14th century. 
This figure takes one more form in the early 15th century (Björk 2013, 12) poem 
Ólafsrímur B where he is not only described as willingly sparing Einarr’s life because of his 
supernatural knowledge of his future, but is also plainly described as being Sámi (ÓlafsRíB 
1913-1921, I, 208; V, sts 7-8). We therefore see here, how, over 250 years, a non-
supernatural motif which was originally only conceivably associated with the Sámi people 
has ultimately became both more decidedly supernatural and more clearly strongly 
associated with the Sámi, almost in parallel, further strengthening the association between 
these two ideas, and not least the connection between them and the idea that the Sámi 
can see into the future.

Besides these examples taken from the konungasögur, supernatural soothsaying 
Sámi can also be found in three more Old Norse-Icelandic accounts: two Íslendingasögur 
and one travelogue. As noted in Chapter 6.3.4. In Vatnsdæla saga, a female Sámi 
soothsayer predicts the future of Ingimundr gamli by telling him that he shall ultimately 
emigrate to Iceland (“Finna ein fjǫlkunnig” “spáði […] Vǫlva mælti”: Vatnsd 1939, 28). Later 
in the same saga, two Sámi magicians perform a magic ritual in order to locate 
Ingimundr’s lost Freyr amulet which they locate in Iceland as well, thereby echoing the  
earlier-noted account from Historia Norwegiae (Vatnsd 1939, 34-35). In Finnboga saga 
ramma from the first half of the 14th century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 115), Drauma-Finnr, 
the son of Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði Þorkelsson and Leikný, a Sámi woman (see further 
Chapter 7.4.2.), is said to be be endowed with second sight:

Þar bjó þá Drauma-Finni son Þorgeirs. Var hann spakr maðr ok vitr. Hann var eigi 
sammæddr við aðra sonu Þorgeirs. Hann var finnsk at móðurkyni og hét Leikný 

 The motif of the supernatural archer will be further discussed in Chapter 8.3.75
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móðir hans. Hann tók harðla vel við þeim. Marga hluti tala þeir spaklega (FinnB 
1959, 268). 

Interestingly enough, an earlier mention of Drauma-Finnr found in Ljósvetninga saga from 
the middle of the 13th century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 115) does not mention Finnr’s Sámi 
mother (Ljósv 1940, 58). The evolution of this tale thus very much follows the model 
established with the tale of Finnr the archer in which the association between Sámi and 
supernatural soothsaying abilities becomes stronger over time. In short, within the context 
of saga narrative, if a person is called Finnr and can prophesy, he must be Sámi.

The last instance of Sámi soothsaying in Old Norse-Icelandic literature can be 
found in the earlier-mentioned (see Chapter 6.3.2.) Atburðr á Finnmǫrk. In this text, a 
travelogue from the late 14th century, a Sámi leader present at a market place in the coast 
of northern Finnmǫrk, is praised by the other Sámi as a great magician and soothsayer (“I 
meðal Finnanna var einn Finn svá fródr [ok kenn i] fjölkunnigri list, að allir Finnarnir helldu 
hann ok kolluðu svá sem formaðr ok spámaðr allra annarra Finnanna fyrir sína fjölkyngi ok 
það annat, að hann sagði þeim fyrir úorðna hluti”: ÁtFi 1908-1918, I, 57). 

As noted above, the soothsayer motif was clearly also known outside Iceland and 
the Nordic countries: indeed, the figure of the Sámi seer is also found in two instances in 
younger, Continental texts. One is Commentarius De Praecipuis Divinationum Generibus, 
written before 1560 (Peucer 2014, 258) by the German humanist Caspar Peucer 
(1525-1602). This interesting text is one of the first ever-written treatises on the magical 
practices of the Sámi, mentions a ritual in which the soothsayer will lose consciousness 
and after a while, awake with knowledge about far-removed events and people (Peucer 
2014, 256). The Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus of Olaus Magnus, published 
shortly after Peucer’s text, describes a similar ritual in more detail, putting greater 
emphasis on the information and items the soothsayer is able to obtain: 

[The magician] strikes over an anvil a prescribed number of blows with a hammer 
on a copper frog or serpent; muttering spells he spins this way and that […] by the 
power of his spells his spirit led by an evil demon, brings back from far away tokens 
(a ring or a knife) that his embassage or errand has been fulfilled. Rising up 
instantly he reveals these tokens together with all the other relevant details, to the 
person that has engaged him (Olaus Magnus 1996, I, 173).
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These two accounts, both written in the early 16th century, present a view of the 
supernatural abilities of the Sámi remarkably similar to that of the Historia Norwegiæ, a 
text some four centuries older, that neither Peucer nor Olaus Magnus seem to have had 
knowledge of. These three texts contain some of the most detailed descriptions of Sámi 
soothsaying rituals (which will be dealt with further in Chapter 7.4.). As this chapter has 
shown, the broad motif of the Sámi as a seer is found in total in no less than thirteen texts 
ranging from law-texts to semi-legendary royal bibliographies. What almost all of these 
texts have in common is that these narratives are in clearly historical or contemporary 
times. It therefore appears that at least since the 11th or 12th century, the Sámi were 
believed to be endowed with the power of prophecy and divination.
 The Sámi however were not the only Far-Northern people to be associated with the 
arts of divination: Indeed, as it will be demonstrated in the following sub-Chapter, the 
Norse inhabitants of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia were also associated, albeit to a lesser 
the degree than their Sámi neighbors, with soothsaying. As with other motifs, there seems 
to be evidence of influence here. 

7.2.2. The North-Norwegians’ Soothsaying Rituals

Like the accounts of Sámi soothsayers, the motif of the Far-Northern Norse soothsayer 
can be found in texts ranging from the 10th to the 16th century. Here, however, the 
material can be securely divided in two distinct categories: those related to Hákon Jarl 
Sigurðsson and those unrelated to him.

As has been demonstrated in Chapter 6.3.3., Hákon Jarl’s image in Medieval 
literature and historiography was closely associated with paganism and several other 
motifs connected with the Far North. It is therefore not surprising that Hákon is also 
described in such texts as being a diviner and believer in omens, if not directly a 
soothsayer himself. The earliest mention of Hákon Jarl performing soothsaying acts can 
be found in Vellekla, a skaldic poem composed by the Icelander Einarr Helgason 
skálaglamm in the late 10th century. In this poem, Hákon is said to have cast lots following 
his forced conversion in Denmark (“gekk til fréttar”: st. 29). In Old Norse-Icelandic 
literature, “að ganga til fréttar” refers to a pagan ritual in which the devotee asks the gods 
to reveal information about the future (Gunnell 2009, 106). This strophe, preserved in a 
number  of texts,  is  equated with another soothsaying practice  described  in  Fagrskinna,
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Fig. 7: Scenes of Sámi life taken from Johannes Schefferus' manuscript of Lapponia from 
1673, including the depiction of a Sámi magico-religious ritual 

(from Manker 1938-1950, I, 401)
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namely “að fella blótspán," which is the casting of oracular chips (Gunnell 2009, 106; and 

Finlay 2004, 90)  (“felldi hann blótspán”: Fagr 1985, 110). Hákon Jarl is associated with 76

the practice once more in the passage about the Battle of Hjǫrungavágr given in 

Jómsvíkinga saga, where he again “fellir nu blotspan” and thus, as mentioned in 

Chapter 6.3.3. learns of his goddess Þorgerðr’s wishes (Jóms 1860-1868, I, 190). 

Slightly earlier in the saga, Hákon is also described taking part in an altogether 

different oracular ritual in which he gains information about the future through placing 

golden and silvery figurines (“mannz likneskia”) in bowls and interpreting sounds 

coming from the structure  (Jóms 1860-1868, I, 189).77

 Hákon Jarl is associated one last time with soothsaying in Historia De Antiquitate 

Regum Norwagiensium, a history of Norway written in the third quarter of the 12th 

century (HRAN 1998, XII-XIII) by a certain Theodoricus Monachus. This passage 

describes the pagan temple in Mærinn in Þrándheimr (noted in several other sources) 

in which divination was taking place (“There is a place in the diocese of Niðaróss which 

is called Mærinn. There, it is said, oracular responses were uttered by demons; and 

Hákon had brought together there a multitude of idols”: HRAN 1998, 15). This text fits 

very well with the previously-mentioned accounts in which Hákon Jarl’s soothsaying 

practices are closely linked to his paganism (Fagr), his pagan gods (Jómsv) or his 

pagan temples (HRAN) as taken up in Chapter 6.3.4.. Other accounts of Far-Northern 

diviners are nonetheless presented in a rather different light.
Outside the occurrences of “Cloak Ritual”-type motifs which will be discussed later 

on in this chapter, there are only three accounts of North-Norwegians personally engaging 
in soothsaying in pre-Modern literature. The oldest of these accounts is found in Ólafs 
saga Odds and concerns Gunnhildr konungamóðir, said, as mentioned in Chapter 6.3.4.to 
be the daughter of Ǫzurr toti from the north of Hálogaland. In this passage, Gunnhildr is 

 Tacitus mentions a seemingly similar oracular technique in his much older Germania (Tacitus 76

1868, 7).

 “þar var geort a huorutueggia metinu mannz likneskia. ok hetu þat hlulir sem fornnmonnum uar 77

titja at hafua ok fylgde þessu nattura. ok til allz þess er jalli þotti myklu male skipta þa hafde hann 
þessa hluti. Ok þui var jail uanr at leggia þessa hluti j skalirnar ok kuat a kuat huorr skillde merkia 
ok iafnan gengu æinn ueg hlutirnir at sa kom upp sem jall uillde ok var sa hlutrinn okyrr j skalinne 
sua at glamrade vid.”
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said to perform “blót” and “fjǫlkynngi” in order to obtain information about her enemies 
(ÓTOdd 2006, 127-131). This account, which is not altogether unlike the the image of 
Hákon Jarl’s soothsaying in the literature, is actually the only example of North-Norwegian 
soothsaying in saga literature. The second appearance of this motif indeed is found in a 
source far-removed from Scandinavia, originating instead in Italy. As noted in Chapter 
3.3.6., Pietro Querini was a 15th-century Italian merchant and nobleman who was 
shipwrecked in the island of Røst at the southernmost end of the Lofoten archipelago in 
Hálogaland in 1432. His account of the expedition gives a fascinating insight into the life of 
Hálogalanders in the late Middle Ages and features an interesting example of the North-
Norwegian soothsayer motif which is based on direct contact. In this particular passage, 
the survivors of the wreckage are helpless, stranded on a wind-beaten reef and are 
contemplating their certain, upcoming doom when a local fisherman experiences a dream-
vision of the crew and suddenly rows out to the survivors and thus saves their lives (Pietro 
Querini 1908, 883). This clearly supernatural event can be likened, interestingly enough, to 
the tale of Drauma-Finnr in Ljósvetninga saga and Finnboga saga mentioned previously. 

The last instance of North-Norwegian soothsayers in pre-Modern literature is found 
in Finnmarkens Beskrivelse, by Erik Valkendorf. In this text, Valkendorf, who also 
personally visited Finnmǫrk describes how many locals sometimes unwillingly experience 
spontaneous visions of the dead and other things: 
 

I Finmarken er der mange Folk, Mænd og Kvinder, som siger at de, selv mod sin 
Vilje, ser Syner og ser døde vise sig for dem gjenopstandne. Et troligt Tegn paa 
Sandheden heraf er det, at naar de ser slige Ting, vælder Taarer pludselig ud af 
deres Øine og de rystes med pludselig Bleghed (Valkendorf 1902, 14).

While this text is not totally clear about the identity of these individuals, and whether they 
are to be considered Sámi or Norwegians, the soothsaying found in Finnmarkens 
Beskrivelse can certainly be compared to the figures of Drauma-Finnr, the fisherman of 
Røst and Finnr the archer who are all said to experience such spontaneous supernatural 
visions. Once again, the motifs seem to merge.

After looking at these various accounts of Far-Northern soothsayers, it can be 
argued that these accounts of prophecy and attempts at divining the future can be divided 
into two categories: those telling of people who engage in some form of magical-religious 
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rituals, sometimes at the behest of someone else, in order to obtain information about a 
wide array of things, but mostly future events, and those telling of figures who experience 
spontaneous and seemingly natural second-sight. While the tales of Sámi soothsayers are 
clearly more widespread than those of their North-Norwegian counterparts who are 
sometimes only involved in divination like Hákon Jarl (thirteen against seven), both the 
Sámi and the North Norwegians are seen having similar skills at prophesying although 
once again, the focus seem to be on Sámi activities. Bearing this to mind, it is interesting 
to see how pagan Far-Northern characters are also used in literature in a somewhat 
different light, providing essential general advice or heralding the coming of a new faith. 

7.3. The Supernatural Far Northerner as a Problem-Solver

7.3.1. Introduction

As it has been demonstrated above, supernatural characters from the Far North, and 
especially the Sámi are often depicted as soothsayers, solving various problems through 
their gift of prophecy or second-sight. However, prophecy is not the only way in which Far 
Northerners are depicted as supernaturally assisting others in the literature. As is the case 
in mythological texts, in which the Norse gods (chiefly Óðinn and Þórr) seek information, 
treasure, assistance and other advice from jǫtnar and in Jǫtunheimar,  saga-narratives 78

often show Far-Northern characters as having abilities or items that can be obtained or 
used by others coming from outside.
 In this context, the information obtained through magical prophecy can be seen as 
a parallel to other pieces of information which are obtained from the Far North not 
necessarily through soothsaying strictly-speaking but at least by supernatural characters 
and in a supernatural context. This motif, which could be called “The Supernatural Advice” 
motif will be analyzed forthwith, especially considering the Far-Northern figures of Brúni 
and Raknarr. 

The second part of this sub-chapter will be devoted to a different aspect of the 
image of the Far Northerner as a provider of supernatural assistance, namely the idea of 
the Far-Northern healer. As it will be demonstrated, Far-Northern characters, some of 

 See, for example, Vafþrúðnismál and Hymiskviða.78
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whom are also said to be soothsayers, are at times said to be endowed with supernatural 
healing abilities, used both on their own person and on others. Finally, consideration will 
be made of one last motif associated with soothsayers from Northern Fenno-Scandinavia 
namely their role in announcing the eventual triumph of Christianity and Christian rulers 
over paganism and pagan rulers. This last motif will lead to the last part of this chapter, 
which is revolves around one particular instance of such Far-Northern Christian prophecy. 

7.3.2.The Supernatural Advice of the Far Northerners

In Book 3 of his Gesta Danorum, Saxo Grammaticus describes the trip the Danish hero 
Høther takes in a reindeer cart to a northern wasteland covered in snow and ice, in order 
to obtain a magical sword (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 146-147). While this land is not 
named, the description of a frozen, snowy land near Hálogaland that can only be crossed 
with the help of reindeer reminds the reader unmistakingly of Finnmǫrk and the Sámi. This 
trip, undertaken immediately before Høther's arrival to Hálogaland would not have been 
possible without help of the “satyr” Miming, a local figure who is the one who reveals the 
location of sword. This tale, compiled around the year 1200 is the oldest example of a 
motif that could be tentatively called “The Wise Far Northerner” and revolves around 
occasionally supernatural characters from Northern Fenno-Scandinavia assisting the main 
character of the story by revealing to him possibly supernatural secrets. This particular 
example could also be connected to the previously-mentioned idea from Historia 
Norwegiae that Far-Northerners are able to supernaturally locate various items.
 This motif of the wise Far Northerner ultimately becomes relatively widespread in 
Icelandic texts from the 13th to the 15th century, and especially in the fornaldarsögur. A 
good example of this motif can be found in Illuga saga in which Illugi, a hero from Denmark 
reaches Gandvík and, following a hazardous fight against seven trǫll, obtains the 
protection of the supernatural flagð, Gríðr who from then on guides Illugi in his adventures, 
revealing various secrets to the Dane (IllGr 1954, 418-423). A very similar scene can be 
found in the Hauks þáttr hábrókar part of Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta in the 
Flateyjarbók. In this story, Haukr, a retainer of Haraldr hárfagri, together with Vighardr from 
Hálogaland are sent to Gandvík by the king to deliver gifts to his foster-mother Hæidr who 
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is said to live in Surtzdalr.  Upon arriving there, Vighardr is killed and Haukr meets with 79

Hæidr who is then said to be a trǫll. After delivering the gifts, Haukr receives vital 
information about the way he might be able to escape his enemies and come back to 
Norway safely (ÓT 1860-1868, I, 578-580). Once more, the idea that Far-Northerners 
possess, and are able to reveal hidden secrets is very much in line with the soothsaying 
accounts mentioned previously.

Another good example of this motif is the aforementioned figure of Brúni. 
Interestingly enough, Brúni is the name given to two characters appearing in Ketils saga  
hængs and Þorsteins saga Víkingssonar respectively. In both sagas, Brúni acts as a form 
of father figure for the hero and provides them both valuable information: In Ketils saga, 
Brúni, directly described as a Sámi, hides Ketill from his enemies, gives him his daughter 
Hrafnhildr to sleep with and leads him to his brother Gúsir, the death o f whom will make 
Ketill the owner of Gusisnautar, Gúsir’s magical arrows (KetilH 1954, 158-161). In 
Þorsteins saga, Brúni lives in Austrvegr in Brenneyjar. He is an uncle of Þorsteinn and was 
raised together with Hálogi, the mythical ruler of Hálogaland. Brúni reveals to his nephew 
where to find the dvergr Sindri who gives them further advice and weapons (ÞorstVík 
1954, 60-63).

One last instance of supernatural Far-Northern advice can be found in the 
Íslendingasaga Þorskfirðinga saga. In this saga, set in the landnám period, Þórir Oddson 
is said to reaches Þrándarnes  in Hálogaland and meets a man called Úlfr, who informs 80

him about his kin, Agnarr (Raknarr) who is buried somewhere in the land. Upon entering 
the mound, Þórir obtains the protection of Agnarr as well as various magical items (Þorsk 
2008, 183-186).81

These accounts of Far Northerners providing supernatural information or access to 
a hidden object to various saga-characters are not very different from those where the 
information is obtained through bona-fide prophecy. Ultimately, the saga narrative cannot 

 This name is without a shadow of a doubt a reference to the fiery jǫtunn Surtr, mentioned among 79

other places in the Eddic poems Vǫluspá (sts 47, 52), Fafnismál (sts 18, 50) and Vafþrúðnismál   
(sts 14, 18).

 Þrándarnes is the Old-Icelandic name of Trondenes, a promontory and a once Norse chieftain 80

seat in the Viking Age, situated five kilometers north of Harstad in Troms county in Norway. 

 Just like Brúni/ Brúsi, the figure of Agnarr (often spelled “Raknarr”) is a recurring one in 81

narratives set or related to the Far North. Most often, Agnarr/ Raknarr is said to be a fierce berserkr 
who must be defeated by the hero: BárðSn 2009, 161-168; ÖOdd 1954, 235; HálfdE 1954, 283; 
and KlerkRí 1913-1921, II, 888; V, st. 19.
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proceed without the knowledge provided by the Far Northerner who takes on the “helper” 
role. But releasing information is not the only way in which these supernatural figures 
assume an utilitarian function: they accomplish much the same feat through their alleged 
supernatural healing abilities. 

7.3.3. The Healers of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia

Just like the motif of the wise Far Northerner, the motif of the Far-Northern healer is 
primarily found in the fornaldarsögur and related texts and goes along well with the overall 
image of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia being a land where even the most improbable 
events can be thought to happen and whose inhabitants have supernatural skills.
 Maybe the best example of such supernatural healing being said to take place in 
this area is that described in Egils saga einhenda. In this passage set in the mythological 
Jǫtunheimar, the jǫtunn-woman Arinnefja is revealed to have been responsible for Egill’s 
loss of his hand and subsequently heals him, making the hand grow back (EgÁsm 1954, 
355-357). Another similar, if less impressive “monstrous” healing is recorded in Gríms saga 
where following a fierce fight for the right to flense a beached whale which had died off the 
coast of Finnmǫrk, Grímr is nursed back to health by the princess Lofthæna who had been 
turned into a trǫll by her step-mother, Grímhíldr Jösurdóttir from Finnmǫrk (GrímL 1954, 
192-193). 

Comparable accounts of supernatural healers, an obvious fairy-tale motif are said to 
have taken place in Austrvegr (see Chapter 5.3.). In Hálfdanar saga Eysteinssonar, 
Hálfdan is entrusted to the care of two very oddly-named fellows, Hriflingr and Arghyrna 
who cure him and later give him magical items, a stone amulet, a sword found in the 
innards of a pike-fish and a dog, items which would later prove instrumental in Hálfdan’s 
ultimate victory (HálfdE 1954, 270). In the riddarasaga Viktors saga ok blávus from the late 
14th century (Finnur Jónsson 1920-1924, III, 109), the heroes, while on a sea-journey in 
Cyprus, are threatened by a cloud of poisonous gas. The heroes are only saved when a 
character named Koder opens up a “finnsbelg” (“Sámi bag”) whose mysterious contents 
somehow nullify the effects of the poisonous cloud (ViktorBl 1960, 28-29). Finally one 
notes how, in the rímur version of the tale of Hrólfr kráki, Bjarkarímur, Elg-Fróði, the son of 
Bjǫrn of Álandssíða, creates a magical beverage mixing his own blood with water, and 
offers it to his weak brother Bjarki, who thus becomes endowed with supernatural strength 
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(Bjarkarímur 1904, 135; IV, sts 25-26). While such accounts are not about healing per se, 
such abilities to avoid illness implicitly suggest potential healing skills. 

While the aforementioned accounts are all set in either fantastical or heroic times, 
the image of Far Northerners as as being somehow endowed with supernatural healing 
abilities (or occasionally out of ordinary health) can be demonstrated to have parallels in 
popular beliefs exemplified two other texts: in an entry dated 1401 in the Icelandic 
Lögmanns annáll, a Sámi man is said to have lain for three years straight in a birch forest, 
as if dead, before unexpectedly rising up and exhibiting no symptoms whatsoever (LögAnn 
1888, 286-287).  Similarly, a century later, Eirik Valkendorf expresses the belief that 82

people living in Finnmǫrk are endowed with an uncanny long life-span, some individuals 
living up to 150 years (Valkendorf 1902, 6-9). While these accounts do not describe 
supernatural healing, they nevertheless associate Far-Northern figures with exceptional, 
near supernatural health. 

Finally, we have the previously-mentioned accounts of Ólafr Tryggvason’s Sámi 
soothsayer from Þrándheimr who is also said to be a healer. Besides predicting the 
ultimate victory of the King, the unnamed character is said to have healed Vigi, Ólafr 
Tryggvason’s hound on two occasions.  This last account exemplifies perfectly how Far-83

Northern healers seem to occupy precisely the same function as Far-Northern soothsayers 
and other helpers and that in this context, the distinction between these three categories is 
more cosmetic than purely functional. One last narrative function that is allotted seemingly 
mostly to the Far-Northern characters said to be soothsayers is one which differs quite 
significantly from the helper motif, namely the role of accidental herald of a conquering 
Christian religion. 

7.3.4. The Accidental Apostles

The earliest preserved narrative texts of Scandinavia, such as the Íslendingabók of Ári 
fróði Þorgilsson are essentially hagiographic works written from the point of view of 
Christian writers and compilers who were responsible for the development of Old Norse-

 “Jtem þat sama ar uard sa atburdur nordur aHaloga landi j Noregi at einn Finnur. sa er 82

Fedmingu, hiet. la uti j einne biargskorv heil þriu aar. suo sem daudur væri. la þar hia honum bogi 
haus oc orfva mæli. fiellu huorki a hann dyr ne fvglar alla þessa stund. sidan reis hann upp oc lifdi 
morg ar. Sidan uar herra Arne Olafs son þar þetta sama aar.”

 See ÓTOdd 2006, 190; ÓTOdd 2006, 258; and ÓT 1860-1868, I, 231.83
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Icelandic literature from the 12th century on. It is therefore rather unsurprising that 
Christian and ecclesiastic ideologies are, at times at least, given special prominence in 
otherwise secular narratives. Such a Christian outlook can also be found in a variety of 
texts dealing with the Far North as well. It is also noteworthy that besides the tales of 
Christianizing kings such as those of the two Ólafar of Norway, Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia and Far-Northern characters also appear in other Christian narratives which 
underline the way in which the supernatural aspects of these characters and this area’s 
association with soothsaying and prophecy are shown as having a role to play in the 
Christianization process.

The most obvious of such accounts are the previously mentioned (see Chapter 
7.2.1.) retellings of the tale of Ólafr Tryggvason’s prophetic Sámi. This tale describes how 
the unnamed augur perceives Ólafr’s powerful fylgja (“Eigi fara litlan fylgjur fyrir þér”: 
ÓTOdd 2006, 188) and despite not being able/ willing to convert to Ólafr’s Christian faith 
(as analyzed in Chapter 6), his description of the powerful supernatural spirit protecting 
Ólafr as well as the overall grandeur of the future king are clear indications of the ultimate 
triumph of the new faith (ÓTOdd 2006, 189; and ÓT 1860-1868, I, 231). 

Similar narratives can be found which relate directly to the Far North and Austrvegr. 
Ólafs saga Odds and Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta both contain variations on one 
more such tale related to Ólafr Tryggvason: During the childhood years of the future king, 
the mother of Valdamarr, the king of Garðaríki, herself a spákona, is said to visualize the 
hamingja of Ólafr during a prophetic ritual conducted on the occasion of a jól celebration. It 
is noted that, other spámenn all over the country experience a similar vision at that time 
(ÓTOdd 2006, 144-150; ÓT 1860-1868, I, ). Another interesting instance of an involuntary 
Christian prophecy being made by far-Northern soothsayers in Austrvegr can be found in 
the Russian Primary Chronicle. In this account, a Finnic Chud soothsayer is said to 
experience visions of Heaven and Hell after being confronted with a Christian wearing a 
crucifix (RPC, 1953, 153). His description of the torments awaiting unbelievers and the 
grace awaiting Christians is a colorful example of the way in which even unrepentant Far-
Northern magicians are described in the hagiographic literature as ultimately yielding to 
the power of the Christian God. 
 Interestingly enough, the earlier-mentioned Átbrúðr á Finnmǫrk, a text compiled 
more than 300 years after the Russian Primary Chronicle, describes a very similar 
situation, albeit taking place in Finnmǫrk rather than in Austrvegr. In this account, a Sámi 
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magician unintentionally becomes the witness of a mass performed inside a tent for 
Hálogalanders. Upon witnessing the ritual of the eucharist, the Sámi magician enters some 
kind of trance and visualizes a bloody, shimmering child (“barn dreyrugt harðla bjart ok 
skínanda”) in the hands of the priest before witnessing visions of infernal torments which 
are then interpreted by the Christian Hálogalanders as a sign of the power of their God 
(ÁtFi 1908-1918, I, 57-58).  84

These accounts of Far-Northern, chiefly Sámi/ Finnic soothsayers combine two 
main aspects of the literary image of peoples from Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, namely 
their paganism and their soothsaying abilities, while at the same time neutralizing them by 
turning these threatening, ungodly powers into an instrument of the agency of the 
Christian God. Such a Christian understanding of these supernatural events, which seems 
to draw on other hagiographic motifs of pagans foreseeing their own downfall securely set 
in historical times also applies in some few instances to another soothsaying motif, the 
very-well documented “Cloak Ritual” most famously associated with Þorgeirr 
Ljósvetningagoði Þorkelsson which may also have connections to the Far North. 

7.4. The Far-Northern Origin of the Cloak Ritual 
 
7.4.1. Introduction

Several of the accounts which have been reviewed so far in this chapter, while sharing a 
broadly similar function of information-gathering with the other soothsaying records 
distinguish themselves by the form they are said to take. These accounts, most notably 
those found in Historia Norwegiae and Vatnsdæla saga are those in which the augur is 
described as falling silent and inanimate, as if dead for a significant length of time before 
rising up, now in possession of the requested information. While it can take slightly 
different forms and in some cases even significantly alter its function, this ritual is most 
often characterized by one key element: its common association with Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia and its inhabitants, especially the Sámi.

 “Ok þá er svá var komit i messunni, að prestrinn hélt upp guds líkama, hljóp sá Finnrinn hinn 84

fjölkunnigi brott frá tjalldinu, hvað er túlkrinn kristinna manna hugleiddi ok sá [...] Maðr sá, sem 
syngur i landtjalldinu ok þér kallið prest ydvarn, hélt i lopt upp hendur sínar hafandi i höndum sér 
barn dreyrugt harðla bjart ok skínanda, svá að ek mátti varla i móti sjá ok víðr þessa sýn kom svá 
mikill ótti ok hrædsla yfir mik, að ut gegnum af landjaldinu fell ek i óvit.”
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The analysis of this fascinating motif will start with a thorough review of the best-
documented case of this ritual: its performance by Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði Þorkelsson in 
Iceland, which resulted in the Christianization of the island. This ritual will hereafter be 
referred to as the “Cloak Ritual.” Following this, the focus will be placed on other accounts 
that are comparable to Þorgeirr’s ritual and finally, Old Norse-Icelandic depictions of the 
Cloak Ritual will be pitted against more modern descriptions of Sámi shamanic rituals and 
the two will be compared in order to establish if a potential causality between the two 
practices might exist. 

7.4.2. …lagðisk hann niðr Þorgeirr ok breiddi feld sinn á sik

The account in question is found in six Icelandic sources written between the early 12th 
and the mid-14th centuries. These various texts all agree on a basic narrative frame while 
giving more or less similar information depending on their nature and intended audience. 
By collecting various pieces of information from these various sources, one can sum up 
this story in the following way: In the final years of the 10th century, Þorgeirr Þorkelsson 
was the acting góði, that is the political representative of the inhabitants of Ljósavatn in 
North Iceland. In the year 999/ 1000, the king of Norway Ólafr Tryggvason, who wished to 
extend his influence over Iceland, took hostages several Icelandic sailors, sons of 
influential local families and sent the Icelanders Gissur hvíti Teitsson and Hjalti Skeggjason 
to Iceland to force the Icelanders to accept Christianity. The meeting at the Alþing that year 
revolved around this ultimatum and the divide between pagan and Christian Icelanders 
grew so wide that each party elected its own lögsögumaðr: The Christians chose Síðu-
Hallr Þórsteinsson, the góði of Álftafjörðr and the pagans chose Þorgeirr Þorkelsson. After 
consulting with each other and weighing the possibilities of a violent conflict between the 
two parties, Hallr and Þorgeirr agreed that Þorgeirr alone should legislate on the matter. 

The earliest account of what happened next is the Íslendingabók of Ari fróði 
Þorgilsson which, written between 1122 and 1133, is the oldest-preserved textual narrative 
in Old Norse-Icelandic literature (Würth 2005, 158). This first retelling of the event is 
significant enough to be quoted in full:

En síðan es menn kvómu í búðir, þá lagðisk hann niðr Þorgeirr ok breiddi feld sinn 
á sik ok hvílði þann dag allan ok nóttina eptir ok kvað ekki orð. En of morguninn 
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eptir settist hann upp ok gørði orð, at menn skyldi ganga til Lögbergis (ÍS 1968, I, 
16-17).

This depiction of Þorgeirr’s act underscores four elements of the ritual: lying down on the 
ground, covering oneself with a cloak and not speaking a word for a period of a whole day 
and a whole night. The following five retellings of Þorgeirr’s cloak ritual only differ on small 
details with regard to the length of his isolation, the part of the body covered by the cloak 
and his talkativeness. The following figure indicates which piece of information is carried in 
which accounts:  85

Tab. 1: Accounts of Þorgeirr góði performing the “Cloak Ritual”

What can be surmised from this exhaustive review is that between the 200 years 
which separate the first and the last retelling of Þorgeirr góði’s tale, the story changed 
surprisingly little. All accounts agree that Þorgeirr isolated himself, and covered himself 
with his cloak, and all but one text insist on his untalkativeness. The only “major” area of 
uncertainty about this story is how long Þorgeirr stayed under the cloak: the most common 
interpretation of the tale mentions one day and one night, but other texts insist that he 
stayed under the cloak from anything between one day to two days and one night. 

The fact that this specific account varies so little over the centuries, especially 
compared to other narratives such as the tale of Hróladr/ Rauðr covered in Chapter 6, 
might indicate that from the earliest stages of the development of Old Norse-Icelandic 
literature, saga writers and compilers had a very clear understanding of the ritual 

Tab. 1: Þorgeirr Cloak covers Length of ritual Speaks

Íslendingabók (ÍS) whole body 1 day + 1 night no words

Kristni saga (Kristni) head 2 days + 1 night -

Ólafs saga Odds (ÓTOdd) head 1 day + 1 night no words

Njáls saga (Njála) head 1 day to no man

Ólafs saga Trygg. en mesta (ÓT) head 2 days no words

Kristnitakan (Krist) head 2 days no words

Viðauki II (ViðII) whole body 1 day + 1 night no words

 ÍS 1968, 16-17; Kristni 2002, 34; ÓTOdd 2006, 247; Njála 1954, 271; ÓT 1860-1868, II, 443; 85

Krist 2002, 166; and ViðII 2002, 356.
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performed by Þorgeirr. As advanced by Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson, it is very likely that such 
unanimity in the literature reflects agreement about the factual understanding of Þorgeirr’s 
historical act: According to Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson’s theory, “Þorgeirr did not stay under 
the cloak to think but to carry out an ancient soothsaying ritual, the outcome of which he 
proclaimed at the Lögberg the following day. All those present were well aware of 
this” (Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson 1999, 123). Interestingly enough, in the centuries following 
the composition of Íslendingabók, this extremely-well recorded case of soothsaying ritual 
came to be associated with the Far North and even seems to have been used as a basis 
for further portrayal of Far-Northern soothsaying rituals, starting with Þorgeirr góði himself. 

While Íslendingabók provides very little information about Þorgeirr góði, it is 
noteworthy that later Icelandic texts clearly associate him with the Far North. As noted 
earlier in Chapter 5.3.3., Þorgeirr góði is said to have fathered Þorkell hákr, who, in 
Brennu-Njáls saga, is described as traveling to Bálagarðssíða to battle supernatural 
monsters there. An even more noteworthy source in this context is the earlier-mentioned 
(in Chapter 7.2.1.) Finnboga saga, a man called Drauma-Finnr is said to be the son of 
Þorgeirr góði and a woman named Lekný, a Sámi woman (“[Drauma-Finnr] var finnsk at 
móðurkyni og hét Leikný móðir hans”: Finnb 1959, 268). Lekný is also mentioned in 
Landnámabók (Ldb 1968, II, 275: S 244/ H 208) where she is said to be “útlend," a 
foreigner. Despite the fact that Landnámabók does not specifically call Lekný a “finn” and 
that Finnboga saga is generally thought to have been compiled comparatively late, in the 
14th century according to Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson, there is no doubt that Lekný is as 
much as historical character as Þorgeirr and her Sáminess is evident. Jón Hnefill’s 
reasoning is based on Lekný’s name, which he believes to be a cognate of Leikn, the 
name of a trǫll-maiden mentioned in Skáldskaparmál (Skáldsk 1997, 112). According to 
Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson, as has been demonstrated in Chapter 5, Sáminess and trǫll-
ness are indeed very often synonymous, especially in a magical context such as the one 
surrounding Þorgeirr góði (Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson 1999, 101-102). Jón Hnefill 
Aðalsteinsson points out that the aforementioned “Cloak Ritual“ performed by Þorgeirr has 
parallels not just in other Old Norse-Icelandic texts (Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson 1999, 
112-117), most of which associate this ritual with either Icelanders, British Islanders or the 
Sámi. Þorgeirr’s own potential connections suggests there is good reason to give a review 
of possible parallels with similar or related accounts associated with Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia to see whether its roots lie in the Far North rather than elsewhere. 
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7.4.3. The Cloak Ritual in a Far-Northern Perspective

As has been established above, the description of the Cloak Ritual said to have been 
performed by Þorgeirr góði varies only slightly in the different accounts which include it. 
Analyzing these passages, it is possible to break down the ritual into five features: 
Isolation (IS), the covering of head or body (CO), immobility (IM), silence (SI) and the 
significant length of the whole ritual (LE). While the combination of all these five factors is 
unique to Old Norse-Icelandic sources, a handful of other accounts describe comparable 
rituals which feature at least two or three of those characteristics. Interestingly enough, 
most of these accounts, which are set in historical, contemporary, heroic and fantastical 
times, can be linked in one way or another with the Far North. 

Unsurprisingly enough, Hákon Jarl the arch-pagan is well-represented in this 
category. In Njáls saga, Hákon’s temple is said to have been destroyed by Hrappr, an 
Icelandic trouble-maker. In order to discover the location of the fleeing offender, Hákon lies 
down on his knees, his face against the ground (“fell á kne bæði ok helt fyrir augu sér” 
CO), speaks no words (SI) and remains immobile (IM) before finally raising up, having 
discovered Hrappr’s location (Njála 1935, 115). Elsewhere in Færeyinga saga, Hákon is 
said to take Sigurðr the Faroese to the “hof” of Þorgerðr (see Chapter 6). In order to learn 
what she asks for an offering, he casts himself on the ground for a long time (“Jarl kastaði 
sér niðr fyrir fœtr henni ok lá lengi”: IM + LE), without speaking a word (SI) before offering 
Þorgerðr a fitting gift of silver (Fær 2006, 51). 

A few other tales from the Landnám period feature a similar ritual, including the 
earlier-mentioned Vatnsdæla saga which features the famous description of the ritual 
performed by two Sámi magicians who are hired by Ingimundr gamli, the descendant of 
Hrafnistumenn, in order to locate his precious amulet of Freyr (see Chapter 6). According 
to the account, the Sámi isolate themselves in a house (“Nú skal oss byrgja eina saman í 
húsi”: IS); and ask not to be named or talked about (“og nefni oss engi maðr”: SP) for three 
nights (“þrjár nætur”: LE), after which they reveal to Ingimundr that the figure is waiting for 
him in Iceland (Eyrb 1935, 34 - 35). Another tale from the same period focuses on 
Loðmundr enn gamli, a magically powerful (“fjölkunnigr”) Norwegian settler from Voss, in 
western Norway. Apparently, Loðmundr had established a settlments in Loðmundarfjörðr in 
East Iceland but one day decided to relocate his estate. He then took all of his 
possessions on a ship and sailed away. The account states that he then lay down on the 
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deck (“lagðist hann niðr”: IM) and told the sailors not to be named (“[hann] bað øngvan 
mann vera svá djarfan, að hann nefndi sik”: SP). Shortly thereafter, a landslide took down 
Loðmundr’s house (Ldb 1968, II, 303-304: H 250). 

Descriptions of similar acts can also be found in heroic/ fantastic sagas such as 
Þorsteins saga and Hjámþés saga ok Ölvis. In the former fornaldarsaga, which is set in 
southern Norway, two mysterious magicians named Gautan and Ógautan are tasked to 
discover Þorsteinn’s whereabouts and isolate themselves for three days in a house (“Þú 
skalt fá okkr bræðrum eitt hús at sofa í, ok þar skal engi koma fyrr en þú ok þó eigi fyrr en 
á þriggja daga fresti”: IS + LE) before finding Þorsteinn’s hideout (ÞorstVík 1954, 27). In 
Hjámþés saga which takes place in “Mannheimar,” during a sailing adventure, Hörðr, an 
Arabian prince in disguise is said to lay down on the ship’s deck, covered in clothes 
(“Síðan leggst hann niðr í kel. Þeir þöktu hann klæðum”: IS), immobile (IM) after asking his 
companions not to name him (“Eigi megi þit nefna mik”: SP). Immediately afterwards, a 
“skeljung” (“dolphin”) appears under the ship’s keel to fight the party’s enemy (HjÖlv 1954, 
23i). While these two accounts do not identify the perpetrators of the ritual as Far 
Northerners, the type of magic they perform is strongly associated with Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia. Indeed, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 10, the transformation or 
summoning of animals, especially sea-animals, is a motif which is near systematically 
associated with Far Northerners and the Sámi in particular. Similarly, one notes that 
immediately following this ritual, Gautan and Ógautan are said to cast spells of weather-
magic, something which is yet another motif very closely associated with Sámi and Far-
Northern characters as will be demonstrated in Chapter 8. 

Two further Old Norse-Icelandic accounts offer parallels to the “Cloak Ritual." The 
first is the previously-mentioned tale of the Sámi who lay in a birch forest in 1401, which is 
found in Lögmanns annáll (See Chapter 7.3.3.). While this passage does not mention any 
effects, supernatural or otherwise, of this act, the individual in question was still said to 
have isolated himself in a birch forest (“einn Finnur. sa er Fedmingu, hiet. la uti j einne 
biargskorv”: IS), completely immobile as if dead (“suo sem daudur væri”: IM) for no less 
than three years (“heil þriu aar”: LE) a feat which could be considered in itself supernatural 
(LögAnn 1888, 286-287). The last example is found in Historia Norwegiae. This passage, 
which immediately follows the one mentioned in Chapter 7.2.1. seems to describe events 
which took place in the recent past. Here, Norwegian merchants are said to have travelled 
to a Sámi area where one of them, a woman, collapsed as if dead. The Sámi magicians 
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then engaged in a ritual to wake her up by covering themselves with a cloth (“Then a 
wizard spread out a cloth under which he made himself ready”: CO) before collapsing as 
well, immobile, on the ground (“he at last fell to the ground”: IM). Ultimately, one of the 
sorcerers died, his “gandus” spirit being killed by an evil magician but the second one 
succeeded into bringing the woman back (HN 2001, 6 -7). This last instance of a ritual 
offers several similarities to the “Cloak Ritual” performed by Þorgeirr góði. 

Considering all of these examples, one notes how in most circumstances, the 
performers of the ritual acts are either plainly said to be Far Northerners or can be 
associated, one way or another, with the Far North and the Sámi in particular. The only 
instance of such a ritual not being directly linked or associated in some ways with Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia is the account of Loðmundr. This similarity seems to continue in 16th-
century Continental accounts of Sámi magic which, as far-removed as they can be from 
the Iceland of year 1000, all tend to be described in much the same way as the 
aforementioned saga accounts. One should therefore consider the possibility that the 
“Cloak Ritual” might have been, or been influenced by Sámi magic. 

7.4.4. The Cloak Ritual as a Sámi Ritual 

While the previously-mentioned accounts all originate in a similar area (Iceland-Norway) 
and are part of a common literary tradition (Old Norse-Icelandic literature), meaning they 
could have thus been “cross-pollinated” by each other, the following accounts of the same 
kind of ritual are products of a very different background.
 The earlier-mentioned 16th-century Commentarius De Praecipuis Divinationum 
Generibus by Caspar Peucer describes a Sámi magical ritual which possesses several of 
the characteristics of Þorgeirr’s “Cloak Ritual." This account describes how a Sámi 
magician might be able to gather information supernaturally through incantations, which 
leave him lying on the ground as if dead (“han plutselig segner om og besvimer, som om 
han er død”: IM). Over and above the assistance of another magician, he is isolated from 
any outer interference (“det må alltid være noen til stede for å passe på det henslengte og 
livløse legemet. Hvis ikke, kommer demoner til å røve det”: IS). The ritual also takes quite 
some time complete (“Etter at tjuefire timer er passert, kommer bevisstheten tilbake som 
fra en dyp søvn”: LE), at which point the magician has finally obtained all the information 
he was seeking (Peucer 2014, 256). This passage closely resembles another from the 
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early 16th century, taken from Olaus Magnus’ Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus. In 
this account, the only individual allowed near the performer is the magician’s assistant 
(“the companion I mentioned guards him very carefully against the touch of anything alive”: 
IS) while the magician himself lies immobile on the floor, albeit only for a relatively short 
time in this case (“[he] is caught in a trance, in whch [sic] he lies for a short while as 
though dead”: IM) before rising up, revealing what he has learned during the ritual (Olaus 
Magnus 1996, I, 173). 

These two accounts, like the vast majority of other related accounts discussed so 
far are clearly performed in order for the magician to obtain supernaturally information he 
could not know about otherwise. These two texts, together with the other instances of the 
ritual found in the earlier Vatnsdæla saga and Historia Norwegiæ are generally believed to 
describe shamanistic séances performed by Sámi noaidit (“shaman”).  As has been noted 86

by scholars such as Clive Tolley and Thomas DuBois and shown in Chapter 4, it is 
believed today that Sámi and Norsemen engaged in extensive cross-cultural contacts 
during the Viking and early Middle Ages, contacts which might well have resulted in the 
transfer or adaptations of magical-religious practices between the two parties (DuBois 
1999, 133; and Tolley 2009, I, 71-80). Bearing this in mind and the aforementioned 
analysis of the five characteristics of the “Cloak Ritual," there is good reason to believe 
that Medieval saga writers and compilers might well have seen the shamanic rituals of the 
Sámi described in Vatnsdæla saga and Historia Norwegiæ as belonging to the same 
sphere of pagan magic as the rituals performed by Þorgeirr góði and other saga 
characters and vice-versa.  87

7.5. Conclusion

As has been established throughout this chapter, the Sámi and North Norwegians are both  
regularly depicted as soothsayers, augurs and overall supernatural providers of 
information in Old Norse-Icelandic literature: Both the Sámi and North Norwegians are 
shown to have innate second sight and/ or knowledge of soothsaying rituals. Outside 
actual prophecy, these Far-Northern characters also often take on the role of supernatural 

 Laidoner 2009, 165; Heide 2006 131-132; and Peucer 2014, 258.86

 This theory was most notably brought forth by Hermann Pálsson (1997, 129).87
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problem-solvers in narratives ranging in date from the 12th to the 16th century. 
Furthermore, accounts of rituals similar to one complex soothsaying ritual referred to as 
the “Cloak Ritual” performed by Þorgeirr góði are often said to have been performed by 
characters located, or associated in one way or another with the area of Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia, suggesting it was actually brought to Iceland.

While the association between the Sámi and prophecy has been duly noted by the 
academic world,  a similar recognition of how the North Norwegians were also depicted 88

as soothsayers in pre-Modern literature has never happened. Taking into consideration  
those sources that attribute the similar skills to North Norwegians as those associated with 
the Sámi it is hard to deny that in pre-Modern literature, both the Norse and the Sámi 
inhabitants of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia were broadly seen as being endowed with 
similar soothsaying powers, abilities or tendencies. As has been demonstrated in the 
analysis of the “Cloak Ritual” motif, there is reason to believe that elements of Sámi 
magical practices were adopted by Norwegians (and even Icelanders) in the Viking Age, 
possibly due to the privileged position of North-Norwegians as the immediate neighbors of 
the Sámi? While establishing the factual background of such a theory falls outside the 
scope of the present thesis, it remains an enticing possible explanation. Such motifs 
however are far from the only supernatural motifs to be affiliated with the peoples of 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. As will be demonstrated in the following chapter, other 
supernatural motifs such as those linked with weather-magic are equally, if not more 
closely depicted as being a recurring characteristic of the Far-Northern peoples. 

 See, for example, Tolley 2009, I, 63; Mitchell 2001, 106; and Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson 1999, 88

102. 
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8. Windworkers from the North

8.1. Introduction 

As noted above, one of the most pervasive motifs associated with Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia in literature is that relating to supernatural weather and weather-working. 
Both the land in and of itself as well as its inhabitants are commonly depicted as being 
“different,” something seen particularly clearly in the way it is depicted as having a close 
relationship with extreme and supernatural weather events such as thick fog, rain storms, 
unassailable water currents and maelstroms. This overarching theme, which is equally 
common in Old Norse-Icelandic and Continental literature, takes on multiple forms which 
will all be duly analyzed throughout this chapter.
 The study of supernatural Far-Northern weather will start with a look at the way in 
which the land itself is commonly described as being characterized by various weather 
phenomena such as powerful storms that make vessels lose their course, dense fog hiding 
the landmass and turbulent waters which plague the Arctic waterways.
 Following this presentation, the focus will shift towards the inhabitants of Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia themselves and the way in which they are routinely depicted as having 
mastery over both the wind and the waves. This review will start with examining the way in 
which Far Northerners, both Norse and Finnic, were thought to have possessed magical 
abilities which aided them in controlling the violent weather of the Arctic Sea. Following 
this, the examination will turn to more belligerent weather-magic used to attack and maim 
enemies. The last part of the chapter will then turn attention to the way in which the 
inhabitants of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, and especially these belonging to the Finnic 
peoples, were thought to bring cold weather wherever they went and how this motif is 
directly reflected in the earlier-noted figure of the goddess Þorgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr (see 
Chapter 6.2.4.) and the concept of the supernatural Far-Northern archer.
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8.2. The Far North as the Land of the Storms

8.2.1. All Storms Lead to the Arctic 

A wide variety of pre-Modern texts, originating both in Scandinavia and elsewhere in 
Europe, clearly depict Northern Fenno-Scandinavia as a natural land of storms and 
dangerous weather. What separates accounts of Far-Northern storms from their most 
southerly counterparts is that in most of these accounts, these “Northern Storm” lead, 
directly or ultimately, to clearly supernatural situations. 

One early account of the harsh weather of the Far North can be found, as taken up 
in Chapter 5, in Book 2 of Gesta Danorum, where Saxo Grammaticus described the 
waters of Arctic Norway in the following way: “navigation there is hazardous, very few have 
set foot on it and enjoyed a safe return” (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 16-17). This account 
indicates that around 1200, the coast of Arctic Norway was already known internationally 
as being a treacherous place. The same idea had surfaced in the somewhat earlier Passio 
Olavi in which Norwegian Christian fishermen off Finnmǫrk’s coast are only saved from a 
deadly storm by praying and asking for the protection of Saint Ólafr (PO 2001, 70-71). This 
image of the Far North would not only become much more commonplace in the following 
centuries but also experience a significant transformation, as it become more closely 
associated with the region’s supernatural qualities noted in Chapter 5.

The motif of a storm leading a ship in the supernatural Far North is most commonly 
found in fornaldarsögur but its oldest appearance in the literature must be, once again, in 
Book 8 of Gesta Danorum. In the tale of Utgarða-Loki (“Vtgarthilocus”: Saxo Grammaticus 
2015, I, 612-613), Thorkil and his crew are sailing of the coast of Hálogaland on their way 
to the dwelling of Utgarða-Loki. Suddenly, a storm occurs, and they are tossed out into the 
open sea sea and reach an island populated by gigantic monsters who kill several crew 
members (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 600-603). Similar accounts of storms taking sailors 
in the uncanny North can be found in no less than five fornaldarsögur and one late 
Íslendingasaga. In Ketils saga and Illuga saga, the heroes are said to have been surprised 
by a storm and driven to the Finnic Far North (Finnmǫrk for Ketill and Gandvík for Illugi) 
where they face several supernatural enemies before being able to come back home, as 
noted in Chapter 5 (KetilH 1954, 158; and IllGr 1954, 417). In Finnboga saga and Hrólfs 
saga kraka, the storms lead not only indirectly to supernatural episodes which happen 
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later in the sagas, but also the ritual chasing and killing of a bear  (in Finnboga saga) and 89

the marriage of the Sámi sorceress Hvít to Hríngr, the King of Uppland (in Hrólfs saga) 
(Finnb 1959, 273; and HrólfKr 1954, 44-46). Another saga account of the dangers of 
extreme weather off the coast of Finnmǫrk can be found in Örvar-Odds saga where Oddr’s 
party is nearly drowned when they sail next to Sámi settlement they pillaged earlier in the 
saga (ÖOdd 1954, 220). Finally, if not strictly-speaking situated in the Far North, but in 
Austrvegr, another supernatural storm occurs in Hrólfs saga Gautrekssonar, from the 14th 
century (Flokenes 2010, 163), where the Gautlander Hrólfr is said to have once been lost 
in a storm when sailing towards Garðaríki and reached an island where a threatening rísi 
attacked him (HrólfG 1954, 112-117).

The extreme nature nature of Far-Northern weather is also duly noted in later 
Continental literature. In his account of being shipwrecked in Lofoten, Pietro Querini paints 
a dismal image of never-ending storms tormenting his crew for weeks on end while they 
silently awaited death on a weather-beaten reef (Pietro Querini 1908, 883). Similarly, the 
voyage of the Danish traveller Gregory Istoma, described in the Rerum Moscoviticarum 
Commentarii (Notes on the Muscovite Affairs) of Sigismund von Herberstein, published in 
Vienna in 1549 (von Herberstein 1851-1852, I, CXXXVI) describes a party of voyagers 
being stranded for several days off the coast of what might have been either Finnmǫrk or 
Hálogaland, because of extremely powerful winds (von Herberstein 1851-1852, II, 106).

All in all, a significant number of pre-Modern texts clearly associate the Far North as 
a land where extreme weather events are not only common, but often lead to clearly 
supernatural situations. Even in the most factual accounts at our disposal, such as the 
aforementioned late-Medieval travelogues, the strength and scope of these Arctic storms 
are described as being so exceptional that they almost become uncanny (see further 
below). Nonetheless, violent storms are not the only type of noteworthy weather events 
said to be characteristic of the Far North as the following chapter will show. 

8.2.2. The Northern Fog

While they are less numerous than the aforementioned accounts of storms, literary 
instances of Far-Northern fog are also routinely found in various texts. The oldest instance 
of such a fog can be found in the Geographica of Strabo, written around the beginning of 

 The motif of the bear-hunting ritual will be taken up in Chapter 10.89
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the common era (Strabo 1917-1932, VI, XIII-XXX). In this passage, which discusses the 
earlier account of the Greek explorer Pytheas of Massilia, Strabo writes that in the Far-
Northern edge of the world, all the elements merge in to what he call “πλεύμονι θαλαττίῳ 
ἐοικός” (“marine-lungs/ jelly-fish like”),  an odd phenomenon that Strabo himself did not 90

seem to quite understand (Strabo 1917-1932, I, 401). A clearer account of fog or fog-like 
occurrences is given in the Gesta Hammaburgensis. There, As seen in Chapter 5.5.1., 
Adam of Bremen describes the voyage of a party of Frisian sailors who, in the times of 
Haraldr harðráði in the 11th century, sailed to the Arctic but were soon lost in the mist and 
reached a mysterious land populated by “cyclopes” who attempted to murder them (Adam 
of Bremen 1959, 220-221).91

This apparently factual but decidedly supernatural account which offers parallels to 
the accounts of storms noted above resembles closely two other Far-Northern narratives 
of storms in which foes make an appearance. These texts, the fornaldarsögur Örvar-Odds 
saga (the alternate redaction) and Þorsteins þáttr also feature sea voyages in Far-
Northern lands (to Finnmǫrk for Oddr and to Austrvegr for Þorsteinn) which end up with the 
sailors being lost in a fog before reaching supernatural giant-lands (Rísaland for Oddr and 
Glæsisvellir for Þorsteinn: ÖOddP 1892, 39; and ÞorstB 1954, 326-327). 

As Helen Leslie has pointed out, this motif of entering mist is frequently used in 
fornaldarsögur to symbolize the crossing of human characters into another world of 
otherness (Leslie 2009, 123). Considering that these aforementioned supernatural 
accounts of Far-Northern fog and storms are so very similar, from a narrative perspective 
the instances of supernatural “Northern Storms” could potentially reflect the idea that, in a 
Far-Northern perspective and context, figures are symbolically crossing into otherness or 
an “other” world. This, however, is not always the case. There is one last weather-related 
motif associated with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia which does not involve a crossing into 
another world or other lands. This is the motif of the Maelstrom, later noted by Edgar Allan 
Poe and Jules Verne, which became one of the most enduring Far-Northern motif found in 
literature and might even be one of the reasons this region was so closely associated with 
extreme weather events throughout the Middle-Ages.

 Greek text taken from the Perseus website: http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?90

doc=urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0099.tlg001.perseus-grc1:2.4.1, last viewed 4 May 4 2016.

 This story is also found, in almost the same wording, in the 16th-century Chronica Regnorum 91

Aquilonarium Daniae, Sneciae, et Noruagiae of Albert Krantz (Krantz 1546, 407-408) which seems 
to be taken from Adam’s account. 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0099.tlg001.perseus-grc1:2.4.1
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8.2.3. The Enduring Image of the Maelstrom 

The Maesltrom, a whirlpool located in the literature by the shores of North-Norway, has 
fascinated authors from the Middle-Ages and the Contemporary period alike. This singular 
motif, while not described as being anything but natural per se, might possibly have been 
an inspiration for some of the accounts of supernatural Far-Northern weather discussed 
above and will thus be hereby reviewed. The first to mention of the Maelstrom, long before 
Edgar Alan Poe and Jules Verne was the Italian cleric Paul the Deacon who wrote in the 
late 8th-century (Paul the Deacon, 1907, XVI-XLII) Historia Langobardorum about a 
curious water phenomenon he had heard of off the coast of Scandinavia: 

Not very far from [the shores of Scandinavia], toward the western side, on which 
the ocean main lies open without end, is that very deep whirlpool of waters which 
we call by its familiar name "the navel of the sea." This is said to suck in the waves 
and spew them forth again twice every day, as is proved to be done by the 
excessive swiftness with which the waves advance and recede along all those 
shores (Paul the Deacon, 1907, 8-9).

If the text does not locate the whirlpool anywhere in particular in Scandinavia, it is likely 
that it refers to the same one described in Historia Norwegiae some three centuries later 
as follows: 

[Finnmǫrk] bounds Norway to the north, where the place Vegistafr marks the 
divide between it and Bjarmaland. The deepest stretch of northern sea is found 
there with a Charybdis and Scylla and whirlpools from which there is no escape 
(HN 2001, 3-4).  92

This whirlpool is generally believed to be the Moskstraumen, located in the southernmost 
tip of the Lofoten islands (Skjegstad Lockert 2010, 28-30) and one of the most powerful 
tidal whirlpools in the world. Considering that this whirlpool is located very near the island 

 Charybdis and Scylla are the names of two sea monsters that appear in Homer’s Odyssey and 92

threaten Ulysses’ ship. Charybdis in particular is described as “ [sucking] down the salt water of the 
sea.” (Homer 1927, I, 449). For more on the Far-Northern association of this Classical myth see 
Skjegstad Lockert 2010.
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of Røst, where Pietro Querini and his crew were shipwrecked (see Chapter 7.2.2.), one 
can surmise as well that this powerful phenomenon might have had something to do with 
the tragedy experienced by the Italians. 

This famed whirlpool is more accurately located in Historia de Gentibus 
Septentrionalibus where it is said to be located in the vicinity of Harstad and Trondenes 
(Olaus Magnus 1996, I, 100-101).  It might also lie behind the account of a whirlpool in 93

Northern Fenno-Scandinavia found in the earlier-noted Rerum Moscoviticarum 
Commentarii where the party of Gregory Istoma is said to cross a coastal formation, east 
of the Norwegian fort of Vardø, in which the tides fill a series of caves, thus creating a 
whirlpool effect (von Herberstein 1851-1852, II, 106). 
 The Moskstraumen and other whirlpools located in Northern Fenno-Scandinavia 
were thus one of the best-known real geographical characteristics of the region and would 
continue to attract the attention of writers throughout the entire Modern period (Skjegstad 
Lockert 2010, 34-96). The fact that this whirlpool was known both outside (Historia 
Langobardorum, Rerum Moscoviticarum Commentarii) and inside of Scandinavia (Historia 
de Gentibus Septentrionalibus, Historia Norwegiae) underlines that the motif of 
treacherous and exceptional Arctic Sea and weather probably originated from an authentic 
oral tradition carried both through a learned tradition by travelers and by the inhabitants of 
Scandinavia themselves. 

This theory, however all plausible though it might be, does not explain another, even 
more widespread motif associated with the weather of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, 
namely that its sorcerous inhabitants were said to have a supernatural mastery of both the 
waves and the wind. 

8.3. The Supernatural Sailors of the Arctic

8.3.1. The Inconspicuous Sailing-Magic of the Hálogalanders

Taking into consideration how the seaways of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia have been 
described as being excessively dangerous, it is rather unsurprising that its inhabitants 
would be seen as exceptional, if not outright supernatural sailors, starting with the Norse 
Hálogalanders. 

 In truth, the Moskstraumen lies more than 200 kilometers west of these locales.93
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The oldest literary instance of exceptional Far-Northern sailing is the account of 
Ohthere found in the Old English Orosius, first taken up in Chapter 4. In this text, the 
sailing prowess of Ohthere, who sailed all the way from the Northernmost edge of Norway 
down to England, is by far the most developed piece of information in the whole text 
(ORO, 2007, 44-47). In addition, Ohthere reports that he obtains sailing items from the 
Sámi who live under his rule, underlining that the Sámi were not limited to the sphere of 
the mountains and skiing. Items like ropes made of seal or whale skin are mentioned 
among the various goods he receives as tax-payment (ORO 2007, 44-47).

Ohthere, however, is not the only exceptional North-Norwegian sailor to be 
described in pre-Modern literature. Indeed, the Hrafnistumenn are described on two 
occasions as being more than just gifted with sailing. These accounts, found in Gríms 
saga and Örvar-Odds saga describe a magical ability that seems to run in the blood of the 
men from Hrafnista which always makes good sailing winds appear wherever one of them 
is in need of it. In Örvar-Odds saga, this ability is not given a specific epithet per se, and is 
just said to be “ættargift” (“family luck”: ÖOdd 1954, 210). However, in Gríms saga, this 
ability is called a “list," a word which may either mean ability or magical skill (“hann þá til 
listar þeirar, er haft hafði Ketill hængr, faðir hans, ok aðrir Hrafnistumenn, at hann dró upp 
segl í logni, ok rann þegar byrr á”: GrímL 1954, 194). While these accounts do not 
explicitly state that the Hrafnistumenn are weather-magic practitioners, taken in the wider 
context of the Far-Northern weather-magic which will be discussed below in the following 
Chapter, their skills certainly appear to have elements of such supernatural powers.

8.3.2. Wind for Sale: The Utilitarian Weather Magic of the Sámi 

If the association between North-Norwegians and sailing magic is rather tenuous, the 
image of the Sámi magician performing such spells is much more widespread in literature. 
The oldest account of such magic can be found in an English text from the second half of 
the 13th century (Moyne 1981, 14), the De Proprietatibus Rerum of Bartholomew Anglicus 
(before 1203-1272). Discussing the inhabitants of Finnmǫrk (here called “Finland”), this 
exceptional document describes in detail the kind of weather-magic believed to be 
practiced by its native inhabitants: 
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The men of that country be strange and somewhat wild and fierce: and they 
occupy themselves with witchcraft. And so to men that sail by their coasts, and 
also to men that abide with them for default of wind, they proffer wind to sailing, 
and so they sell divers knots to be knit therein. And then they command to draw 
out of the clue unto three knots, or more or less, as they will have the wind more 
soft or strong. And for their misbelief fiends move the air, and arise strong 
tempests or soft, as he drouth of the clue more or less knots. And sometimes they 
move the wind so strongly, that the wretches that believe in such doings are 
drowned by rightful doom of God (Bartholomew Anglicus 1966, 100).

The idea that Sámi magicians had the ability to control wind through knotted ropes  would 94

prove extremely popular in Continental literature. It would indeed be featured in works 
such as the anonymous 14th-century (Moyne 1981, 15) English Eulogium Historiarum (Eul 
1860, 78-79); the previously-mentioned Polychronicon (Higden 1866, 323); as well as the 
Renaissance works of Olaus Magnus (Olaus Magnus 1996, I, 173-174) and Jacob Ziegler 
(Ziegler 1878, 6). Another Renaissance work which mentions the sailing-magic of the Sámi 
is Lappiae Situ Et Eius Regionis Incolis by the Portuguese author Diamiáo De Gois 
(1502-1574), published in 1532 (Fesit Hirsch 1967, 144). In this text, it is said that Sámi 
smear the ships with the excrement of virgins in order to render them immune to the 
assaults of evil spirits (Fesit Hirsch 1967, 144N).95

One last 16th-century work which mentions sailing magic in Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia is the earlier-noted Rerum Moscoviticarum Commentarii by Sigismund von 
Herberstein. Shortly after crossing the whirlpool area situated east of Vardø, but before 
reaching the earlier-mentioned fort, the crew of Gregory Istoma is said to have been held 
off for days because of strong winds. A local sailor then performs a ritual offering of oats 
and butter to a sacred rock and the following day, the storm abates. While the ethnicity of 
this particular individual is never established in the text, if he indeed is a local (as the text 
would seem to indicates), then one can probably posit that he must have been Sámi or 

 In the Odyssey, Homer receives a present from Aeolus, the master of the winds, a bag 94

containing wind that can be released by unknotting the lace holding the bag closed (Homer 1927, I, 
345-348).

 It is worth noting that in later Scandinavian folk belief, the Draugar, undead sea-spirits, are 95

sometimes said to be repelled by excrements as well (see, for example, Kvideland and Sehmsdorf 
1988, 268).
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belonged to some other Finnic tribe (von Herberstein 1851-1852, II, 106-107). This 
account of a likely Finnic individual praying for winds in the Far North is, interestingly 
enough, mirrored by one passage in the much earlier Hversu Noregr byggðisk in which 
Þórri, son of Snæ who ruled over both Finland and Kvenland, receives sacrifices from the 
Kvens in hope that he may bless them with good winter weather (HveNo 1954, 75); and 
Sturlaugs saga in which Sturlaugr and his crew, sailing past Finnmǫrk, help a mysterious, 
witch-woman to kill her sisters in exchange for two days of good sailing weather (SturlSt 
1954, 132-133).  This passage is also featured in the later rímur adaptation of the saga 
(SturlsRí 1913-1921, I, 490-493; V, sts 5-33). 

Fig. 8/ 9: The Maelstrom off the coast of Lofoten/ Magicians selling knotted ropes for good 
sailing (from Olaus Magnus 1555, via  https://commons.wikimedia.org)

http://commons.wikimedia.org
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All in all, the ever-evolving motif of the supernatural Far-Northern sailor was clearly 
featured in a wide variety of early texts originating from a number of lands from the 13th to 
the 16th century. Far more frequently, however, we find the dweller of Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia being depicted as a belligerent magician who uses weather magic not to help, 
but to maim, further strengthening his association, with the threatening “other." 

8.4. Belligerent Weather-Magic in the North

8.4.1. Calling the Storm

Throughout saga literature, Far-Northern figures commonly distinguish themselves by the 
frequency of their association with, among other things, aggressive weather-magic. One 
such figure is the previously-mentioned Gunnhildr konungamóðir from Hálogaland. In the 
early 13th-century Fagrskinna, where she is said to have been fostered by the Sámi King 
Mǫttul, it is implied that she was responsible for a violent storm which nearly drowned the 
sea-party of King Hákon goði (Fagr 1985, 75). Elsewhere, in the accounts of how she met 
Eiríkr Haraldsson, found in both Heimskringla and Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta, it is 
said that fostered by two Sámi magicians, she persuaded Eiríkr to kill them, which 
resulted, the following day, in a massive storm, implied to have been spawned by the 
killing of the magicians. This made sailing impossible for Eiríkr’s crew (Hkr 1941-1951, I 
135; and ÓT 1860-1868, I, 42-43).

This second account might be seen as introducing the very popular Far-Northern 
motif of what will here be called “The Retaliating Storm” in which a group of Far-
Northerners, most often Sámi or Finnic in nature, defend themselves or take revenge 
against their enemies by summoning a storm. This motif is apparent in the tale of the as 
yet uncrowned King Ólafr digri’s harrying in Bálagarðssíða (see Chapter 5.3.3.) found both 
in Heimskringla and Ólafs saga ins helga inni sérstaka. This tale describes how Ólafr is 
forced to stop a Viking-type expedition off the coast of Bálagarðssíða/ Finland after the 
local people decide to retaliate against him, casting a storm spell which drives his boats 
away (Hkr 1941-1951, II, 10-11; and ÓHS 1860-1868, II, 17). This account is very similar 
to a passage of Book 9 of Gesta Danourm in which the Danish hero Ragnar, said to live in 
pre-historic, heroic times, is confronted by the storms summoned by the Sámi and 
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Bjarmians when he is attempting to conquer their land (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 
648-653).96

Mentions of retaliating storms can also be found in several fornaldarsögur such as 
the first (genealogically) three sagas of the Hrafnistumenn. In Örvar-Odds saga, for 
example, Oddr and his crew are threatened by an exceptionally violent storm after they 
sail next to a Sámi settlement they were said to have pillaged earlier in the saga and are 
cast to an unknown land (ÖOdd 1954, 220) (see Chapter 5.2.2.). In this land, jǫtnar, rísar, 
trǫll and flagð fight Oddr and his crew until they themselves resolve to make their 
opponents leave by raising similar winds to those of the Sámi’ (“Nú mun ek gefa þeim byr 
burtu heðan, jafnt slíkan sem Finnar gáfu þeim hingat”: ÖOdd 1954, 225).

This account introduces yet another slightly different, but equally noteworthy Far-
Northern motif, what will here be called “The Belligerent Supernatural Storm” which is 
found almost exclusively in fornaldarsögur. This distinguishes itself from the “Retaliatory 
Storm” by being purely offensive and not said to be a direct retaliation. Besides the 
aforementioned passage from Örvar-Odds saga, it can be found in Ketils saga where Ketill 
is said to be the target of a storm summoned by Sámi/ trǫll  while fishing off the coast of 97

Finnmörk during the vetranætr (KetilH 1954, 158); and in Gríms saga where two trǫll-könur 
from Finnmǫrk, Feima and Kleima Hrímsnisdóttir endanger Grímr who was sailing there 
when they raised a storm to bring fish to the shore (GrímsL 1954, 186-189).  One final 98

example of a fornaldarsaga making use of the belligerent supernatural storm motif is 
Þorsteins saga in which the mysterious soothsayer Ógautan (see Chapter 7) is said to cast 
several storms in the hope of killing Þorsteinn (ÞorstVí 1954, 42-50). A final. somewhat 
distinct account of belligerent weather magic can be found in the tale of Eyvindr kelda, 
said to be the grandson of the half-Sámi son of Haraldr hárfagri, Rǫgnvaldr rettilbeini. 
Eyvindr, who is described in the konungasögur Heimskringla and Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar 
en mesta as a virulent enemy of Ólafr Tryggvason, is said to cast a spell creating fog 
around him in an attempt to catch Ólafr off-guard and kill him easily (Hkr 1941-1951, I, 
312; and ÓT 1860-1868, I, 3). 

 The passage is later taken up by Albert Krantz and Olaus Magnus in their respective works 96

(Krantz 1546, 136-137; and Olaus Magnus 1996, I, 1).

 Both of these terms are used to refer to the same characters in this passage. 97

 This passage is, of course reminiscent of the fish-summoning magic used by Þuriðr sundafyllir to 98

bring forth fish to her settlement in Iceland (Ldb 1968, I, 186: S 145/ H 116)
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This latter account of offensive weather-magic could be said to embody both “The 
Retaliating Storm” and “The Belligerent Supernatural Storm” motifs since Eyvindr is clearly 
human and related to the Sámi (as with the former motif) while also making use of his 
magical abilities in a belligerent fashion (as in the latter motif). These two motifs indeed 
share a broad, similar aspect: in both cases, magically powerful Far Northerners make use 
of weather-magic in order to harm, or take revenge upon another character or characters 
who is/ are, invariably described as originating from a more southerly area. The similarity 
between the images of the Sámi and the Far-Northern giants and monsters shown in 
Chapter 7 helps bring the two motifs closer thematically. 

This brings us to one last example of offensive weather-magic which cannot be 
directly linked to either the Sámi or Far-Northern monsters. This one type is instead set in 
the Norse-area of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia and revolves around none other than the 
Norse god Þórr himself whose connection the Far North was earlier discussed in Chapter 
6.2.2.. 

8.4.2. Þórr the Wind-Raiser

The motif of the pagan North-Norwegian Hróaldr/ Rauðr was earlier analyzed in Chapter 
6.3.4. but there is reason to take it up once more in order to consider its depiction of 
weather-magic. The different variations of the tale, found in Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en 
mesta, Ólafs saga Odds and Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar in Heimskringla all share the same 
conceptual core: A pagan North-Norwegian (from either Mærinn, Hálogaland, or “Nordr firir 
Naumudal”) is living on an island when Ólafr Tryggvason sails in the region in order to 
Christianize it. This pagan, named either Rauðr or Hróaldr, actively opposes the arrival of 
the king by performing belligerent weather-magic spells like those noted above which stop 
the king’s ships from landing on his shores but the king, thanks to his divine protection 
breaks the spell and either kills, or converts Rauðr/ Hróladr.99

One version of this motif, given in the so-called Rögnvalds þáttr ok Rauðs in Ólafs 
saga Tryggvasonar en mesta, substantially varies from the other five instances in its 
inclusion of the Norse god Þórr. In this þáttr, it is Þórr, in answer to Rauðr, who performs 
the weather-magic and not Rauðr/ Hróaldr himself. In the relevant passage, Rauðr asks 

 ÓT 1860-1868, I, 296; ÓT 1860-1868, I, 394; ÓT 1860-1868, I, 451; ÓTOdd 2006, 235-236; 99

ÓTOdd 2006, 281-282; and Hkr 1941-1951, I, 324-326.
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the god-figure of Þórr, who takes the form of a living statue located in a “hof,” to stop the 
arrival of the Christian King Ólafr. What happens next is a rather singular depiction of the 
magical act of Þórr creating wind by blowing through his beard:

Ok þo gengu þeir ut ok bles Þorr fast j kampana ok þeytti skeggravstina. kom þa 
þegar andvidri j mote konungi sva styrkt at ekki matti vid gera (ÓT 1860-1868, I, 
296).

According to Richard Perkins, who studied the image of Þórr as a beard-twisting wind-
worker in conjunction with Viking-Age figures thought to represent him, this passage, 
isolated in a 14th-century saga supposedly reporting events which happened more than 
three centuries prior, reflects an image some Norsemen had of Þórr as a wind god before 
the conversion (Perkins 2001, 61). Noting the numerous accounts of Þórr meddling with 
weather given in the literature (see references in Perkins 2001,18-26), Perkins goes on to 
conclude, on both literary and archeological grounds, that some Norsemen of the Viking 
Age might have used god-figures of Þórr as some sort of amulet when sailing in order to 
obtain good sailing winds (Perkins 2001, 74-76). Perkins also connects the images to 
North-Norwegian traditions, underlying the Far-Northern setting of the account.

Taking into consideration the way in which Þórr is routinely pictured as dwelling in or 
visiting Northern Fenno-Scandinavia (see Chapter 6.2.2.) and how, as has been 
demonstrated so far, Far-Northerners have commonly been associated with such weather-
magic, such an association between an image of Þórr, Far-Northern peoples and the 
supernatural mastery of the weather appears extremely relevant. However, as has been 
shown in Chapter 6.2., Þórr is the only male pagan god depicted as being at home in the 
Far North. We can now go on to examine one more divine Far-Northern dweller who can 
indeed be shown to have as much, if not even more association with Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia and the supernatural aspects of Arctic weather. 
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8.5. The Ice-Cold Darts of the Arctic Archers

8.5.1. Introduction

As has been shown earlier, the figure of Þorgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr (see Chapter 5) is uniquely 
representative of a number of the key recurring supernatural motifs associated with 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavia and its inhabitants. Besides being a strong symbol of the 
enduring pagan qualities of the region, one notes how Þorgerðr embodies three intricately 
inter-woven motifs, which can be referred to as “The Monstrous Archer," “The Far-Northern 
Archer” and “The Bearer of Cold." This last sub-chapter will analyze each of these motifs 
and demonstrate how they have come to be associated with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia 
in pre-Modern literature.

8.5.2. “An Arrow from Each Finger”: Monstrous Far-Northern Archers 

The aspect of Þorgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr as a monstrous archer can be found in one account of 
the Battle of Hjǫrungavágr which reportedly took place in the late 10th century in the 
Mærinn region (see Chapter 6.2.4.). While the ten different pre-Modern accounts of this 
battle all vary somewhat, all but one  agree on the premises that the turning point of the 100

battle and reason for Hákon Jarl’s victory was the storm which destabilized and confused 
the Jómsvíkingar. Of these nine remaining sources, all but two  agree that the storm was 101

summoned by Hákon Jarl and thus very much represent an instance of the belligerent 
weather-magic noted in Chapter 8.4.. Of the seven remaining sources, all but two  insist 102

that he was helped by the physical arrival of Þorgerðr on the battlefield together with the 

 This account, found in the Annales Regii only mentions the battle in passing, extremely 100

succinctly (AnnRe 1888, 105).

 According to Fagrskinna, the bad weather on the day was completely incidental (Fagr 1985, 101

133) and Saxo Grammaticus and Albert Krantz seemed to have misread their main sources. Saxo 
Grammaticus advances that it was instead Haraldr gráfeldr, the son of Gunnhildr konungamóðir 
who performed this ritual and Hákon Jarl is not mentioned anywhere (Krantz 1546, 668). However, 
in Gesta Danorum, it is also said that Hákon Jarl is the son of Haraldr gráfeldr (Saxo Grammaticus 
2015, I, 218-219). This piece of information might thus be the origin of Krantz’s confusion. 

 Snorri Sturluson and Olaus Magnus, writing some three centuries apart, agree that the bad 102

weather indeed was summoned by Hákon Jarl but do not involve Þorgerðr in the battle (Hkr 
1941-1951, I, 286; and Olaus Magnus 1996, I, 1).
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bad weather. The five sources in question furthermore agree that Hákon Jarl’s magic 
brought not only Þorgerðr together with tempestuous weather, but a violent hail storm as 
well.  In the Jómsvíkinga saga version of this account, this hail storm is described in a 103

noteworthy way, as if the hail stones were flying from Þorgerðr’s fingers like arrows: 

Þat sia þeir med þa er linar nokkut elinu at ór flaug at þui er þeim syndizst af 
hverium fingri flagdsins. Ok vard madr firir j huert sinn sua at bana hafde (Jòmsv 
1860-1868, I, 192). 

The motif of a monstrous figure shooting arrows from his fingers appears to be 
otherwise mostly found in fornaldarsögur or riddarasögur and applies most often to 
monsters originating from Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, or at least takes place in this area. 
In Örvar-Odds saga, it is the monstrous Bjarmian creature Ögmundr who is said to shoot 
unstoppable arrows from his fingers (ÖOdd 1954, 336). Elsewhere, the 15th-century 
(Flokenes 2010A, 165) Sörla saga sterka features two Sámi Kings, Falr and Fródel, who, 
when fighting in the ranks of a Norwegian army, cast deadly supernatural shots from their 
fingers (“svá þótti mönnum sem ör flygi af hverjum þeira fingri ok fyrir hverri ör maðr til 
dauða kjörinn”: SörlaSt 1954, 402).104

On two other occasions, such feats of arrow-shooting fingers are described as 
taking place in Austrevegr: In Þorsteins saga, it is the berserkr Ötunfaxi, whose origins are 
never specified, who performs this act (ÞorstVík 1954, 64); and in Sigurðar saga from the 
14th century (Kalinke and Mitchell 1985, 102), the dvergr, Níþr, is said to defeat his 
enemies in this way (SigÞ 1963, 169). One further example of a somewhat similar arrow-
shooting monster can be found in Valdimars saga from the late 14th century (Kalinke and 
Mitchell 1985, 125) in which the Rísaland sorceress Nigra, after donning a gamr-hamr, 
starts shooting arrows not from her fingers, but, surprisingly enough, from her bear (Vald 
1960, 75). 

The very last instance of a monster shooting arrows from their fingers is also the 
only one which cannot be directly linked to the Far North. In Örvar-Odds saga, King Álfr of 

 see Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 218-219; Jómsvíkingadrápa st. 32; OTOdds 2006, 182-183; 103

ÓTAM 1958-2000, I, 190; and Jòmsv 1860-1868, I, 190-192.

 The same passage is found in the rímur adaptation of the saga but there, interestingly enough, 104

no specific archers are described. Instead, both the Sámi and the Hálogalanders are credited with 
these supernatural attacks (SǫrlaRí 1913-1921, II, 105; IV, sts 48-49).
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Grikkjaríki is said to be a “blótmaðr” who has a “hof" to Freyr and Óðinn and shoots arrows 
from his fingers when Oddr faces him in a fight to the death (ÖOdd 1954, 327-332). This 
final account, interestingly enough, can still be traced to Northern Fenno-Scandinavia in a 
way as it is Oddr, a Hrafnistamaðr, who kills the hideous arrow-shooting monster. One 
remembers notes the way in which figures called Álfr are directly connected to the Far 
North in other accounts (see for example Chapter 5.5.3.).

This review of the “Monstrous Archer” motif shows quite clearly that in almost all 
cases, the monstrous archers were believed to either originate from, dwell, or roam in the 
Far-Northern corner of the world. The motif, which in almost systematically states or 
strongly implies that the Far-Northern monstrous archer is also a magician or a 
supernatural being living in the North is mirrored by another somewhat less uncanny and 
even more common motif which blurs the line between the recurring image of attested 
Northern archery skills and supernatural weather-magic. 

8.5.3. The Magical Archers From the North

As has been noted earlier, both Norse-Icelandic and pre-Modern Continental literature are 
keen on depicting characters said to be from Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, of Finnic or 
giant extraction, as exceptionally gifted archers who are often described as having 
impressive, almost super-human shooting abilities. This motif pervades narratives set in 
historical, fantastical and pseudo-historical times. 

One of the most obvious examples of this motif applies to the Hrafnistumen Oddr 
and Án who are repeatedly said, in their respective sagas, to be above-average archers 
(ÖOdd 1954, 203-205; and Ánb 1954, 400). Other examples of note could include the 
figure of Ölrunar-Egill in Þíðreks saga, from about 1180-1250 (Andersson 2005, 178), a 
half-rísi who, at the court of the Jutlandic King Niðungr is forced to perform a William Tell-
esque feat with his son and an apple (Þiðr 1954, I, 110-111); and Hemingr, the son of 
Aslak from Torgar in Hálogaland who, in Hemings þáttr in Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en 
mesta, is said to become the retainer of King Haraldr harðráði also distinguishes himself 
as an exceptionally gifted archer (ÓT 1860-1868, I, 401-409). Many similar examples 
could be given,  but many of these other accounts are not as explicitly supernatural per 105

 See for example ÓTOdd 2006, 343; Hkr 1941-1951, I, 362; Hkr 1941-1951, III, 222; ÓHS 105

1860-1868, II, 86; ÓT 1860-1868, I, 486; Ldb 1968, II, 366: S 364/ H 319; ÓlafsRíB 1913-1921, I, 
208; V, sts 7-8; ÁnR 1973, 91-92; I, st. 29; and Münster 1575, 1718.
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se. Instead, as noted earlier in Chapter 8.4., some accounts seem to wholly conflate the 
Far-Northerners’ prowess at archery and their weather-magic abilities. 

Saxo Grammaticus is the most ancient source for this particular motif: in Book 9 of 
Gesta Danorum, he describes the Bjarmians and Sámi war-bands making an equal, and 
some might say fusional use of their shooting and weather-magic powers when fighting the 
invading army of Ragnar as noted in Chapter 8.4.1. (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 648-653). 
A similar image is found in the fornaldarsaga Hálfdanar saga Eysteinssonar in which the 
Sámi King Flóki first attacks Hálfdan’s men with his deadly bow, before making the hero’s 
sword fall from his hand by blowing at it, possibly not unlike Þórr in Rögnvalds þáttr ok 
Rauðs (HalfdE 1954, 276).  In the Griplur rímur, a very similar scene is described, but 106

the perpetrator is this time said to be an evil Dane named Váli (Griplur 1913-1921, I, 
391-392; V: sts 8-11). Finally, both Jacob Ziegler and Olaus Magnus report that the Sámi 
of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia are both able to supernaturally control the weather, and 
are great archers who can also cast deadly poisonous darts from their bows (Ziegler 1878, 
6-16; and Olaus Magnus 1996, I, 173-174).

Clearly, as it has been established in this chapter so far, in the eyes of quite a few 
Medieval authors and compilers, Far-Northern peoples were both exceptionally gifted 
archers and cunning weather magicians and were even sometimes able to merge these 
two talents, which often proved deadly to their opponents. There is however one last 
aspect of the familiarity with cold and extreme weather displayed by the inhabitants of 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavia in literature which, while related to the previously-analyzed 
motifs, is clearly a motif of its own. This final motif, revolves around the way Far 
Northerners are often seen as bringing extreme and cold weather with them. 

8.5.4. The Far Northerner as the Bearer of Cold

The passage taken from Jómsvíkinga saga noted in Chapter 8.5.2. describing Þorgerðr’s 
arrival on the battlefield makes it clear that besides her supernatural finger-arrows, it is her 
very presence which brings forth the coming of the storm and the hail (Jòmsv 1860-1868, 
I, 190-192). It is noteworthy that a couple of other Far-Northern figures are pictured in 
similar situations, in which they seem to have a similar effect.

 “Konungrinn skaut af boga þrim örum senn, ok var maðr fyrir hverri [...] Hálfdan reiðir nú saxit 106

ok hjó til Flóka í öðru sinni, en hann blés á móti, svá at saxit fauk ór hendi Hálfdani ok kom fjarri 
niðr.”
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The first example of such a figure is the Sámi King  Gúsir from Ketils saga 107

(already noted in Chapter 7.3.2.). In this saga, Gúsir is said to appear to Ketill in the depth 
of the woods of Finnmǫrk in a rather spectacular fashion: riding a reindeer-sled 
surrounded by a snow-storm (KetilsH 1954, 161). In Illuga saga, Gríðr, the flagð from 
Gandvík (see Chapter 7.3.2. ) is admittedly not as imposing as Gisur but has similar 
associations: she is depicted as apparently continually oozing frost and wind from her 
nose (“honum þótti sem hríð eða hregg stæði ór nösum hennar”: IllGr 1954, 418). The 
earlier-noted sorcerers Gautan and Ógautan from Þorsteins saga (see Chapter 7.3.2.) 
embody the same motif but here the effect is brought about by a magical artifact of theirs 
which they bring to Norway in other words a ”veðrbelgr“ (“weather-bag”) which, after being 
emptied, (a process which itself takes no less than three days), completely freezes a deep 
lake which has shielded Þorsteinn from his foes (ÞorstVí 1954, 28). Another magical item 
which has the similar property of bringing about cold weather (a little like the Sámi king) 
appears in Þorsteins þáttr from Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta. This is a rather 
vaguely-described three-sided pebble (“Hallrinn var þríhyrndr”), given to Þorsteinn by a 
dvergr while he is visiting Jǫtunheimar which can be used to generate either flame, 
sunlight or snow (ÞorstB 1954, 338-340). Taking all these accounts into consideration, it 
would thus seem that in saga literature, it was an apparently common idea that 
supernatural Far Northerners had the potential of carrying not only weather-working but 
also the cold with them wherever they went. Interestingly enough, an eerily-similar motif 
can be found in two medieval Arab texts describing the Northern Russian area. 

In the 12th-century (Ibn Fadlán 2012, XXVI-XXVIII) Exposition of Some of the 
Wonders of the West, the Spanish Muslim scholar Abú Hámid al-Andalusí al Gharnátí 
writes that individuals from the Uralic Yúra people,  inhabiting the Northernmost areas of 108

Russia are not allowed to travel further south into the land of the Finnic Wísú and Arú 
people for fear that the cold they bring with them will ruin the crops:

The people of Wísú and Arú do not let the Yúrá enter the lands of Bulghár during 
the summer, because if any of them enters that territory during the hot weather, it 

 Quite clearly, Sámi Kings appear to have been thought of as figures of supreme otherness, at 107

least in the context of fornaldarsögur. 

 For more about the Yúra and Wísu people, see http://www.eki.ee/books/redbook/khants.shtml 108

and http://www.eki.ee/books/redbook/veps.shtml, last viewed 3 May 4 2016.

http://www.eki.ee/books/redbook/khants.shtml
http://www.eki.ee/books/redbook/veps.shtml
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grows cold, the water freezes as in winter and the people’s crops are ruined. This 
is something that has been proved (Ibn Fadlán 2012, 73 - 74).

An essentially similar account can be found in the 13th-century (Nansen 1911B, II, 
144) Persian Marvels of Creatures and Strange Things Existing written by Zakariya al-
Qazwini, except that this time, it is the Wísú people themselves are not welcome to travel 
further south into the land of the Bulghárs:

The inhabitants of Wísu never visit the land of the Bulgarians, since when they 
come thither the air changes and cold sets in - even if it be in the middle of 
summer - so that all their crops are ruined. The Bulgarians know this, and 
therefore do not permit them to come to their country (Nansen 1911B, II, 144).

These two accounts which would appear to involve a borrowing are extremely 
relevant for a number of reasons. First and foremost, they prove that the image of Far-
Northern peoples as harbingers of cold was not only a literary motif found solely in the 
most improbably supernatural narratives of saga literature (the Arabs hardly borrowed from 
Old Norse-Icelandic) but rather extant in an oral tradition which reached the Arab nations. 
One might thus propose that, the literary motif of the “Bearer of Cold” might have similar 
background amongst the Scandinavians. The fact that the two aforementioned sources 
target Finnic (and Uralic) peoples in particular would appear to be related to the idea 
earlier-demonstrated in this chapter that the dwellers of the Far North and especially the 
Finnic inhabitants were widely believed to have an intimate, often supernatural relationship 
with cold and tempestuous weather which they were often believed to control. 

8.6. Conclusion

Throughout this chapter, the numerous aspects of the image of Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia as the “Land of the Storms” have been reviewed and analyzed. As has been 
shown, from the earliest centuries of the Common Era until the early 16th century, 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavia has near-systematically been portrayed as a region in which 
extreme cold and tempestuous weather was essentially the norm. This enduring image 
seems to have manifested itself in literature though depictions of storms, thick fog, and 
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whirlpools appearing in narratives of all kinds, from contemporary travelogues to 
fantastical chivalric romances. 

As has been underlined, this pervasive association between the Far North and 
extreme weather was not limited to the land itself, the Far-Northern peoples often being 
depicted as having supernatural mastery over the winds and the waves, an image which 
was probably rendered more authentic by the parallel vision of these peoples as being 
enduring pagans and magicians. Far Northerners are regularly depicted as using their 
magical abilities in order to tame extreme weather to their own advantage, channeling it in 
order to wreck havoc among their enemies. It is interesting to note how in several cases, 
narratives of Far-Northern weather magicians blend these figures’ magical abilities with 
their no-less supernatural mastery of bow marksmanship. In some of these tales, the 
image of the hail-stone falling from the Far-Northern sky is symbolically, if not practically 
near indissociable from the arrows cast by the Far Northerners themselves. These skills 
are also, in a significant number of narratives, depicted in another way: in accounts both 
originating from and outside of Scandinavia, the Far-Northerner is shown as being so 
closely associated with his homeland’s climate that he is depicted as bringing the freezing 
cold of the Arctic with him wherever he is. In short, here, rather than simply utilizing the 
extreme weather of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, the Far Northerner is shown as actually 
embodying this very aspect in an acknowledgedly supernatural fashion. 

 Interestingly, throughout this chapter, it appears that the vast majority of Far 
Northerners depicted as engaging in weather-magic of any kind are male. In spite of this, 
one should be highly wary of ignoring that the women and female figures of Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia were not as uncanny as their male counterparts. Indeed, supernatural 
Far-Northern women were very much an integral part of the image of the Far North during 
pre-Modern times as will be demonstrated in the following chapter. 
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9. Cold Women from the North: The Image of the Northern 

Sorceress

9.1. Introduction

One last aspect of the image of Far-Northerners as magic practitioners is that of the 
supernatural, often monstrous woman, a figure that is so widespread with several 
variations that it calls for the drafting of an entire chapter dealing solely with this it. 

This chapter will be divided in three distinct parts: two dedicated to the analysis of 
various motifs and one focusing solely on one figure in particular. The first two of these 
sections will present the various ways in which the image of the threatening supernatural 
Far-Northern woman was painted throughout pre-Modern literature. The first sub-chapter 
will focus on narratives featuring Far-Northern witches, female monsters and evil 
stepmothers, while the second will take a completely different standpoint and instead cast 
light on the more positive depictions of the Far-Northern woman, analyzing tales of helpful 
and protective women, some of whom go even as far as mating with males coming from 
the outside and having children with them. Nonetheless, as it will be demonstrated, the 
offspring of such unions almost always tend to be seen as rather “peculiar."

The chapter will end with a thorough review of one Far-Northern female figure in 
particular, namely Gunnhildr konungamóðir. Gunnhildr is systematically depicted, 
throughout the literature as maybe the “witchiest” woman of the Northern lands and she 
personally reflects several of the key motifs taken up in this chapter. This final sub-chapter 
will thus focus on establishing the Far-Northernness of Gunnhildr, on the basis of the 
various tales revolving about her origins and not least the various Far-Northern motifs she 
comes to be associated with in pre-Modern narratives. Ending this chapter with a look at 
such a towering figure as Gunnhildr will also be a good opportunity to sum up the image of 
the supernatural Far-Northern woman as she appears in Medieval literature. 
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9.2. The Fearsome Far-Northern Witch

9.2.1. The Spells of the Northern Sorceress 

Compared to her male counterpart, the Far-Northern sorceress is not quite as associated 
with the popular motifs of soothsaying and weather-magic as some of the other figures that 
have been taken up in previous chapters. While as noted earlier in Chapter 7.2.1. the motif 
of the soothsaying vǫlva is quite widespread in Old Norse-Icelandic literature, there is only 
one example of a Far-Northern vǫlva engaging in prophecy in the literature, that of the 
Sámi vǫlva who is said to foresee Ingimundr gamli’s move to Iceland in Vatnsdæla saga 
(see Chapter 7.2.1.). Certainly, the Norwegian Historia De Antiquitate Regum 
Norwagiensium mentions both male and female soothsayers said to have been engaged 
in prophecy in a pagan temple in Mærinn during the reign of Hákon Jarl, but the ethnicity 
of these practitioners in not explicitly noted here (HRAN 1998, 15). Besides these two 
accounts, and possibly two regarding Gunnhildr (ÓTOdd 2006, 127-131; and Fagr 1985, 
75), which will be taken up in Chapter 9.5., no other examples of female soothsayers from 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavia exist in pre-Modern literature.

When it comes to weather-magic, Far-Northern women are not much more 
commonly represented than they are with soothsaying As demonstrated in Chapter 7.2.1., 
that field too seems largely limited to men. Besides one example featuring Gunnhildr (Fagr 
1985, 75), there are only two narratives which feature Far-Northern females using 
offensive weather-magic (not counting Þorgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr), both found in fornaldarsögur. 
The first of those is Ketils saga in which a trǫllkona creates a storm to sink Ketill’s ship, 
which was sailing off the coast of Finnmǫrk (KetilH 1954,158). A very similar account is 
found in the wholly fantastical 14th-century (Gould 1911, 249) Friðþjófs saga frækna. Here, 
two “fjǫlkunn[i]gar konur” are said to cast spells in order to sink Friðþjófr’s ship (Friðþj 
1954, 82). While the origin of these women is never detailed, considering that they are 
later described as riding a whale (Friðþj 1954, 87) and that, as will be demonstrated in 
Chapter 10, the association between Far Northerners and whales is a prominent motif in 
literature, one could certainly “read” these characters as also being Far-Northern.109

 The same tale is also found in the rímur adaptation of the saga (FriðþjRí 1913-1921, I, 425; II 109

sts 54-57).
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A type of belligerent magic that female magic-workers from Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia were more closely associated with seems to be curses. In the earlier-
mentioned Ynglinga saga (in Heimskringla), the vǫlva Huld, hailing from Finland, curses 
two successive Swedish kings, Vanlandi, against whom she sends a monstrous mara  to 110

kill him in his sleep, and Visbur, who loses his life following a revolt engineered by the 
witch’s magic (Hkr 1941-1951, I, 28 - 31). Another good example of a supernatural curse 
stemming from a Far-Northern female is the bear-transformation spell said to have been 
cast by the Sámi Hvít onto the Norwegian Björn in Hrólfs saga kraka (Hrólfkr 1954, 49).111

A more specific type of Far-Northern female curse seems to be that of impotence. It 
is noteworthy that two late-Medieval legal texts from Continental Scandinavia describe 
such magic. One legal text proceeding from the town of Bergen in 1325 tells that a woman 
named Ragnhildr cursed a former lover so that he became impotent and had to travel to 
Hálogaland where he was reunited with her, something which implies she originates from 
the area (Nr 93 1978, 112-114). This court document is mirrored by a Swedish law case 
from 1490 in which a Sámi or Finnish witch is said to have taught impotence magic to a 
Swede (“Samme nach widerndes halffstopit, ath Anna finszka hon lerdhe henne then 
trolldomen, som war her Laurense deyja j Börchlinge wiid Upsala”: SST 1944, 418).  It is 112

equally worth of note that Gunnhildr is said to perform a very similar impotence spell in 
Njáls saga (Njála 1954, 15).113

Other Far-Northern female figures are seen as being associated with sorcery in a 
general and wide sense, without being described as engaging in any specific or well-
defined magical acts. In Þorsteins saga for example, Dís Kólsdóttir, a “hamhleypa”  114

 The motif of the mara, or night-mare is also found in later Scandinavian folk belief (Kvideland 110

and Sehmsdorf 1988, 54-58; and Raudvere 1991).

 A somewhat different version of this tale is that in the Bjarkarímur (Bjarkarímur 1904, 119-120; 111

II, sts 10-13) which will be further discussed in Chapter 10.

 Interestingly enough, this later document is the sole Swedish pre-Modern document making any 112

kind of reference to the supernatural aspect of the Far-North.

 The belief that Sámi know ways to affect sexual desire and performance is reflected in the 113

contemporary Sámi practice of making and selling reindeer-horn power as an aphrodisiac. See for 
example http://www.nytimes.com/1997/12/21/magazine/sunday-december-21-1997-questions-for-
harald-gaski.html, last viewed May 4 2016.

 The supernatural women of Friðþjófsrímur are also described as being “hamhleypa” (FriðþjRí 114

1913-1921, I, 425; II, sts 54-57), a word sometimes applied to skin-changers as will be 
demonstrated in Chapter 10

http://www.nytimes.com/1997/12/21/magazine/sunday-december-21-1997-questions-for-harald-gaski.html
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marries a “blár” berserkr named Jökull, an enemy of the heroes, and is later found north of 
Bálagarðssíða and stoned to death with a bag over her head (ÞorstVík 1954, 14-15). In 
Sturlaugs saga, Sturlaugr sends his man Frosti to Snær the Sámi king of Finnmǫrk to ask 
for the hand of his daughter Mjoll. But once the princess reaches Sturlaugr, he kills her 
because Véfreyja, Sturlaug’s foster-mother, has told him she is too powerful to keep (“var 
svá fjǫlkunnig”: SturlSt 1954, 147-151). These final two accounts suggest that, besides 
being associated with the practice of sorcery per se, many Far-Northern women were 
thought to be born supernatural, and were sometimes monstrous by nature. 

9.2.2. The Monstrous Women of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia

All in all, the image of threatening supernatural Far-Northern women in Medieval literature 
can be divided in two: the monstrous trǫll and the supernatural temptress. The most 
obvious example of a trǫll-like Far-Northern woman must be Þorgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr, who is 
explicitly called a “trǫll” in a variety of sources both in the context of her supernatural and 
very threatening involvement in the battle of Hjǫrungavágr and outside of it.  Alongside 115

Þorgerðr, female trǫll and trǫll-like creatures seem to abound in accounts of the Far North 
painted in saga literature. In a previously-mentioned account from Ketils saga Ketill travels 
to the island of Skrófa which is filled with uncanny female trǫll, including some which 
engage in a “gandreidr” (“witch-ride”) in the middle of the night (KetilH 1954, 172). The 
motif of the “The hof in Bjarmaland” mentioned in Chapter 5 also features extremely 
“other” trǫll-like priestesses who man the temple, priestesses that the heroes of Sturlaugs 
saga and Bósa saga have to dispatch in order for the narrative to go further (StulrSt 1954, 
139-144; and Bósa 1954, 299-301). Another good example of the way in which female 
figures from the Far North were seen as being both threatening and supernatural is the 
earlier-noted Medieval  Icelandic geographical treatise Rísaland (see Chapter 5.3.2. in 116

which Kvenland is directly interpreted as being the home of the mysterious Amazons from 
Greek mythology (Rísa 1908-1918, I, 36), therefore once again connecting the 
supernatural Far North with archery. 

 Skáldsk 1997, 112; KetilH 1954, 172; Jóms510 1879, 115; Jómsv291 1882, 79; and FiTre 1972, 115

255.

 Rísaland does not seem to have been ever formally dated but the manuscript in which it is 116

found, AM 194 8vo, dates from the late 14th century. The treatise thus cannot be younger than 
this.
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Accounts of such threatening Far-Northern trǫll-women are balanced by other 
narratives in which the figure of the supernatural Far-Northern woman is said to be both 
alluring and still dangerous (a sort of femme-fatale). Interestingly enough, the three 
accounts which feature this motif are all linked to one of the royal Ólafar of Norway and 
seem to be partially used as a means of establishing the sanctity or religious supremacy of 
the kings. In Passio Olavi, it is said that a young lad from Uttorgar  in Hálogaland one 117

day goes out to a forest to cut firewood but is lured away by two extremely fair ladies who 
take him into a cave in the mountain. The people there are having a feast but the lad 
refuses all drink and food until the attendees reveal their true nature as evil spirits. He is 
then led to a sulphureous fire but is ultimately delivered by a vision of Saint Ólafr 
appearing in a beam of light that scares the demons away (PO 2001, 64-66). A somewhat 
similar narrative is that of Helga þáttr in Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta. Here, Helgi, a 
retainer of Ólafr travels to Finnmǫrk to trade bacon and butter but leaves the ship at some 
point, and reaches a forest where he meets supernatural women including one named 
Ingibjörg, the fair daughter of the earlier-noted Guðmundr of Glæsisvellir (see Chapter 
5.4.2.). After being lured into this supernatural land, Helgi returns to Ólafr but soon 
afterwards dies a mysterious death (ÓT 1860-1868, I 347 - 353). One further indication of 
the threatening nature of seducing Far-Northern female figures can be found earlier on in 
Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta where Ólafr’s men, sailing by a trǫll-infested cave in 
Naumudalr hear the monsters saying that one of them once unsuccessfully tried to 
deceive and then kill an off-guard Ólafr in the disguise of an attractive woman (ÓT 
1860-1868, I 290-293). This later account symbolically “closes the circle” by insinuating 
that in the Far-North, fair ladies can be nothing but trǫll in disguise. While such accounts 
are likely to be at least partially based on Continental motifs rather than native 
Scandinavian ones,  the overall image of the Far-Northern woman fits well into these 118

accounts. Indeed, the motif is easily connected to another Far-Northern motifs, that of the 
beautiful but evil stepmother.

 Uttorgar is most likely a reference of Torghatten, a mountain formation located a few kilometers 117

south of the town of Brønnøysund in southern Nordland. The formation is notable for the tunnel 
going through the mountain for over 160 meters which was, according to local folklore, caused by 
an arrow cast by a trǫll. 

 See Ashman Rowe and Harris 2005, 470; and Kalinke 2012, 204.118
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9.2.3. The Evil Stepmother

Of the various instances of witch-like, evil stepmothers in Old Norse-Icelandic literature, 
three of whom can be directly linked to Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. Possibly the most 119

notable of these stepmothers is the earlier-mentioned (see Chapter 8.2.1.) Hvít from 
Finnmǫrk featured in Hrólfs saga kraka and Bjarkarímur who turns her stepson Björn into a 
were-bear by touching him with a bewitched wolf-glove (Hrólfkr 1954, 49; and Bjarkarímur 
1904, 119-120; II, sts 10-13), a tale which will be dealt with further in Chapter 10. This tale 
was apparently used as the basis for a very similar narrative found in the 14th-century 
(Kalinke and Mitchell 1985, 60) riddarasaga, Jóns saga leikara. In this saga, Sigurðr, the 
son of the king of Flæmingjaland is turned into a wolf by his unnamed stepmother who 
touches him with a wolf-skin glove.120

This second account is the only example of an evil witch-like stepmother without 
any link with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. The last two other extant examples, from, the 
previously-mentioned Gríms saga and Illuga saga (see Chapter 8.3.1. and Chapter 7.3.2.) 
very much associate this motif with the region. In Illuga saga, Gríðr, the former princess of 
Álfheimar is turned into a trǫll and cast away to Gandvík by her evil and jealous mysterious 
stepmother Grímhildr (IIIGr 154, 419-423). Gríms saga makes use of the very same motif: 
here, it is the English princess Lofthæna who is turned into a trǫll by her evil stepmother, 
Grímhíldr Jösurdóttir from Finnmǫrk (Gríml 1954, 190-192).

Judging by these instances of the supernatural Far-Northern stepmother, one could 
easily be led to believe that this image was, in the context of Old Norse-Icelandic literature, 
an overwhelmingly negative one. However, despite the numerous instances of cursing, 
monstrous, threatening women who are said to roam Northern Fenno-Scandinavia in the 
literature, one can find as many, if not more examples of supernatural Far-Northern 
women who are described in the utmost positive terms and clearly occupy a benevolent 
place in numerous saga narratives. Obviously, not all views were negative. 

 On such figures, see among others Aðalheiður Guðmundsdóttir 1995. 119

 Jóns saga leikara has only been edited on one occasion, as a PhD thesis in Chicago in 1949. 120

Obtaining an exemplar of this text unfortunately proved impossible. However, the following 
passage was graciously provided by Aðalheiður Gudmundsdóttir using the Lbs. 3128 manuscript 
from the late 19th/ early 20th century: “Úlfrinn sem Jón hafdi líf gefid var konungsson af 
Flæmingjalandi og hét Sigurdr; var hann settr í hörd álög af stjúpmódur sinni; hafdi hún lostid hann 
med úlfs-hanska og sagt hann skyldi úlf vera þar til einhver kjöri heldr líf hans, en allskonar 
veraldarsæmdir, þeir Jón og Sigurdr sórust í fóstbrædralag og drápu stjúpuna.”
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9.3. The Embrace of the Trǫll-Woman: Protective Females in the Far-North

9.3.1. Helpful Women in Northern Fenno-Scandinavia 

As noted above, supernatural Far-Northern women can be found engaging in a variety of 
activities in Medieval literature, some of which are clearly branded as noxious while others 
are quite clearly seen as much more beneficial. The ever-present Þorgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr 
(see chapters 6.3.3. and 8.5.2.) is a good example of the way in which such figures can be 
alternatively described as threatening, as when Þorgerðr fights the Jómsvíkingar (Jóms 
1860-1868, I, 190-192), and helpful and protective, as when she gives a magical ring to 
Sigurðr the Faroese in Færeyinga saga (Fær 2006, 50-51). In the context of saga 
literature, these helpful Far-Northern women clearly appear as monstrous trǫll, seemingly 
ordinary women with special gifts, and magic-users.

A noteworthy example of such a benevolent Far-Northern witch is that of the earlier-
noted Þuriðr sundafyllir who appears in the Icelandic Landnámabók (see Chapter 6.3.4.). 
In this text, Þuriðr, said to be a settler from Hálogaland, establishes herself in the 
Westfjords of Iceland and magically “fills the strait” with fish, thereby providing for her 
whole community (”Hon var því kölluð sundafyllir, at hon seiddi til þess í hallæri á 
Hálogalandi, at hvert sund var fult af fiskum. Hún setti ok Kvíarmið á Ísafjarðardjúpi ok tók 
til á kollótta af hverjum bónda í Ísafirði”: Ldb 1968, I, 186: S 145/ H 116).  A less 121

impressive yet still helpful feat that can be traced back to a Far-Northern supernatural 
woman is found in Ólafs saga helga in Heimskringla: targeted by the wrath of Þórir hundr, 
Gunnsteinn úr langey receives the assistance of a “fjǫlkunnig mjǫk” woman in Lengjuvík  122

in Hálogaland, who helps him hide and escape his enemy (Hkr 1941-1951, II, 234).
While these two accounts are set in historical times, instances of such helpful Far-

Northern women taking the role of magical helpers are more commonly found in 
fornaldarsögur narratives said to take place in pseudo-historical or somewhat fantastical 
settings. In Örvar-Odds saga, Oddr, on a trip to Ireland, meets a woman who offers him a 
magical, protective shirt said to have been sewn by women from various lands, including 

 As it will be demonstrated in the next chapter, the mastery over sea-animals is a very Far-121

Northern motif.

 Lengjuvík is equivalent to the modern-day area of Lenvik in Troms county, approximatively 80 122

kilometers south-west of Tromsø. 
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Sámi women (ÖOdd 1954, 238-245). Other accounts of Far-Northern women healing saga 
heroes include that telling of as when Egill regrows a hand thanks to Arinnefja, and the 
story of how Hálfdan is nursed back to health by Arghyrna as seen in Chapter 7.3.3. 
(EgÁsm 1954, 355-357; and HálfdE 1954, 270). The account of how Sturlaugr in Sturlaugs 
saga supernaturally received three days of good sailing weather from a mysterious woman 
in Finnmǫrk was similarly mentioned Chapter 8.3.2. (SturlSt 1954, 132-133).

A possibly more noteworthy instance of a protective woman is that of Híldr of Hálfs 
saga ok Hálfsrekka. This very early fornaldarsaga, most likely compiled in the middle of 
the 13th century (Flokenes 2008, 214-215), tells of the way in which King Hjörleifr of 
Rogaland was beaten, bound and left to die by his first wife, Æsa úr Valdresi, and only 
escaped certain death due to the actions of his second wife, Hildr of Naumudalr, who frees 
her husband and sends the evil wife away (HálfH 1954, 105). 

All these helpful Far-Northern women mentioned above, with the exception of 
Arinnefja, are described as human females However one also notes also two occasions, 
when men from Northern Fenno-Scandinavia receive the visits of ominous female spirits 
who take similar roles. In Hallfreðar saga and Vatnsdæla saga, Hallfreðr Óttarsson and 
Þorsteinn Ingimundarson, respectively a Hálogalander and the son of a Hálogalander, 
both receive the visit of a protective female fylgja spirit (“fylgjukona hans” for Þorsteinn and 
“kona sú er fylgt” for Hallfreðr) who warns them about their upcoming demise (Hallf 1939, 
198; and Vatns 1939, 95). 

All in all, it would seem most supernaturally gifted Far-Northern women (of various 
natures) are routinely depicted as being helpful (sometimes through magic means) 
towards both other Far-Northern male individuals, and other males originating from 
outside. In some cases, however, these women go even further and engage in a much 
more personal form of protection towards the uniformly male saga protagonist, through 
fosterage, or a relationship with them. 

9.3.2. Fostered by the Giantess: Another Far-Northern Motif 

A significant portion of John McKinnell’s book, Meeting the Other in Norse Myth and 
Legend (2005) is dedicated to analyzing the way in which gendered relations between 
humans and giants of various kinds are depicted in saga literature. In the context of this 
study, the aforementioned relationships between human or divine males and Far-Northern 
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and monstrous women could be said to lie somewhere between “The Vǫlva and her 
Protégé” and “The Helpful Giantess” motifs noted by McKinnell (McKinnell 2005, 107-111, 
181-196), as the various instances of Far-Northern supernatural fosterage tend to 
amalgamate the image of the giantess, the sorceress and even at times, the matchmaker 
(see below).  Interestingly enough, the vast majority of instances of fosterage between a 123

hero and a giant tend to involve solely a female fostering figure, although in a handful of 
cases, a masculine figure is also present. Once again, the link between the Far North and 
giant-figures noted in Chapter 5 is striking. 

The first example of such a motif can be found in Book 1 of Gesta Danorum. There, 
the Danish princes Hadding and Guththorm, fleeing their enemies, are sent to Sweden to 
be reared by the giants (“gigantibus”) Vagnophto and Haphlio. Ultimately, it is Vagnophto’s 
daughter, Harthgrepa who becomes both Hadding’s lover and foster-mother, teaching him 
various spells before being killed by other, less peaceful giants (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, 
I, 40-43). While this specific account does not directly give a setting for this instance of 
supernatural fosterage, the northward travels of the Danes, together with the element of 
magic-teaching set this tale in the same category as various more secure Far-Northern 
accounts. This passage from Gesta Danorum actually somewhat mirrors an episode from 
Bárðar saga in which Bárðr, escaping the evil þurs Harðverk, reaches King Dofri (here said 
to be a “bergbúi") in his mountain mansion of Dovrefjell south of Mærinn. Besides Dofri, 
Háraldr hárfagri is also said to be present, together with Dofri’s daughter, Flaumgerðr, who 
teaches Bárðr galdr (in a fostering capacity) and later marries him (BárðSn 2009, 103). 
Similarly, the evil opponent of Hrólfr in the 14th-century (Ármann Jakobsson 2008, 187) 
fornaldarsaga Göngu-Hrólfs saga, the magician Grímr ægir is said to have been fostered 
by a certain Gróa, a vǫlva of unknown origins (GHrólfr 1954, 167). 

Teaching magic is not the only function of supernatural foster-mothers. On several 
occasions, the foster-mother also assumes a protective role over the saga hero. Towards 
the end of Bósa saga when Bósi is facing off the forces of the evil King Hárekr in 
Garðaríki, the hero calls for help from his old foster-mother, the benevolent witch Busla of 
unknown origins who, in order to attack Hárekr (who has turned into a dragon), assumes 
the shape of a dog (Bósa 1954, 319-320).  In the earlier-noted Hauks þáttr hábrókar, 124

 For more on trǫll-ish foster-mothers, see Lozzi Gallo 2008.123

 As it will be demonstrated in the following chapter, animal-transformations are also very closely 124

associated to the Far-North.
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part of Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta in Flateyjarbók (see Chapter 7.3.2.), Hræidr of 
Gandvík is said to have been the foster-mother of Haraldr hárfagri. This account is 
noteworthy, especially if one also takes into consideration the aforementioned passage of 
Bárðar saga, where Haraldr is also said to have been fostered by a giant. Later in the 
þáttr, Hræidr gives advice to Haukr so that he might escape the hostile environment of 
Gandvík unscathed (ÓT 1860-1868, I, 578-580). Finally, in Ketils saga, when Ketill is 
described as sailing to the Lofoten island of Skrofa, he meets a rather peaceful trǫll-kona 
whom he calls “fóstra” It might be remembered that, as noted in Chapter 5.3.3., Ketill is, 
the son of Hallbjörn haftröll (KetilH 1954, 171).

In some cases, simply helping a foster-son with advice is not enough for the 
supernatural “fóstra." There are three instances in which the foster-mother goes one step 
further in her dedication towards her son and leads him towards a wife. In Illuga saga, after 
defeating and befriending Gríðr the flagð of Gandvík (see Chapter 7.3.2), the supernatural 
woman offers the hero her daughter, Híldr to sleep with, and later marry (IllGr 1954, 
418-423). In Hálfdanar saga Brönufóstra, Brana, who seems to live in the vicinity of 
Helluland, informs Hálfdan about the existence of Marsibil, the daughter of the King of 
England and even gives him magical herbs which will help Hálfdan magically seduce the 
princess (HálfdB 1954, 302-313).  The last example of a Far-Northern foster-parent 125

taking on the role of a romantic matchmaker is found in Örvar-Odds saga. Upon being 
captured by a gigantic bird which frees him in the middle of Rísaland, Oddr meets Hildir 
the jǫtunn who asks him for help in his attempt to become king of Rísaland. After 
successfully helping the jǫtunn, Oddr gets the opportunity to sleep with his daughter 
Hildigunnr (ÖOdd 1954, 271-278).

Interestingly enough, this latest account of a supernatural Far-Northern “fóstra” 
providing help to a saga hero also results in an inter-ethnic union between a human and a 
giant-woman, a union which ends up with the birth of a mixed-race son, Vignir, thereby 
introducing the last, and arguably most intricate aspect of the supernatural Far-Northern 
women, namely that of their role as mothers of powerful mixed-raced heroes.  

 There are parallels between this specific passage and the numerous instances of Far-125

Northerners providing supernatural assistance or knowledge to saga-heroes, demonstrated earlier 
in Chapter 7
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9.3.3. The Problematic Offspring of Inter-Ethnic Unions 

As John McKinnell has noted, narratives featuring relationships between human males 
and giantesses are often presented as problematic in Old Norse-Icelandic literature 
(McKinnell 2005, 9). It could be argued that such problems might have arisen from a 
preconceived taboo surrounding inter-ethnic relationships. As it has been demonstrated in 
Chapter 5, the image of the Sámi and Finnic peoples often overlaps with that of the jǫtnar 
and other supernatural giant races. As will be shown here, such an association remains 
very relevant when it comes to the image of inter-ethnic relationships as similar motifs are 
used to describe unions with jǫtnar, giantesses and Sámi or Finnic women. I have chosen 
to call these motifs “The Difficult Match," “The Other’s Offspring” and “The Dramatic Fate 
of the Mixed-Race Child."

It is clear, judging from saga accounts, that relationships between a Norseman and 
a Sámi/ Finnic/ gigantic woman were seen as exceptional, singular and problematic. In just 
about every instance when such an union takes place, it is said to be either the result of 
exceptional, often violent circumstances and/ or directly leads to conflict between the two 
parties. In the mythological Hversu Noregr byggðisk (see Chapter 6.2.1.), the mythical 
ancestor of the Norwegian rulers, Nórr only ends up marrying Áshildr the jǫtunn-maiden 
after confronting her brother Svaði who has kidnapped Goí, Nórr’s sister (HveNo 1954, 
76-). In Book 1 of Gesta Danorum, the Danish King Gram is said to marry Signe, the 
daughter of the Sámi King Sumbli after laying waste to the Sámi lands on two occasions 
(Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 38-39). Gram’s son, Hadding later obtains a spouse from 
North Norway  for himself in a very similar fashion (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 40-43).  126 127

Saxo also transmits the tale of Helgi, King of Hálogaland who, because of a speech-
problem, is unable to secure for himself Thora, the daughter of Kuse, king of the Bjarmians 
and the Sámi. Helgi later only obtains the bride when the hero Høther comes and agrees 
to act as a middleman (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 150-151).  

In Ketils saga, we are presented with two instances of such inter-ethnic unions, both 
of which are problematic: Hrafnhíldr, the Sámi lover of Ketill is chased away by Ketill’s 

 Hadding’s wife, Regnhild is said in the text to be the daughter of Håkon the king of the 126

Nitherians, a people located, according to Friis-Jensen, in North Norway (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, 
II, 1722)

 These two tales are also reported by Albert Krantz (1546, 9).127
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father Hallbjörn who, as noted in Chapter 5.3.3., calls her “tröll” and refuses the union 
(KetillH 1954, 165). Later, Ketill encounters a tröll-kona on the island of Skrófa in Lofoten 
who tells him that she is heading towards southern Norway in order to marry a local jarl. In 
order to reach him, she has to resort to magic, turning into a whale in front of him (KetillH 
1954, 169-172).

By far the most notable example of a problematic inter-ethnic union, however, must 
be that of the previously-mentioned Ynglingar Kings of Sweden contained in Ynglinga 
saga in Heimskringla (see Chapter 9.2.1.). Here, three generations of Norse men marry 
Finnic women, only to suffer violent deaths either from the spells of the fearsome seiðkona 
Huld or be murdered by the unwilling bride herself (Hkr 1941-1951, I, 28-38).128

When, on the rare occasion that an union between a Norseman and a Sámi/ Finnic/ 
giant woman goes well enough to allow for issue to be produced, the resulting offspring is 
most often described as “different," either by their looks, or by name. As noted by 
Hermann Pálsson, individuals endowed with giant-like bynames such as “jǫtunn," “þurs” or 
“trǫll” (which underline the aspect of appearance) are commonly said to have a partial 
Sámi background (Hermann Pálsson 1997, 14-22). Instances of such individuals include 
the aforementioned Hallbjörn haftröll (KetillH 1954, 165), the North-Norwegian Jǫtunn-
Bjǫrn, ancestor of Ingimundr Þórsteinsson (Ldb 1968, II, 217: S 179/ H 145); and Þráinn 
svarta-þurs, whose descendants ultimately settle in Karlsá in North-Iceland (Ldb 1968, II, 
252: S 219/ H 185. Finally, the transgressive nature of the son of Ketill and Hrafnhíldr, 
Grímr is indicated by his “loðinkinn” (“shaggy-cheeks”) which are said to be the result of 
Hrafnhíldr's gaze falling on a hairy Sámi during Grímr’s conception (KetillH 1954, 165). 
The riddarasaga Þiðreks saga af Bern also features several “different” offspring of 
monstrous extraction such as Vaði, the son of King Vilkinus of Sweden and a sækona 
(“mermaid”) from Austrvegr who is described as a rísi (Þið 1954, I, 45-46) and Vaði’s 
grandson, Vigða who is at first mistaken as a dvergr by the German knight Hildibrandr (Þið 
1954, I, 121).

In many instances, however, the monstrous offspring of such unions do not grow to 
be great heroes such as Grímr or Vigða but rather simply meet with a terrible fate. This 
motif is nowhere clearer than in the tale of Snæfríðr in Heimskringla. Snæfríðr is a Sámi 

 Another example of a human hero entering into a relationship with a giantess is found in the 128

late-Medieval Rímur af Sigurði Fornasyni in which Hákon Jarl enslaves the powerful Sigurðr, son of 
King Forni. Sigurðr later kills a rísi before eloping with his daughter (Björn K. Þórólfsson 1934 445). 
The tale cannot be commented on further as it remains, as of 2016, un-edited.
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woman, renowned for her beauty, who, in several konungasögur, is said to marry the 
Norwegian King Haraldr hárfagri and give him several children.  This basic tale is found 129

in several sagas,  all of which mention the production of issue by the inter-ethnic couple. 130

Some of these accounts explicitly name one of these offspring, Rǫgnvaldr réttilbeini, who 
is said to be a magician,  thereby once again stressing the link between the Sámi and 131

magic. Interestingly enough, in Historia Norwegiae, in which Rǫgnvaldr is said to have 
been a son of Haraldr hárfagri but whose mother is never mentioned, the suggestion is 
made that he was a magician who learned his craft thanks to his foster-mother, a 
sorceress from the mountain district of Haðaland (HN 2001, 14-17). Here, the motifs of the 
monstrous foster-mother and the ethnically “other” biological mother merge together in an 
interesting way which underlines the inter-connectedness of the supernatural motifs 
discussed throughout this chapter. Even though Rǫgnvaldr is not mentioned again in this 
specific account, in both Heimskringla and in Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta, he is 
said to have been a wicked sorcerer who was ultimately killed by his half-brother Eiríkr 
(Hkr 1941-1951, I 139; and ÓT 1860-1868, I, 43-44). Interestingly enough, both sagas also 
report that Rǫgnvaldr’s grandson, Eyvindr kelda, was as dangerous a magic user as 
Rǫgnvaldr himself and was finally killed by drowning by Ólafr Tryggvason (Hkr 1941-1951, 
I 312; and ÓT 1860-1868, I, 3) as seen in Chapter 8.4.1.. This underlines the way in which 
these skills seem to run in the family.

The tale of Rǫgnvaldr, however, is far from being the only example of a mixed-race 
child plagued by a tragic fate. In Kjalnesinga saga, an Íslendingasaga compiled in the 
early 14th century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 115), the Icelander Búi is sent to spend a whole 
winter with the decidedly welcoming Dofri. Like Bárðr before him, Búi is seduced by one of 
Dofri’s supernatural daughters, Fríðr (Kjaln 1959, 30-31). The boundary-breaking romance 
ends badly however, as Búi has to leave his lover and is later killed by his and Fríðr’s son, 
Jǫkull who did not know that he was facing his father (Kjaln 1959, 42). Bárðr, himself the 
result of a mixed-raced union (his father is a rísi and his mother a trǫll from Kvenland, see 
Chapter 5.3.3.) faces another problem: despite his numerous marriages he is unable to 

 Else Mundal sees in this pattern of an union between a Norseman and a Sámi woman echoes 129

of earlier-noted literary mythical relations between male Norse gods and jǫtunn-maidens, further 
strengthening the association between the Sámi and the jötnar (Mundal 2000). 

 Hkr 1941-1951, I, 125; ÓT 1860-1868, I, 41-42; ÓT 1860-1868, I, 582; Ágrip 2009, 4; and ÓHS 130

1860-1868, II, 5-7.

 Hkr 1941-1951, I, 125; ÓT 1860-1868, I, 41-42; and Ágrip 2009, 4.131
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produce more than one male offspring, Gestr, whom he rejects and who dies soon after 
dies converting to Christianity, thus ending his family-line (BárðSn 2009, 170).  Finally, 132

Oddr’s son, Vignir, despite being described as extremely strong and promising is killed in a 
fight by Ögmundr, Oddr’s evil arch-nemesis from Bjarmaland (ÖOdd 1954, 287-296). The 
implication is that there is little place in the world for such beings.

All in all, there seems to be little difference between unions binding human 
Norsemen and Sámi/ Finnic women on one hand, and jǫtunn-maidens/ giantesses on the 
other. In both cases, unions stemming from violence or exceptional situations being the 
norm, the children stemming from these unions are clearly marked or end up being 
branded as “others," a significant number of them ending up by perishing or bringing 
shame/ tragedy on their families. But such unions are far from being depicted as being the 
only instances of supernatural problematic situations. One good such example of a Far-
Northern woman is, unsurprisingly enough, Gunnhildr konungamóðir of Hálogaland. 

9.4. Gunnhildr konungamóðir, the Witch-Queen of the North

9.4.1. The Contested Origins of Gunnhildr 

A total of 16 pre-Modern texts mention Gunnhildr konungamóðir, the wife of Eiríkr blodǫks 
of Norway. These texts can be divided in three categories depending on the kind of 
information they give as to her origins. One account locates her as having come from 
Denmark, others from the Far North while those in the last category do not any information 
about her origins whatsoever. 

In Historia Norwegiae, Gunnhildr is said to have been the daughter of the Danish 
King Gormr inn gamli (“The oldest [son of Haraldr hárfagri], Eiríkr Bloodaxe, acquired the 
kingdom after his father and took to wife a vicious and most iniquitous woman from 
Denmark named Gunnhildr, the daughter of the notably foolish Gormr, king of the Danes”: 
HN 2001, 15). This text is the sole primary source claiming a Danish origin for Gunnhildr. 
In these more numerous texts which simply do not mention the Queen’s origin in any 
ways, Gunnhildr is only mentioned in passing, most often in the form of an indication that 

 For an excellent analysis of Bárðar saga as a literary document and the implication of Bárðr’s 132

inability to further his family line, see Ármann Jakobsson 1998. 
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she is Eiríkr’s wife and the mother of her children.  As is the case with Historia 133

Norwegiae, none of these texts go into any detail regarding her character, except on three 
occasions when she is said to be either a mischievous woman, or an outright witch.  134

In most cases, when Gunnhildr’s origins are ever mentioned in a text, she is almost 
systematically said to be from Northern Fenno-Scandinavia, and from Hálogaland in 
particular. Each of these accounts also agrees on two other pieces of information 
surrounding her: that she is a magician and that she is the daughter of a certain Ǫzurr 
toti.  The oldest text containing this piece of information about Gunnhildr is Ólafs saga 135

Odds, from the late 12th century, the most recent being Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en 
mesta from the middle of the 14th century. 

Based on the existing data, presented as a table on the following page, it is clear 
enough that, as noted earlier, besides Historia Norwegiae, no other text associates 
Gunnhildr’s origins with Denmark in any way. This sole account thus clashes with all the 
other accounts, both Norwegian and Icelandic, which describe Gunnhildr’s origins and 
character in depth and securely locate her in the Far-North. Puzzlingly enough, a number 
of scholars seem to have argued that Historia Norwegiae should be trusted. Matthew 
Driscoll has stated that “the origin of this confusion is not clear, but it may be due, at least 
in part, to Icelandic hostility toward Gunnhildr, whom they may have wanted to have had 
more humble origins” (Ágrip 2009, 87), and have thus “relegated” her to Hálogaland. 

The idea of such a “relegation” is puzzling, considering that both the Norwegian 
Fagrskinna, and Heimskringla, which was written for King Hákon Hákonarson of Norway, 
clearly state that Gunnhildr was born in Hálogaland. If Gunnhildr’s origin could be 
manipulated in order to discredit her, why place her in Norway, rather than another more 
“foreign” land? Furthermore, it has been established that Historia Norwegiae was 
conceived, in many way, as an anti-Danish propaganda text (HN 2001, XVIII-XX). 
Considering that Gunnhildr appears as a straightforwardly evil figure in all the early texts 
mentioning her, would it not more likely be that associating her with Denmark, rather than 
with Hálogaland was an attempt at smearing her name?

 ÓHS 1860-1868, II, 5-9; Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I 682-683; CompSax 1917, 352-354; Orkn 133

1975, 18-20; Jóms291 1882, 15-21 15-21; and Krantz 1546, 667.

 HRAN 1998, 6; and 51; Ágrip 2008, 8; and OddAnn 1888, 461.134

 ÓTOdd 2006, 127-131; Fagr 1985, 74; Hkr 1941-1951, I, 135; Egla 1934, 94; Njála 1954, 14; 135

and ÓT 1860-1868, I, 42-48
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Tab. 2: Accounts describing Gunnhildr konungamóðir

In addition, one must not forget that, from 12th to the 14th century, the North-
Norwegian family of the Bjarkøyætta was among the most influential and wealthy clans in 
Norway and was closely associated with the administration of the kingdom.  During the 136

civil war period of the late 12th to the early 13th century, Norway was also often at war with 
Denmark, which was attempting to establish its domination over the weaker kingdom (Jón 

Tab. 2: Gunnhildr Age Place Origins Father Character

H.D.A.R. Norwagiensium (HRAN) 12th c.  NO --- --- evil + witch

Ólafs saga Odds (ÓTOdd) 12th c. IS Hálogaland Ǫzurr toti evil + witch

Historia Norwegiae (HN) 12 th c. NO Denmark Gorm inn 
gamli

evil

Ágrip af Nóregs kng.sögum 
(Ágrip)

12th c. NO --- --- evil

Gesta Danorum (Saxo) 13th c. DK --- --- ---

Fagrskinna (Fgr) 13th c. NO Hálogaland Ǫzurr toti evil

Compendium Saxonis 
(CompSax)

13th c. DK --- --- ---

Jómsvíkinga saga (Jóms) 13th c. IS --- --- evil

Orkneyinga saga (Orkn) 13th c. IS --- --- ---

Heimskringla (Hkr) 13th c. IS Hálogaland Ǫzurr toti evil + witch

Óláfs saga i. helga i. sérstaka 
(ÓHS)

13th c. IS --- --- ---

Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar 
(Egla)

13th c. IS Hálogaland Ǫzurr toti evil + witch

Njáls saga (Njála) 13th c.. IS --- Ǫzurr toti evil + witch

Ólafs s. Tryggvasonar e. mesta 
(ÓT)

14th c. IS Hálogaland Ǫzurr toti evil + witch

Oddveria annall (OddAnn) 16th c. IS --- --- witch

Chro. Regnorum Aquilonarium 
Daniae, Sneciae et Noruagiae 
(Krantz)

16th c. GER --- --- ---

 On the influence of the Bjarkey clan, see Mellem Johnsen 2014, 22-34.136
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Viðar Sigurðsson 1999, 120). For Medieval Icelandic and Norwegian authors wishing to 
demonize Gunnhildr by nature of her origin, at this time, Denmark constituted a much 
stronger candidate for the Queen’s origin than Hálogaland.

It must also be taken into consideration that had Gunnhildr indeed been the 
daughter of the Danish King Gormr inn gamli, as stated in Historia Norwegiae, one would 
also expect that she would always be depicted as such in the thriving early-Medieval 
Danish historiographical tradition. However, this is not the case. Only Saxo Grammaticus, 
writing around 1200; and the later  anonymous Compendium Saxonis, based on Gesta 137

Danorum, mention Gunnhildr, in passing, stating that she was the wife of the Norwegian 
King Eiríkr (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 682-683; CompSax 1917, 352-354). Overall, 
Gunnhildr konungamóðir appears as a totally foreign figure in Danish historiography. 
Indeed, in the early 12th-century (ChroRosk 2002, 39-40) Chronicon Roskildense, she is 
nowhere to be found (ChroRosk 2002). The same applies to the late 12th-century (ChroLe 
1967 XIV-XV) Chronicon Letherense (ChroLe 1967); the early 13th-century Annales 
Lundensis (AnnLu 1980), and the late 13th-century Annales Ryenses (AnnRy 1981). 
Despite the fact that all of the aforementioned texts cover the era in which Gunnhildr is 
said to have lived, not one of these Danish texts locates the origin of Gunnhildr 
konungamóðir in Denmark. This last piece of evidence should suffice in and of itself to 
disprove the idea that Gunnhildr was a Danish princess.

9.4.2. Gunnhildr as the Archetypal Supernatural Far-Northern Female 

As noted above, in every account which goes into detail about Gunnhildr’s actions and 
character, suggests she was an an evil sorceress from Hálogaland. In a few of those 
accounts, Gunnhildr is also directly associated with the Sámi. In Haralds saga hárfarga in 
Heimskringla, Gunnhildr is said to have been sent by her father to Finnmǫrk in order to 
learn magic and in Fagrskinna, it is said that she was fostered by the Sámi King Mǫttull 
(Hkr 1941-1951, I, 135; and Fagr 1985, 79). In terms of the supernatural motifs associated 
with her, it is also apparent that Gunnhildr truly belongs to Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. 

One of the most common accusations leveled at Gunnhildr is that she was a 
poisoner. In both Heimskringla and Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta, she is said to have 

 https://wikihost.uib.no/medieval/index.php/Compendium_Saxonis_%26_Chronica_Jutensis, last 137

viewed May 4 2016.

https://wikihost.uib.no/medieval/index.php/Compendium_Saxonis_%26_Chronica_Jutensis
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poisoned her political opponent, Hálfdan svarti, the son of Haraldr hárfagri (named after 
Haraldr’s father) who disputed her power in Þrándheimr (Hkr 1941-1951, I, 141; and ÓT 
1860-1868, I, 48). In Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar, Egill is described as only avoiding 
such a fate thanks to a magic rune he carves on the cup containing the poisoned drink the 
queen sends him (Egla 1934, 108). While such poisoned drinks are not otherwise 
associated with the Far-North, other uses of poison in the area can be found in the 
previously-mentioned 16th-century Schondia where the Sámi are said to be able to shoot 
deadly poisoned arrows (Ziegler 1878, 14-16). Other examples of Far-Northern 
supernatural Far-Northern poison are found in the poison said to protect the earlier-
mentioned (see Chapter 6.3.2.) “The hof in Bjarmaland” in Bósa saga and Sturlaugs saga 
(Bósa 1954, 299-300; and SturlSt 1954, 139-144). Finally, one can mention a passage of 
the Russian Primary Chronicle which mentions evil Finnic magicians spreading pests 
amidst the crops of the Russians through secretive sorcery (RPC 1953 134; and 256). 

Gunnhildr, however, is not limited to poison. She is also said to have used curses, 
both in Egils saga and in Oddveria annall. In the former, Gunnhildr curses Egill using seiðr, 
so that he might never be able to find peace in Iceland (Egla 1934, 176). In the later work, 
Gunnhildr is actually accused of being responsible for the death of King Hákon góði 
through unspecified sorcery (“Seigia sumir menn ad Gunnhilldur konga modir hafi radit 
med sinne fiolkyngi Hakoni kongi bana med þui moti”: OddAnn 1888, 462). Gunnhildr is of 
course, also said to have cast an impotence spell on Hrútr Herjólfsson, the Icelander 
whom she appears to have desired for herself (Njála 1954, 15). Such cases of deadly, 
disturbing love-magic naturally fit closely with the figure of the belligerent Far-Northern 
sorceress demonstrated in Chapter 9.2.1. In addition, the description of Gunnhildr’s beauty 
and attractiveness, found in Haralds saga hins hárfagra in Heimskringla (Hkr 1941-1951, I, 
135) parallels the way the Sámi Snæfríðr is depicted in the same saga (Hkr 1941-1951, I, 
125). The way the queen is also said to “boss” her sons around, pushing them to attack 
Þrándheimr (Hkr 1941-1951, I, 204-205) can also be likened to the way in which the North-
Norwegian Sigríðr Þórisdóttir pushes her brother Þórir hundr to revolt against his King 
Ólafr digri (Hkr 1941-1951, II, 213).

Gunnhildr is also said to have been a practitioner of several other magical acts 
which are frequently associated with other Far-Northern figures. In Fagrskinna, it is 
strongly implied that Gunnhildr has a something to do with a powerful storm which nearly 
drowns Hákon goði (Fagr 1985, 74). In the same passage, she is also described as 
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supernaturally learning about the king’s fate and whereabouts. Gunnhildr’s soothsaying 
abilities are also apparent in Ólafs saga Odds where she is said to obtain information 
about her enemies supernaturally through the practice of “blót” and “fjǫlkynngi” (ÓTOdd 
2006, 127-131). Finally, in one other passage of Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar, Gunnhildr 
is described as assuming the shape of a bird and using her new form to make as much 
noise as possible in order to break the concentration which Egill sorely needs in order to 
compose a poem over the course of just one night (Egla 1934, 183). The motif of Far-
Northern soothsaying has already been established as most befitting the description of 
Far-Northern figures in Chapter 7, while the association of Far-Northerners with animal 
transformation will be taken up in the following chapter. All in all, after reviewing the 
various motifs associated with Gunnhildr, it becomes apparent that Gunnhildr 
konungamóðir closely fits the overall image of the supernatural Far-Northern woman 
defined in previous chapters and sub-chapters, especially its more threatening aspect: a 
strong mother figure, Gunnhildr is ready to personally engage in the protection and 
furtherance of her male consort and issue through various magical acts including weather-
magic, animal transformation, cursing and soothsaying. In more ways than one, if Hákon 
Jarl is depicted in saga literature as the archetypal pagan and Þorgerðr is the archetypal of 
Northern supernatural figure, Gunnhildr could be said to be the quintessential 
representation of the supernatural aspects of the Norse woman, trǫll-ish, witch-like and 
unquestionably dangerous.

9.5. Conclusion

Far from being unassociated with the powerful literary image of supernatural Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia, Far-Northern female figures like their male counterparts are 
repeatedly pictured as embodying key aspects of the land they inhabit. Not unlike these 
counterparts, these Far-Northern women are often said to engage in various magical 
practices, some which can easily be considered noxious and threatening, as when they 
invoke belligerent weather-magic or curses, -the later being a feature which is, 
interestingly enough, rarely associated with Far-Northern males. They also engage in 
other practices which are generally said to be beneficial to the male saga hero such as 
bringing protection, nourishment or even love, especially when the hero is their offspring. 
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 These supernatural Far-Northern women are routinely depicted as monstrous and 
trǫll-like, even when they are not expressly said to be actual trǫll. Regardless of their 
nature, be it gigantic, monstrous, Norse or Sámi, these Far-Northern females also share a 
common image: that of characters indispensable for the story, who must either be 
defeated or seduced in order for the narrative to come to completion. 

Interestingly enough, tales of such women are all but absent from Continental 
literature while in spite of the interest in the Far North. They are, however, especially 
common in the Norse-Icelandic konungasögur and later fornaldarsögur and most 
particularly the former. It is here that the archetypal Northern female Gunnhildr 
konungamóðir appears. Most often said to originate from Hálogaland, Gunnhildr is clearly 
shown to have a close connection with both the Norse and the Sámi population of 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavia and seems to have been seen by Medieval saga compilers 
as having been the very epitome of the supernatural aspects of Far-Northern womanhood. 
Said to engage in a great variety of supernatural activities such as soothsaying, weather-
magic, cursing as well as animal transformation, Gunnhildr could be seen as standing at 
the intersection of a great variety of supernatural motifs usually associated with the Far 
North. The only Far-Northern motif she is only rarely associated with, in other words, 
shape-shifting, will be taken up in the following, final chapter. 
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10. The Image of the Arctic Shape-Changers

10.1. Introduction

As it has been demonstrated in the previous chapters, individuals from Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia are routinely depicted as “different” from their more southernly Nordic 
counterparts, mostly due to their perceived affinity with paganism and sorcery. The last 
aspect of the supernatural otherness of the Far Northerners to be reviewed and analyzed 
in the present thesis will deal with one other key aspect of this otherness: the idea that Far 
Northerners were able to transform themselves into various animals and monsters and 
had an uncanny affinity with some creatures. 

This chapter will start by analyzing the different types of supernatural transformation 
found in a Nordic context, the aim being to define what hamr, a complex yet widespread 
concept within Old Norse-Icelandic literature actually means and how it is related to 
supernatural metamorphosis and the Far North. Following this, a short review of the 
various types of animal transformation found in saga literature will then be presented along 
with an assessment of their possible links with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. The last two 
sections of this final chapter will then take up two particular types of animal transformation 
which appear to be especially bound to the supernatural image of the Far North: Whale 
and Bear transformations. In these sub-chapters, the literary relationship between the 
various inhabitants of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia and the wild will be used to introduce 
the numerous cases of literary figures morphing into respectively, whales and bears, and 
how the majority of these accounts can be linked to the Far North in one way or another.

This final chapter will conclude with a short conclusion summing up the way in 
which the concept of animal transformation has been linked with the Far North in pre-
Modern literature, and other supernatural motifs to which this specific image can be linked. 
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10.2. Changing Shape in Old Norse-Icelandic Literature

10.2.1. Mythological Transformations

In Old Norse-Icelandic literature a great number of narratives exist in which characters 
supernaturally change their appearance and their bodies to assume a different form, 
ranging from mythological-heroic poetry and the later Medieval prose texts. Accounts of 
such transformations in mythological and heroic texts mostly revolve around Óðinn, Loki, 
Freyja and the Vǫlsungar.

Perhaps the most well-known example of shape-shifting found in mythological text 
is that of the tale of the theft of the mead of poetry by Óðinn, first mentioned in Hávamál 
(st. 106) and later developed by Snorri Sturluson in Skáldskaparmál. Here, Óðinn turns 
into first a snake, and then an eagle in order to obtain the mead of poetry, Óðroerir, from 
the jǫtunn Suttungr, who attempts to stop Óðinn by turning into an eagle as well (Skáldsk 
1998, 4-5). The shape-shifting abilities of Óðinn are also alluded to in the Ynglinga saga 
part of Heimskringla. There, it is confirmed that Óðinn can change shape: while lying on 
the ground, he can become a fish, a bird  or a snake (“Óðinn skipti hǫmum; lá þá búkrinn 138

sem sofinn eða dauðr, en hann var þá fugl eða dýr, fiskr eða ormr, ok fór á einni svipstund 
á fjarlæg lǫnd, at sínum ørendum eða annarra manna”: Hkr 1941-1951, I, 18). However, 
Óðinn is far from being the only god said to have shape-shifting powers. Loki is also 
described in several sources as taking various animal shapes such as a seal (Skáldsk 
1998, 19), a horse (Gylfaginning 2005, 35), a fly (Sörla Þáttr in ÓT 1860-1868, I, 276), a 
salmon (Gylf 2005, 48), and a bird  (Þrymskvíða st. 3; and Skáldsk 1998, 2).  The 139 140

goddess Iðunn is also said, in Hrafnagaldurs Óðinn (st. 8), a Medieval Eddic poem, to 
assume a wolf-shape (Hrafn 2011, 85), and Heimdallr is also described as turning into a 
seal in Skáldskaparmál (Skáldsk 1998, 19).

 In one version of the Þulur (st. 2) found in AM 748 I b 4to (c. 1325), Óðinn is given the 138

nickname of “Arnhꜷfði,” “Eagle-head” (Skja 1967-1973, A I, 681).

 For more on Loki as a shape-changer, especially as a bird or fly, and his potential links to the 139

Sámi culture see for example Laidoner 2009, 40-46.

 Interestingly enough, while the earlier-mentioned accounts of Loki assuming a bird shape all 140

mention a “fjaðrhamr” that he borrows from Freyja, the goddess herself is never described as 
turning into a bird. 
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As exemplified by Suttungr turning into a bird to pursue Óðinn, the jǫtnar are also at 
times depicted as having the ability to turn into animals, especially birds. Besides the tale 
of the theft of the mead of poetry, and that of Iðunn’s kidnapping, which features the jǫtunn 
Þjazi in an eagle form, the poem Vaþruðnismál (st. 37) describes Hræsvelgr who, in a 
similar form, is said to be the creator of all the winds in the world.141

Texts associated with the Vǫlsungar family set in the heroic age also feature a 
couple of references to shape-changing individuals such as Sinfjötli and Sigmundr 
(Helgakviða Hundingsbana I, st. 41; and Völs 1965, 11-12), and the mother of King Siggeir 
(Völs 1965, 7) being said to take the appearance of wolves, and Fránmarr Jarl (Helgakviða 
Hjǫrvarðssonar, prose passage between sts 5 and 6) and the valkyrja daughter of Hríngr 
the jǫtunn (Völs 1965, 3) both assuming bird-shapes. Finally, Vǫlundarkviða features 
female characters turning into swans (st. 2). 

The majority of these mythological accounts of supernatural transformation make 
use of the base word hamr, which has been defined by Clive Tolley as originally referring 
to an animal or a bird pelt (Tolley 2009, I, 193). However, the word hamr is often used in 
saga literature not only to refer to such pelts, but also to the shape, appearance and form 
of an individual who can change shape (Aðalheiður Guðmundsdóttir 2007, 280). The 
overwhelming majority of these mythological hamr-transformations concern wolf or bird 
shapes, an element that continues to be widespread in later Norse-Icelandic literature. 
Nonetheless, in spite of the fact that in other chapters the people of the Far North are often 
associated with shamanism, only a handful of such metamorphoses in later literature can 
be directly associated with the Far North in any way.

There are, for example, only four cases of Far-Northern characters assuming a bird 
shape, two (males) in relatively young fornaldarsögur set in Garðaríki (Bósa 1954, 
319-320; and SurlSt 1954, 127 - 128), one (female) in a fantastical riddarasögur set in 
Rísaland (Vald 1960, 75) and then the already-mentioned case (see Chapter 8) of Queen 
Gunnhildr turning into a bird in Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonnar (Egla 1934, 183). 
Considering the notable examples of jǫtnar turning into birds in the earlier mythological 
material, one might perhaps assume that this later partial association between bird-shapes 

 It is also said in the Gylfaginning, that the Æsir gods turned Narfi, the son of Loki, into a wolf 141

and sent him to kill and eat his brother Váli (Gylf 2005, 49). However, this later transformation does 
not occur willingly and could be seen as differing from the other, conscious transformations 
mentioned above.
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and Far Northerners could simply be the result of the way the image of the jǫtnar and the 
Far Northerners became increasingly closer in literature (as discussed in Chapter 5.5.).

The link between wolf transformations  and Northern Fenno-Scandinavia is even 142

harder to make. Simply said, in spite of the prevalence of wolves in the North, there are no 
records of Far Northerners turning into wolves in the literature, nor are there any accounts 
of jǫtnar, trǫll, rísar flagð ever doing so. The closest one could get to connecting this motif 
to the Far North is via the previously-mentioned Háleygjatal. In this poem, Eyvindr tells of 
an ancestor of the Hlaðir family going to war in wolf-pelts (st. 6). This account can be 
likened by the tale of Þórir hundr preparing for war, found in Helgisaga Ólafs 
Haraldssonar. There, it is said that Þórir and twelve of his men entered the battle against 
Ólafr digri wearing wolf-pelts enchanted by Sámi magicians  (HelgiÓ 1849, 69-70). It 143

should however be noted that neither of these accounts makes use of the base-word hamr 
to describe such pelts (“serk” in the former and “vargrskinz stakcum” in the later) and that 
no physical transformation is ever described or suggested there. One should therefore be 
wary of further associating these accounts with the distinct wolf-hamr motif. Interestingly 
enough, if the motif of wolf-transformation cannot be said to be associated with the Far 
North in any meaningful ways, every single case of dog transformation five in total (none of 
which involves the word hamr). is either said to take place in the area or be the result of a 
Far Northerner’s magic.  144

Interestingly enough, if the accounts of animal transformation taken up thus far 
have mostly focused on metamorphosis involving the supernatural hamr, it might be noted 
that a significant amount of saga characters associated with this concept are actually 
never directly described as being shape-changers and that, vice - versa, many saga 
shape-changers seem unconnected to the concept.

 For a thorough review of the place of the wolf-transformation motif in Old Norse-Icelandic 142

literature, see Aðalheiður Guðmundsdóttir 2007. 

 This image of warriors dressed in animal-pelts engaging in battle could be linked to the 143

description of the ulfheðnar (“wolf-pelts”: st. 8) warriors of Haraldskvæði by Þorbjǫrn hornklofi, 
allegedly written for the Norwegian king Haraldr hárfagri.

 See Hrólfkr 1954, 50-51; Bjarkarímur 1904, 121-125; II, sts 21-53; SurlSt 1954, 127-128; 144

SturlsRí 1913-1921, I, 483-484; IV, sts 9-14; and Bósa 1954, 319-320.
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10.2.2. The Multiple Facets of the Hamr

As mentioned in the previous sub-chapter, there are numerous compound words built 
around the element hamr and some of them have little direct connection with actual 
physical transformation. This is especially the case with the terms hamrammr (“hamr-
strong”) and eigi einhamr (“not one-shaped” which only hints at the potential for 
transformation). These specific terms are, interestingly enough, only found in 
Íslendingasögur,  Íslendingaþættir,  Landnámábók  and once in the Sturlunga 145 146 147

saga  compilation. In total, there are seventeen accounts of hamrammr or eigi einhamr 148

individuals in the literature, eight of which refer to individuals from the Far North or of Far-
Northern decent.  Of these seventeen accounts of hamrammr or eigi einhamr individuals, 149

it is worth noting that none describe any actual physical transformation.
While the general association between the concept of hamr-skills and physical 

transformation remain strong, several scholars have underlined the fact that it is only one 
aspect of the powers involved. As far back as 1935, Dag Strömback concluded that the 
hamrammr label really was more an indicator of a character’s association with magical and 
supernatural powers (“[den här benämning] tillades trollkunniga eller med särskilda, 
övernaturliga gåvor utrustade personer”: Strömback 1935, 162). More recently, Nordian 
Nifl Heim has judged that the designation eigi einhamr could also refer to antisocial/ 
potential outlaw types, fervent heathens or berserkir (Nifl Heim 2005, 88). Finally, Clive 
Tolley has discussed other hamr-related words such as hamslauss, hamstolinn or 
hamaskis, suggesting that they have more to do with ideas of moods, mental health and 
various psychological states than actual, physical transformation (Tolley 2009, I, 195). 
Strömback also theorized that hamr-transformation, when it occurs, can be actually divided 
in two types: those in which the shape-changer actually changes their physical form and 

 Egla 1934, 4, 62, 70; Eyrb 1935, 165; Vatnsd 1939, 110; Harð 2009 46; Flóa 2009, 265; Hávarð 145

1943, 293; BarðSn 2009, 118; Finnb 1959, 253; and Þorsk 2009, 221. 

 Ormst 2009, 398.146

 See Ldb 1968, II, 376-3: S 3/ H 332; Ldb 1968, I, 110-111: S 76/ H 64; Ldb 1968, II, 231: S 196/ 147

H 162; Ldb 1968, II, 346-348: S 344/ H 303; Ldb 1968, II, 350: S 347/ H 306; and Ldb 1968, II, 
285-286: S 259.

 Sturl 1878, 8.148

 Egla 1934, 4; Eyrb 1935, 165; Ldb 1968, II, 376-3: S 3/ H 332; BarðSn 2009, 118; Finnb 1959, 149

253; Þorsk 2009, 221; and Ormst 2009, 398.
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those in which the character “projects” their spirit (Strömback 1935, 164-166). For 
Strömback, tales of shape-changing found in Medieval Norse-Icelandic sources may well 
have been influenced by the pagan magical practices of the Sámi (Stömback 1935, 161) 
such as the account of the shamanic séance described in Historia Norwegiae (HN 2001, 
6-7). Tolley reached similar conclusions, underlining the fact that the image of Old Norse-
Icelandic shape-changing, especially when it deals with forms such as whales likely 
originated or were inspired by the actual magical practices of the Sámi in the area (Tolley 
2009, I, 197).150

All in all, it is worth bearing in mind that narratives relating to the concepts of being 
hamrammr and owning a hamr associated with supernatural transformation only represent 
a portion of the shape-changing accounts present in Old Norse-Icelandic literature. Many 
such texts indeed describe these rather singular events in a much more casual manner, 
some of which are further associated with the Far North. 

10.2.3. To Transform: varð han á…

As suggested above, in many cases in Old Norse-Icelandic literature, shape-shifting 
individuals are not said to “change their hamr” in any way but rather to simply become or 
physically “turn into” something else. Quite naturally, such accounts are much more 
straightforward and less ambivalent than many of the references to hamr which, as implied 
above, do not always make it clear if the shape-changer alters their body or alters his 
appearance through a magical pelt or a cape. 

In the literature, instances of non-hamr transformation are often very simply worded. 
As will be shown below, in most cases, the shape-changer simply ”varð á” (“became”) a 
certain animal or monster or takes another “líki” (“body”). In other cases, a direct physical 
transformation is not clearly described, but either hinted at, or replaced by a spirit or 
projection of some kind.  Both types of transformation vary greatly from narrative to 151

narrative and can involve characters turning into pigs, oxen, lions, horses, deer, moose, 

 The term used to describe the Landnámábók account of the Sámi shamanic ritual originally 150

found in Eyrbyggja saga taken up in Chapter 7.2.1, “hamfǫrum;” gives credibility to such a theory 
(Ldb 1968, II, 218: S 179/ H 145). 

 Strömback likened these instances of supernatural animal projections to the concept of fylgja 151

(Strömback 1935, 164-166). On the idea of animal fylgja, see Mundal 1974, 42, 73; on possible 
parallels between the Norse concept of the fylgja and Sámi conceptions of spirits, see Price 2002, 
248.
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dragons, bears, whales, trǫll and, as previously stated, dogs.  However, as noted above 152

most of these motifs are extremely rare and only appear a handful of times in the literature 
and few are connected to the Far North. Beside the tale of Loki turning into a horse in 
Gylfaginning, for example, only one other account of horse transformation exists in Old 
Norse-Icelandic literature, that of Virgiles in Virgilesrímur (VirgilesRí 1913-1921, II, 849; I, 
st. 43). Such a limited set of examples makes it hard to come to any conclusions as to any 
direct associations between these rare transformation motifs and Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia. A handful of these motley accounts, namely deer, moose and monster-
transformations can nonetheless be considered relevant and they will be taken up in the 
next part of this chapter.

The only examples of transformation into an animal of the Cervidae (deer) family 
are, interestingly enough, all linked with the Far North. In Ólafs saga Odds, the 
Hálogalander Þórir hjortr (“deer”) is said to have been shot and killed by a soldier of ÓIafr 
Tryggvason only to have a deer, whose appearance is, interestingly enough, likened in the 
text to an inflated bag (“belgr”), leaping from his now lifeless body (ÓTOdd 2008, 258). In 
Hrólfs saga kraka and its rímur adaptation, the character of Elg-Fróði, the son of the 
cursed Björn, is said to have been born with moose legs  (Hrólfkr 1954, 59; and 153

Bjarkarímur 1904, 121-125; II, sts 21-53). This narrative is, quite remarkably, the sole 
mention of a moose or moose-like creature or animal in Old Norse-Icelandic literature.  It 154

will be taken up once more in Chapter 10.1.5.155

Interestingly enough, monstrous, non-animal transformations appear, to be more 
directly associated with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia in literature. Out of six dragon 

 As exemplified by the transformation of King Siggeir’s mother (Völs 1965, 7), there also are 152

accounts of individuals turning into birds and wolves without the use of a hamr/ pelt but these 
remain a minority, especially in the case of bird-transformations. 

 In the Bjarkarímur version of this tale, there are two Elg-Fróði, the first being the uncle of the 153

second. Here, the first one is said to have been turned into a full moose while his nephew, in line 
with the saga version of the account, only gets moose-legs.

 The word “elg” is nevertheless found twice as a kenning for “ship” in two skaldic poems from the 154

12th and the 13th century. These are respectively a Lausavísa (st. 4) of Einarr Skúlason (“elg 
búum flóðs”: Skja 1967-1973, A 1, 483) and another Lausavísa by Rǫgnvaldr Jarl Kali Kolsson 
(“elg branda”: st. 2).

 One more example of animal transformation directly linked to the Far North is that in Fundinn 155

Nóregr in which Nórr travels ton Kvenland. On reaching the area, Nórr and his men encounter 
“Lappir” (“Sámi”) and a fight ensues. The confrontation only ends when Nórr makes use of his 
magic spells to turn the Sámi into pigs (“ok sá kraptr ok fjölkynngi fylgdi þeim Nór, at óvinir þeira 
urðu at gjalti”: FuNo 1954, 89).
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transformations, for example, two-thirds are clearly linked to the Far North: four are set in 
the Far North, and the Finnic Far North more specifically: Two accounts take place in 
Bjarmaland (Bósa 1954, 319-320; and HálfdE 1954, 2), one in Rísaland (Vald 1960, 63) 
and one in Finnmǫrk (Þorsk 2009, 186). The two other accounts, both in riddarasögur, take 
place respectively in England (SigrgV 1965, 181) and in Saxland (Mágus 1953, 379). 
When it comes to trǫll-transformations, the association with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia 
is perhaps understandably even stronger: as will be shown below, all four instances of 
such metamorphosis can be linked to the Far North (or the North East) in one way or 
another. In Bárðar saga, two individuals from Hálogaland, Svalr and Þúfa “trylldust” (lit. 
“turned into trǫll”) shortly after arriving in Iceland (BárðSn 2009, 113). Similarily, as 
mentioned in Chapter 7.3.3., Lofthæna, the Norwegian princess from Uppland was turned 
into a trǫll and cast away to Finnmǫrk by her stepmother Grímhíldr Jösurdóttir (Gríml 1954, 
182-193). In the 14th-century (Kalinke and Mitchell 1985, 97) riddarasaga Sigrgarðs saga 
frækna, it is in Garðaríki that two trǫll princesses are found (SigrFr 1965, 98). Finally, in 
Þorsteins saga, the infamous Ógautan, already discussed in Chapter 7.4.3., curses the 
Queen of Sogn, Ingibjörg, giving her the appearance of his sister, the trǫll-ish Skelinefja 
and casting her to “Djúpamóða” (ÞorstVík 1954, 50). Even though the location of 
Djúpamóða is not given in the text, the similarity between this tale and that of Lofthæna, in 
addition to the specifically Far-Northern abilities and spells displayed by Ógautan, as seen 
in Chapters 7.3.3. and 7.4.3., suggest that Djúpamóða could be understood to be located 
in, or in the vicinity of the Far North. 

In all likelihood, the association between Northern Fenno-Scandinavia and 
monstrous transformation as noted above is but a side-product of the earlier-noted overall 
localization of jǫtnar, trǫll and other supernatural monsters in the Far North. The fact that 
such monsters are only rarely described as directly changing shape might be one of the 
reasons behind the relatively limited number of accounts of Far-Northern shape-changers. 
However, there are two further types of animal transformations which have yet to be taken 
up, both of which are strongly associated with the Far North, the first of which is the whale. 
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10.3. Werewhales of the Arctic 

10.3.1. Where the Whales Live

The oldest document associating Pinnipeds (seals) and Cetaceans (whales) with Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia is also one of the most trustworthy sources of information about the 
area in pre-Christian times, namely the Old English Orosius. In this text, Ohthere 
extensively describes his “hwæl” (“whale”) and “horshwælum” (“walrus”) hunting ventures 
as well as the tributes he receives from the Sámi, part of which consist of whale and 
“siol” (“seal”) skin ropes (ORO 2007, 44-47). The importance of whale, seal and walrus 
hunting, together with trade with the Sámi (see Chapter 4) for the products of this hunt has 
long been regarded as a crucial aspect of the Norse settlement of Arctic Norway (Bandlien 
2015, 39-45). Later Medieval and Renaissance literature agrees for the most part with the 
Old English Orosius and routinely describes Far-Northern peoples as hunting and/ or 
wearing the skin of whales and seals. The previously-mentioned tale of Grímr fighting for 
the carcass of a beached whale in Finnmǫrk has been previously mentioned in Chapter 
7.3.3. (Gríml 1954, 190-191), but one could also mention how Ketill, in Ketils saga, 
encounters a jǫtunn, north of Hrafnista, who keeps, among other things, whale meat in a 
food pit (KetilH 1954, 155-157). A more far-removed source, the early-12th-century (Ibn 
Fadlán 2012, 184) The Nature of Animals, written by the Turkish scholar Sharaf al-Zamán 
Táhir Marwazí fits even better with the events described in the Old English Orosius. Its 
description of a Far-Northern people sailing the farthest seas at the northern edge of the 
world, for no other reason than for glory and obtaining animal tusks intriguingly echoes the 
account of Ohthere, the Arctic sailor and walrus hunter: 

Beyond [the land of Yúrá] are a coast-dwelling people who travel far over the sea, 
without any [definite] purpose and intention; they merely do this in order to boast of 
reaching [such and such a remote] locality, […] In this sea is the fish whose tooth is 
used in hafting knives, swords and suchlike. Beyond them is a Black Land which 
cannot be crossed (Ibn Fadlán 2012, 184-185).

Several narratives also describe Far Northerners are dressing in whale or seal-
skins clothes. In Bárðar saga, Þorkell skinnvefja, a relative of Bárðr who was raised by the 
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Arctic Sea is said to be dressed in seal skins (BárðSn 2009, 108). Jacob Ziegler, writing in 
the early 16th century, also describes the way the Sami still use bear and whale skin in 
order to fashion rough clothes for themselves (Ziegler 1878, 12).  156

The supernatural affinity of the inhabitants of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia with 
whales is also described in several sources. Documents originating from a wide variety of 
lands describe the belief that Far Northerners have the ability to summon whales. In the 
11th-century Gesta Hammaburgensis, for example, when Adam of Bremen condemns the 
paganism of North-Norwegians, he specifically talks of their practice of summoning whales 
through spell-casting: 

All indeed, who live in Norway are thoroughly Christian, except those, it is said, who 
are removed beyond the Arctic tract along the ocean. These people, it is said, are to 
this day so superior in the magic arts or incantations that they profess to know what 
every one is doing the world over. Then they also draw great sea monsters to shore 
with a powerful mumbling of words and do so much else of which one reads in the 
Scriptures about magicians. All this is easy for them through practice (Adam of 
Bremen 1959, 212).

The earlier-mentioned 12th-century Arabic Exposition of Some of the Wonders of the West 
of Abú Hámid al-Andalusí al Gharnátí also refers to supernatural Far-Northern whale 
summoning. In this treatise, it is said that the Yúra routinely gather to throw swords into the 
“Sea of Darkness,"  which meets the northern edge of the world, in order to summon a 157

gigantic fish (which could be understood as a whale) which lets them harvest some of its 
flesh for consumption before returning in the sea (Ibn Fadlán 2012. 72-73).

Oddly enough, while these two Continental texts very clearly describe the magical 
summoning of whales, incidences of whale summoning are essentially inexistent in saga 
literature.  Besides the previously-mentioned case of “hamhleypa” witches riding a whale 158

 In addition, the presences of whales off the coast of both Hálogaland and Finnmǫrk is 156

commented further in other Renaissance works (Valkendorf 1920, 11; and Di Chorado de Cardinio 
1908, 901).

 This concept of the “Sea of Darkness” that is possibly equivalent to the idea of the “Black Land” 157

found, as mentioned above, in The Nature of Animals.

 One could perhaps also refer to Þuriðr sundafyllir in Landnámabók (as seen in 9.3.1.), even 158

though she only summons fish.
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in Friðþjófs saga noted in Chapter 9.2.1. (Friðþj 1954, 87) and the rather singular account 
of the Þránder Einriða, said to have defeated Ólafr Tryggvason in a swimming context by 
riding a seal (ÓT 1860-1868, I, 58), there are no other known accounts in saga literature of 
people summoning or riding whales or seals.  However, there is one other, much more 159

critical whale-related motif is very strongly associated with inhabitants of Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia, namely that of whale-transformation. 

10.3.2. The Whale Shape-Changers of the Arctic 

There are a total of ten accounts of individuals assuming the shape or appearance of a 
whale in pre-Modern literature. These are found in a variety of texts penned between the 
12th and the 16th century, all originating in Scandinavia (nine in Iceland and one in 
Norway). Of these ten accounts, it is noteworthy that seven either take place in the Far 
North/ North East or concern Far Northerners, sometimes both. The oldest of these 
accounts is the record of the shamanic Sámi séance in Historia Norwegiae first mentioned 
in Chapter 7.4.3. In this text, a Sámi magician appears to send out his spirit in the form of 
a whale before dying, that is his “gandus”  spirit which has been hurt by an enemy’s 160

magician: 

A wizard spread out a cloth under which he made himself ready for unholy magic 
incantations and with hands extended lifted up a small vessel  like a sieve, which 161

was covered with images of whales and reindeer with harness and little skis, even a 
little boat with oars. The devilish gandus would use these means of transport over 
heights of snow, across slopes of mountains and through depths of lakes […] [he 
later] perished in the following way: his gandus, in the shape of a whale, was 
rushing at speed through a certain lake when by evil chance it met an enemy 

 We also have the later Icelandic legend about Sæmundr fróði Sigfússon who is said in some 159

accounts to be riding a seal (Jón Árnason 1862-1864, I, 494).

 For more information on gandus, see Heide 2006; Tolley 1995; and Þormóður Torfaeus, 160

2008-2014, 235-236.

 It appears extremely likely that the item in question was some kind of a frame-drum, known in 161

later times to be used for shamanistic rituals. For more about these Sámi shamanic drum see 
Manker 1938-1950. 
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gandus in the shape of sharpened stakes, and these stakes, hidden in the depths of 
that same lake, pierced its belly (HN 2001, 6-7).

Taking into consideration that the magician is never said to have physically left the room, it 
would appear that this transformation was believed to only have taken place in the spirit 
world which would fit with the idea of a projected hamr discussed in Chapter 10.2.1.. 
Another case of whale-hamr projection can be found in the famous account of the 
Icelandic landvættir in Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar in Heimskringla. There, the Danish King 
Haraldr is said to ask a magician to reach and inspect Iceland in “hamfǫrum” in a whale 
form (Hkr 1941-1951, I, 271). While this specific magician is not said to be a Sámi (nothing 
is said about his background), his character, solely on the ground of this transformation 
could be understood as to have been Sámi (Tolley 2009, 197). Indeed, beside the account 
of Historia Norwegiae, two other texts describe Sámi characters turning physically into 
whales. In Ketils saga, Ketill sails his fishing boat north of Hrafnista and is met with a 
magic-induced storm (as mentioned in Chapter 8.4.1.). Attempting to save his life by 
jumping out of the boat with his most precious possession, a chest of butter, Ketill is 
rescued by a whale endowed with human eyes that saves him from the current and 
permits him to reach the shore. Once there, he meets with Brúni, a Sámi farmer who, as 
described in Chapter 5.5.3., hides him in his daughter’s bed while welcoming some Sámi 
who eat Ketill’s butter (KetilH 1954, 158). While not directly confirming it, the text strongly 
suggests that the whale and the magician that Ketill encountered are the same as the 
Sámi who came to Brúni.  Later in the saga, a trǫll-woman in Finnmǫrk (already 162

mentioned in Chapter 9.3.3.) turns into a whale in front of Ketill (KetilH 1954, 169). An 
even more straightforward account of Sámi whale-transformation is that told of the Sámi 
king Fiðr in Hálfdanar saga Eysteinssonar. Towards the end of the saga, Hálfdan faces off 
with Fiðr who, in a rather absurdist scene, leaps into the air before turning into a whale, 
crushing fifteen of Hálfdan’s men in his fall, only to die, as helpless as a beached whale in 
the jaws of Hálfdan’s magical dog (HálfdE 1954, 276).

This last passage, which take place in Bjarmaland, is only one of four accounts 
which describe whale-transformations taking place in the North East. The three remaining 
accounts do not give much detail about the ethnic or geographical origin of the 

 The importance of Ketill’s butter is paralleled in other texts in which Sámi (ÓT 1860-1868, I, 162

359-360), jǫtnar (EgÁsm 1954, 332-334) and Far-Northern spirits or deities (Von Herberstein 1852, 
107) are said to be especially interested in butter. 
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perpetrators of these whale-transformations but set them either in Austrvegr (ÞorstVík 
1954, 65; and SigÞ 1963, 171) or in Garðaríki (GHrólfr 1954, 238). The last two accounts 
of whale transformations cannot be directly linked with the Far North but still share 
common elements with the Far-Northern whale-transformations: first of all in the early 
13th-century (Vésteinn Ólason 2009, 115) Kormáks saga, the Icelandic skáld Kormákr 
recognizes the metamorphosed witch Þorveig in her whale-shape because, despite her 
transformation, she kept her recognizably human eyes (Korm 1939, 265), a motif closely 
resembling that in Ketill’s saga as noted above. The last example is the passage in 
Hjálmþés saga in which King Hundingr turns into a whale and the Arabian Hörðr seemingly 
sends his spirit in a dolphin shape after performing a “Cloak Ritual“-like act (see Chapter 
7.4.3.). This should not be overlooked (HjÖlv 1954, 231)  as, when put in context, it 163

exemplifies, along with the Historia Norwegiae and Heimskringla accounts, that the 
borders between a physical whale-transformation and the less corporeal whale “projection” 
were not clearly established in Old Norse-Icelandic literature as has been noted above. 

10.3.3. Conclusion 

The wealth of literary narratives ranging from the 12th to the 16th-century associating 
Northern Fenno-Scandinavia with whales, whale hunting and whale transformation clearly 
sets the area, and its inhabitants, apart from the rest of Scandinavia and the world. This 
image of a strong association between one animal family and the inhabitants of the Far 
North is likely to have originated from the beliefs and practices of the Sámi, who, as noted 
above, are described in pre-Modern texts such as Historia Norwegiae as having had a 
close magico-religious relationship with the whale. This spread of a likely original Sámi 
motif into Norse beliefs and oral tradition is likely to have taken place in Northern Norway, 
where Sámi and Hálogalanders, as exemplified in the Old English Orosius, were in close 
contact. The whale, however, is not the only sacred Sámi animal which came to be 
associated with the entirety of Northern Scandinavia and its inhabitants. A similar dynamic 
seems to have taken place, to an even greater extent, with the bear. 

 The same passage is also found in the rímur adaptation of the saga (HjálmRí 1913-1921, II, 54; 163

VIII, sts 33-35).
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10.4. Forebears: The Place of the Bear in the Far North

10.4.1. Interacting with the Bear 

The place the members of the Ursidae (bear) family occupy in pre-Modern narratives set in 
Scandinavia is rather singular: indeed, while a great number of sources describe the 
presence of bears, both birnir (“brown bears”) and hvíta-birnir (“polar-bears”) throughout 
the area, accounts of direct interaction between humans and bears appear to be most 
closely associated with the Far North in particular. As will be demonstrated below, the 
closer, more complex and more supernatural these interactions between humans and 
bears are said to be, the most closely these accounts appear to be connected to Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia. 

Beside the handful of accounts which simply state that bears are to be found in the 
North,  one can find twelve non-supernatural  accounts telling of either bear-hunting or 164 165

Scandinavians using or donning bear skins. Of these eleven accounts, one involves an 
Icelander (VígaGlum 1956, 13-14); two take place in Norse Greenland (Ivar Bardsen 1873, 
44; and KrókaR 1959, 133-135); three are set in southern Scandinavia;  and six (half of 166

them) in the Far North.  167

Compared to accounts of bear-hunting, tales of taming bears are in shorter supply 
and for the most part, follow the “Bear Gift” motif best-known in the late 12th-century 
(Taylor 1953, 80) Auðunar þáttr vestfirzka. In this tale, the Icelander Auðunn captures a 
bear in Greenland and takes it to the King of Denmark who then gives him the opportunity 
to go on a pilgrimage to Rome (ÓT 1860-168, II, 410-415). This tale later developed as a 
purely literary motif (Taylor 1953, 93) in texts such as the mid 13th-century (Ashman Rowe 
and Harris 2005, 471) Grœnlendinga þáttr where Kolbeinn the Greenlander brings a polar 

 The lands in question in such cases are Rísaland (ÖOdd 1954, 271-273); Iceland (Higden 164

1865, 325) and Norway (Eul 1860, 79; and Book 1967, 10-11).

 Three further accounts of bear-hunting are associated with the “skallabúi," a trǫll-ish ogre 165

character living isolated in the woods or in the mountains and which has to be dispatched by the 
hero. There are three skalabúi accounts in which the creature is said to carry a bear on his back 
(HálfdE 1954, 273; HrólfG 1954, 112-117; and ÞorstVík 1954, 28-40).

 See Ldb 1968, I, 116: S 80; Nansen 1911B, II, 208-209; and Olaus Magnus 1997, I, 212.166

 ORO 2007, 44-47; Pietro Querini 1908, 906; Krantz 1546, 590; Ziegler 1878, 12; Münster 1575, 167

1718; and HelgiÓ 1849, 79. This last account is also found in Hkr 1941-1951, II, 285; and ÓHS 
1860-1868, II, 356-357.
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bear to the King of Norway (Grœn 1935, 290-291) or Hungrvaka in which the Icelandic 
bishop Ísleifr obtains a polar bear from Greenland and offers the animal to the Saxon King 
Heinrekr (Hungr 2002, 7). One instance of a narrative making use of this motif features a 
Far-Northern character, however, namely that of Ingimundr gamli the Hálogalander in 
Landnámabók who finds a pair of polar bears in Iceland and sends them as a gift to 
Haraldr hárfagri (Ldb 1968, II, 219: S 179/ H 146). Besides these accounts of “Bear Gift” 
accounts, there are only two pre-Modern accounts of tamed bears set in the North: that of 
Lagertha, the wife of Ragnar loðbrók who is said in two sources to have had a bear 
bodyguard (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 632-633; and Olaus Magnus 1997, I, 258) and 
that of Vilmundr, the grandson of Bósi of Bósa saga, who is described in Vilmundar saga 
Viðutan as fighting the pet polar bear of the King of Garðaríki (VilmVið 1963, 169-170).

Beyond hunting and taming, bears are sometimes simply described as being a 
source of meat. The oldest document describing the consumption of bear meat is the 
Eddic poem Vǫlundarkviða, in which the Sámi smith Vǫlundr is said to be eating bear 
steaks (st. 9). In saga literature, only two narratives feature individuals consuming bear 
meat, and interestingly enough both result in physical transformation. In Hrólfs saga kraka, 
the pregnant Bjór is forced to eat the flesh of Björn, her Norwegian lover, who has been 
turned into a bear and killed by his evil stepmother from Finnmǫrk, Hvít (see Chapter 
10.2.). Following this, Bjór gives birth to three children, two of which are part-animal, part-
human (Hrólfkr 1954, 50-51). In Bjarkarímur, it is the sons of Bǫðvarr (the same character 
as the Björn of the saga) who eat the meat and turn into half-human half-animal creatures 
(Bjarkarímur 1904, 121-125; II, sts 21-53). In the Danish version, found in Gesta Danorum, 
Böðvarr Bjarki, the third son of Björn kills a bear in order to give its blood to his companion 
Hjalti, which just makes him stronger (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 118-119).  This 168

passage is reminiscent of that of Elg-Fróði giving his own blood to drink to Böðvarr as was 
previously discussed in Chapter 7.3.3.. The idea that consuming bear meat leads to some 
kind of change in the consumer is also apparent in the tale of Oddr Arngeirson the 
Icelander, told in Landnámabók. In this narrative, Oddr kills the polar bear responsible for 
the death of his father and his brother. He then eats the bear’s flesh and becomes 
hamrammr and as a result, obtains the ability to travel supernaturally fast (Ldb 1968, II, 
286-286: S 258/ H 222).

 In the saga version of the tale, it is a trǫll that is killed (Hrólfkr 1954, 66) and in the rímur, the 168

unfortunately corrupt text could indicate that either a wolf or a bear had its blood drunk 
(Bjarkarímur 1904, 141-142; V, sts 5-11).
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Interestingly enough, while five additional narratives mention the existence of the 
practice of eating bear meat, these two accounts are the only pre-Modern narratives that 
describe specific individuals consuming bear flesh. The five texts in question are Ketils 
saga, in which a jǫtunn in Finnmǫrk is said to keep bear meat in a pit (KetillH 1954, 
155-156); the early 13th-century (Baggue and Brøgger 2000, XII-XIII) Norwegian 
educational treatise Konungs skuggsjá which claims that Greenlanders indulge in this 
practice (KS 1881, 52); the 8th-century (Aethicus Ister 2011, LXI) German Cosmographia 
of Aethicus Ister which describes the Turks as a northern, “unclean” people because of 
their consumption of bear meat (Aethicus Ister 2011, 33); and two Medieval Norwegian law 
texts. These texts, the Frostaþingslög and the Bjarköyret, both originate from the region of 
Þrándheimr and have been dated to the early to mid 13th century (Mitchell 2011, 163; and 
Hagland and Sandnes 1997, IX). They are the only Medieval Norse law texts framing the 
practice of bear-meat eating.  Interestingly enough, both laws solely permit the 169

consumption of such meat when the bear in question has fallen from a cliff (Frosta 
1846-1895, I, 144; and Bjarköy 1846-1895, I, 317). All in all, with the exception of the 
account found in Konungs skuggsjá, it would seem that the majority of pre-Modern 
European texts that deal with the consumption of bear meat describe it as a dangerous 
activity (Hrólfkr, Landnámabók), practiced only by members of other races of peoples 
(KetilH, Aethicus Ister), or something which, at the very least, should be strictly regulated if 
taken up domestically (Frosta, Bjarköy). These accounts of the consumption of bear meat, 
together with the previously-reviewed ones concerning bear hunting and the use of bear 
skins clearly frame these activities within the semantic field of otherness, and especially 
Far-Northern otherness. One possible explanation for this association between the Far 
North and the bear might be related to the central place the animal has been known to 
occupy in Sámi and Finnic myths and worldview in the pre-Contemporary area. 

10.4.2. The Sacral Qualities of the Bear

As discussed by, among others, Clive Tolley (2007) and Juha Pentikäinen (2007), the bear, 
and especially its hunting and the consumption of its flesh are significant features of 

 Another Medieval Norwegian law, the Eiðsivaþingslög from Uppland outlines the protocol to 169

follow when a a farm animal or a man is attacked by a bear, namely that the animal should be 
flayed, and its meat brought home. However, the text in question is not clear whether the animal in 
question is the bear or the farm animal (Eiðslög 1846-1895, I, 380-381). 
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Finnish and Sámi myths, folklore and worldview. In addition, there is evidence, as 
demonstrated by James Haggerty, that certain practices and beliefs surrounding the bear 
were adopted or shared by the Germanic inhabitants of pre-Modern Fenno-Scandinavia 
(Haggerty 2014, 40-41). A number of literary accounts of Far-Northern interactions 
between human characters and bears that seem to have potential mythical or ritual 
aspects certainly seem to give credit to such a hypothesis. 

One sub-category of such interactions is the motif of the ritual killing of the bear. 
Seven pre-Modern accounts describe the slaying of bears in a manner that could be 
understood to have mythical or ritual origins. Two such accounts seem to fit partially 
McKinnell’s definition of the “Þórr-Bear Son” motif which is based on the tale of Þórr’s Far-
Northern adventure in Gandvík and Geirrǫðargarðr (see Chapter 5.4.2.). In this motif, 
based on the more general “Bear’s Son” motif,  the hero and his companion follow a 170

monster all the way to its cave which is situated by a cliff in the sea-side but the hero’s 
companion ultimately proves helpless so that the hero enters the cave alone, and after 
obtaining help from a friendly giantess, kills his enemy either with his bare hands or with 
the help of a primitive weapon (McKinnell 2005, 126-127). This motif, already manifested 
in the tale Grímr and Lofthæna in Gríms saga (Gríml 1954, 192-193), examined earlier in 
Chapter 7.3.3., seems to have parallels in Grettis saga and Finnboga saga. 

The sagas in question indeed both include a passage set in Hálogaland in which 
the Icelandic heroes joins a local hunting party that follows a threatening bear back to its 
cave, by the sea. If these accounts lack the motif of the helpful giantess, both end up with 
the hero wrestling and killing the bear with his bare hands (Finnb 1959, 275-281; and Grett 
1939, 74-).  While the early 14th-century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 115) Grettis saga 171

Ásmundarsonar account has been compared with the Grendel episode in Beowulf 
(McKinnell 2005, 126-130; and Gunnell 2004, 59-62), in part because of Grettir’s display of 

 According to John McKinnell, the “Bear’s Son” motif (relating in part to the story of Beowulf) 170

consists of a tale in which a party of heroes chase a monster but where only one of them enters 
the monster’s den and fights a female and a male monster and kills them both following a wrestling 
episode (McKinnell 2005, 126).

 Grettir’s tale is told once more in the rímur adaptation of the saga (GrettRí 1913-1921, I, 83-86; 171

VI, st. 47-VII, st. 16). 
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the bear’s paw,  the account in Finnboga saga is arguably even more interesting. 172

Indeed, in this account, a þing of local Hálogalanders legally outlaws the bear before 
starting the hunt, a practice also described in the Medieval  Norwegian Gulaþingslög 173

which held sway in west Norway. In this legal text, it is said that wolves and bears can be 
declared outlaws in order to chase them away from one’s land (Gula 1846-1895, I, 44). 
Even more interesting is Finnbogi’s demeanor when facing the bear: In the saga, he is 
said to head towards the bear’s dwelling walking backwards and then to engages in a 
conversation with the bear before willingly casting away his weapons and then confronting 
the animal, killing it barehanded. When he comes back, he is unwilling to disclose much 
about the actual killing to the villagers who then are said to flay the bear. Such complex 
deference towards the simple hunting of an animal (outlawing, walking backwards, talking, 
fighting barehanded) certainly appears to be singular.  One could possibly make a 174

parallel between this elaborate set-up with the Sámi bear-hunting ritual, documented in the 
17th and 18th centuries in Northern-Norway and Northern-Sweden (and even later with 
other Northern peoples). In these rituals, the hunting of the bear is considered a religious 
matter and the bear hunt has to be ceremoniously declared before the sending of a party 
to the bear’s dwelling, where the bear is addressed in a respectful manner before being 
killed, and then eaten in the settlement (Hansen and Olsen 2014, 120-121). Considering 

Another instance of a hero displaying a body part of a bear he killed is that of the already-172

mentioned early-13th-century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 115) Víga-Glums saga in which the 
Icelander Eyjólfr Ingjaldsson shows the snout of the bear he killed in Norway to local Norwegians 
(VígaGlum 1956, 13-14). Could this account be related to that of Grettis saga and the overall 
“Bear’s Son” motif? Possibly. Another explanation for the keeping of bear, or other animal parts 
could be the Finnish magical concept of väki, or life force, believed to be stored, among other 
places, in animal fur. Thomas DuBois discusses this concept further in Nordic Religions in the Iron 
Age: “A further important element in Finno-Ugric conceptions of disease and healing was the 
notion of inherent power, known as väki in Finnish. Väki resided in objects or entities in relation to 
their cosmic significance: thus, for instance, bears, fire or iron contained heavy charges of väki, 
reflecting their mythological importance and physical ability to wound or do harm. Väki was not 
stored in the core of being: in fact, even a small piece of the being (such as the bear’s claw or a bit 
of wolf’s fur) possessed a share of the power inherent in the animal from which it derived […] 
Principles similar to väki appear to underlie at least some of the magic uses of objects described in 
Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon magic as well” (DuBois 1999, 105).

 While the dating of this law is not quite certain, this particular passage is taken from the 173

manuscript Perg Codex 137 4to from the middle of the 13th century.

 Another account of bear hunting that might possibly have ritual connotations is that of King 174

Skiold in the Book 1 of Gesta Danorum. In this text, it is say that the Dane once went hunting with 
a companion and wrestled with a bear bare-handed, binding it with his belt but leaving the act of 
killing it to his companion (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 23).
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that the account described in Finnboga saga takes place in Hálogaland, a region where, 
as demonstrated in Chapter 4, Norse and Sámi populations lived side by side, one 
wonders whether this narrative could have been influenced by either actual practices, 
shared both by the Norse and Sámi populations of the region, or at least, by the 
commonplace association between Sámi and North-Norwegian practices? Such an 
association might not be as far-fetched as it at first seems. Indeed, it has been argued by 
Clive Tolley and Juha Pentikāinen that the bear elements in Hrólfs saga kraka might 
possibly also have Sámi origins (references above). 

As already noted in Chapter 9.2.1., in Hrólfs saga kraka, Hvít, the daughter of the 
Sámi king of Finnmǫrk marries Hringr of Uppland but soon attempts to seduce his son, 
Björn who, in punishment for refusing his step-mother’s advances, is turned into a bear. 
Björn, who returns to his human form during the day then meets with his lover, Bera (“She-
Bear”) who soon becomes pregnant. Shortly before the birth of his children, Björn 
sacrifices himself, facing the hunting party Hvít had sent to kill him. Shortly afterwards, Hvít 
invites Bera to consume Björn’s flesh, something he had warned her not to do. 
Unfortunately, Bera is forced to take a bite and soon after, she is said to give birth to three 
children, Elg-Fróði, who is a moose from the waist-down, Þórir, who has dog legs  and 175

Böðvarr, a seemingly fully human-looking boy  who will later become known as bjarki 176

(“little-bear”). These children all later receive items that were their father’s (Hrólfkr 1954, 
44-51). According to Tolley and Pentikāinen, the motif of a bear lover and his heroic, yet 
human issue  was possibly influenced by Sámi and Finnish legends in which the bear is 177

treated more as a humanoid creature than as a simple animal (“It would be consistent with 
the general argument put forward in this article to suggest at least the possibility that 
[Hrólfs saga kraka] may have been influenced by the Finnish/ Sámi tradition”: Tolley 2007, 
17. See also Pentikäinen 2007, 52). In support of this claim, Tolley and Pentikäinen point 
to a tale collected in Swedish Lapland in the early 18th-century by the cleric Pehr 
Fjellström in which a woman is taken by a bear as his lover and gives him a son who, 

 In the rímur account of the tale, the dog-legged Þórir is said to travel to Hálogaland and 175

establish what will later become the Bjarkey clan (Bjarkarímur 1904, 127-128; III. sts 17-27)

 In the rímur, Bǫðvarr is said to have been endowed with a bear paw instead of one of his hands 176

(Bjarkarímur 1904, 123; II, st. 40). 

 Interestingly enough, a somewhat similar yet simplified story, also set in Sweden, is reported by 177

Saxo Grammaticus (and later on, Olaus Magnus). In this version of the tale, the son of the bear is 
said to have been the grandfather of the 11th-century Danish King Svend Estridsen (Saxo 
Grammaticus 2015, I, 734-737; and Olaus Magnus 1997, III, 912-913).
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following his father’s death, obtains a precious artifact that once belonged to him 
(Fjellström 1981, 13-15). 

Besides the very character of Hvít herself, the geographical settings of the saga 
(the Norwegian mountain region of Uppland)  could also be seen as an indicator of the 178

“Sáminess” of this tale. Indeed, as has been described in Chapter 9.3.3., it is in Uppland in 
Norway that Haraldr hárfagri and Snæfríðr met, and it is there as well that Haraldr is said 
to have met and saved a Sámi man who was accused by his father of having stolen the 
food prepared for a julaveizla (“Yule-feast”) (Hkr 1941-1951, I, 92). Uppland is also where 
the jǫtunn King Dofri is said to reside (see Chapter 9.3.2.) and as has been demonstrated 
in Chapter 5.5.2., from the standpoint of Medieval Norse-Icelandic literature, jǫtnar and 
Sámi are often portrayed in a similar light. Uppland could thus potentially have been seen 
as a contact area for the Norse and Sámi peoples and such an image could help explain 
another instance of ritual bear killing being said to have taken place there. 

One also notes the account of how, in the alternate version of Ólafs saga 
Tryggvasonar en mesta, the Faroese Sigmundr and Þórir cross the Dovrefjell mountains in 
an attempt to reach Hákon Jarl in Þrándheimr. The conditions in the mountains are harsh 
and they barely manage to survive. Later on, the pair reach a forest and are rescued by an 
odd hermit wearing reindeer-pants and carrying an animal on his back.  They stay there 179

for three years, but one day, when wandering in the woods, they encounter a bear and kill 
it. Following this encounter, they raise its body on a tree. When they come back to their 
host, now revealed to be Þorkell þurrafrost (nicknamed “Úlfr” earlier in the tale) from 
Heiðmǫrk, he admonishes them and goes to the raised bear and mimics killing it once 
more in jest with his spear (ÓTAM 1958-2000, I, 41-45). This rather obscure passage, 
despite featuring a south Norwegian and two Faroese figures, could also be understood as 
symbolically belonging to the symbolic sphere of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia; on the 
basis of the proximity of Dovrefjell, the use of reindeer-skins, and the description of bear-

 The fact that the Bjarkarímur version of this tale is set in Álandssíða, another place well-known 178

for its Norse/ Finnic contacts (Frog, Ahola and Heininen 2014, 330-334) might also be significant in 
this context. Another reason for why this rímur version could have been set in this site is that in 
Fundinn Noregr, “Allanzhaf” is an area visited by Górr, the mythical ancestor of both the Jarls of 
Uppland and of Þrándheimr (FuNo 1954, 88). See also Chapter 5.3.3..

 This description fits the image of the skalabúi well enough, although it should be noted that 179

classic skallabúi tales (see for KetillH 1954, 174; ÞorstVík 1954, 38-40; HálfdE 1954, 273; HrólfG 
1954, 112-117; and ÁnB 1954, 386) almost always describe him as nefarious and as a threat for 
the hero(es).
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hunting, all of which are more reminiscent of the studied area than southern 
Scandinavia.  In addition, the possibly ritualistic aspect of Þorkell’s symbolic spearing of 180

the bear resembles the way in which Björn is said to have been killed in Hrólfs saga kraka 
as well as Fjellström’s Sámi bear-hunting ritual discussed above in this chapter. This 
account also parallels the only other example of the “raising” of a dead bear, this time 
decidedly set in Northern Fenno-Scandinavia. The account in question, found in Örvar-
Odds saga, is set during the period Oddr and his crew are stranded on a island off the 
coast of Finnmǫrk and attacked by several hostile local trǫll, as mentioned earlier in 
Chapter 5.2.2.. In between two assaults of his enemies, Oddr encounters a bear in the 
forest, kills it, skins it, and raises its skin on a pole in the middle of the island: 

Þat var einn dag, at Oddr var farinn á skóg, at hann sá björn einn mikinn. Hann 
skaut at honum ok missti eigi, ok er dýrit var dautt, lætr hann flá af því belg. Síðan 
lætr hann setja spjálkir í munn því ok eptir endilöngu. Hann lætr þat standa 
miðbreytis, ok horfir bersi inn á meginland. Gleði hafði Oddr mikla í eyjunni (ÖOdd 
1954, 221-222).

Later, when a trǫll reaches the island and attacks Oddr, the hero places “glæðr” (“burning 
coal”) in the animal’s mouth and hides himself behind the up-raised bear, shooting now-
flaming arrows from its burning mouth. This second rather singular instance of a dead bear 
raised on a pole takes place in the vicinity of Finnmǫrk in the context of a fight between a 
Hálogalander and a trǫll. While both this account and that of Þorkell Þurrafrost are rather 
different from a narrative standpoint, both have in common the same image of a dead 
bear, raised on a pole. Considering the common association between the bear hunt and 
the Sámi and Finnic peoples that has been outlined throughout this chapter, one could 
suggest a potential connection between these saga narratives and the well-attested 
magico-religious practice of binding bear-skulls onto trees that was widespread in rural 
Finland until the 19th century (Pentikäinen 2007, 93).  Such a parallel between Old 181

Norse-Icelandic accounts of human-bear interactions and attested Sámi and Finnish 

 In addition, Gerard Breen has interpreted the character of Úlfr/ Þorkell as being an “animal-180

tutor," similar to another character much more closely associated with the Far North, Böðvarr bjarki 
(Breen 1999, 38).

 For more on circumpolar Finno-Ugric bear traditions see Honko, Timonen, and Branch, 1994, 181

117-139.
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practices and concepts related to the sacral qualities of the bear could also be applied to 
the rare instances of bear transformation.

10.4.3. Becoming the Bear

Arguably the most well-known account of bear transformation in Old Norse-Icelandic 
literature is that of Björn in Hrólfs saga kraka taken up in the previous sub-chapter. 
However, this fame might not be as meaningful as one might think as this saga (together 
with its rímur counterpart) is actually only one of four known pre-Modern European 
accounts of bear transformation, all of which originate in Scandinavia. The tale of Björn 
and his children is, however, by far the most detailed of the four as the other three texts 
only describe transformation in passing: In Landnámabók it is said that the Icelandic sons 
of Ketill hængr,  Dufþakr and Stórólfr turn respectively into an oxen and a bear and end 182

up fighting with each other (Ldb 1968, II, 355-356: S 350/ H 309). A somewhat similar tale 
is told in the late 14th-century (Vésteinn Ólason 2005, 115) Svarfdæla saga in which the 
Icelander Klaufi is said to turn into a polar bear (Svarfd 1959, 181-182). Finally, in the 
Medieval (Kalinke 1981, 139) riddarasaga Tiódels saga, the French nobleman Tiódel is 
described as taking the “hamr” of various beasts, including that of a bear when entering 
the woods  (Tió 2009, 16-17).183

To these four narratives of physical transformation, one more must be added, 
namely the bear pantomime in the tale of Vildifer and Ísungr from Þiðreks saga. In this 
tale, Vigða, the grandson of Vaði the mixed-race half-rísi mentioned in Chapter 9.3.3. and 
son of Velent/ Vǫlundr  is said to have been captured by King Ósantrix of the fictional 184

realm of Vilkinaland. In order to rescue him, his companions, Vildifer from the fictional 

 This Ketill hængr is not the same as the Ketill of Ketils saga but is instead said to have been his 182

historical direct descendant (Egla 1939, 57).

 This tale is very likely to have been inspired by the 13th-century (Streng 1979, XXVII) 183

Norwegian Bisclarets ljóð found in the Strengleikar lyrical compilation which in turn adapts a 
Medieval French song about a werewolf (Streng 1979, 86). According to Torfi Tulinius, it is likely 
that the description of the werewolf in Bisclarets Ljóð influenced the way animal transformations 
are portrayed in many Norse-Icelandic sagas (Torfi Tulinius 2005, 455; and Aðalheiður 
Guðmundsdóttir 2007, 293-294)

 It is generally accepted that the Velent in Þiðreks saga is equivalent to the Vǫlundr of 184

Vǫlundarkviða and the Anglo-Saxon mythological/ folkloristic figure Weyland the smith (Hall, 2007, 
39). 
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Ömlungalandi and Ísungr leikari from Brittany slay a bear and hide Vildifer inside its hide 
(“belgr”: Þið 1954, I, 205). Thus accoutered, Vildifer is led by Ísungr to Ósantrix’s castle 
and the two of them are led to their enemy where the costumed Vildifer performs tricks as 
if he was a tame bear until the moment where he seize a sword, reveals his identity to the 
great surprise of the castle-men, and starts killing them  (“Nú rífr Vildifer af sér bjarnarins 185

belg ok lætr nú sjá sik, hverr hann er, ok sjá nú borgarmenn, at hann er maðr, en eigi troll, 
sem þeir hugðu”: Þið 1954, I, 210). This passage of Þiðreks saga is the only pre-Modern 
Scandinavian narrative in which a character dons a bear-skin  assuming the animal’s 186

appearance. One possibly related motif could nevertheless also be found in the rímur 
version of Björn's bear transformation: In what possibly constitutes the biggest narrative 
variation on the saga, in Bjarkarímur, the father of Bǫðvar bjarki, also named Bǫðvarr, has 
brothers named Fróði and Þórir. Here not only him, but also the three brothers are cursed 
by Hvít to become animals. In this version of the narrative, they turn respectively in a bear, 
moose and dog after each dons a “serkr” (“shirt/ pelt”) cursed by Hvít’s galdr (Bjarkarímur 
1904, 119-120; II, sts 10-13).  187

As noted earlier in this chapter, assuming an animal appearance or shape (“að 
hamask”) by making use of an animal pelt (“hamr”) is a relatively commonplace motif in 
Old Norse-Icelandic literature especially concerning birds and wolves and might also be 
seen as lying behind later legends of werebears or even the behavior of berserkir and 
ulfhednar.  However, as with whales and whale-transformations, it is noteworthy that in 188

literature, the motifs of interaction with bears and bear transformations are most clearly 
associated with figures related to the Far North, the Sámi and the giants, trǫll and rís. 
Another recurring parallel between whale and bear-transformations is the idea of the 
sending of one’s soul in the form of the animal which surfaces most clearly in Hrólfs saga 
kraka: in this text, Böðvarr bjarki, fighting the army of the sorceress Skuld in the ranks of 

 The idea that tame bears and those training/ owning them should be viewed as a threat is 185

reflected in the account Olaus Magnus gives of them in Lithuania, where they are described as 
itinerant thieves and murderers (Olaus Magnus 1997, III, 914).

 In Hrólfs saga kraka, the word “bjarnarhamrinn” is found on one occasion, when Björn turns into 186

a bear for the last time before dying (Hrólfkr 1954, 49). However it is unclear if this word should be 
understood as referring to a physical pelt or not.

 The motif of the human dressed in a bear shirt can however be found in later Sámi folk tales 187

such as the Russian-Sámi tale “Hamløy-bjørnen.” See Olsen and Våvang 2003, 106-108.  

 For an analysis of the phenomenon and figure of the berserkr as an animal-warriors, see Heim 188

2005.
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King Hrólfr kraki is said to unexpectedly leave the battlefield. As his companions start to 
notice Böðvarr’s absence, a large bear appears among them and starts fighting with them, 
wreaking havoc in Skuld’s army (“Þat sjá þeir Hjörvarðr ok menn hans, at björn einn mikill 
ferr fyrir Hrólfs konungs mönnum ok jafnan þar næst, sem konungrinn var. Hann drepr fleiri 
menn með sínum hrammi en fimm aðrir kappar konungs”: Hrólfkr 1954, 99). Hjalti, 
Böðvarr’s companion, worrying about his friend’s whereabouts, leaves the battlefield as 
well, in search of his friend. He finds him, hidden in their barracks, lying on the ground, 
motionless (“Hjalti hefr nú á rás ok heim til konungsins herbergja ok sér, hvar hann sitr ok 
hefst ekki at”: Hrólfkr 1954, 100). Hjalti then proceeds to admonish Böðvarr who yawns, 
appears to wake up and joins the battle, but as the battle resumes, the bear has now 
disappeared. Even though it does not state it straightforwardly, the text strongly hints that 
the bear was Böðvarr or his manifestation.  The description of Böðvarr’s stance when 189

discovered by Hjalti is particularly interesting. He is said to be sitting, immobile and 
isolated from anyone. While there are no clear indications that the hero has been spending 
a significant amount of time in this state or is lying under a cloak, as noted earlier, a 
parallel could be drawn between Böðvarr’s apparent ritual and other examples of “Cloak 
Ritual”-like accounts resulting in the appearance of an animal  discussed in Chapters 190

7.4.3. and 10.3.2.. 
The idea that magic-practitioners are able to send their spirits in the form of various 

creatures has been already discussed in these chapters, especially the Historia Norwegiæ 
account noted earlier in which, following a performance of a “Cloak Ritual”-like ceremony, 
a Sámi magician is said, to have sent his “gandus” spirit in the form of a whale and died 
when the said spirit was hurt.  The same concept is found in Þiðreks saga, where the 191

witch Ostasia, wife of the king of fictional Vilkinaland, who is said to be a “völur," uses 
“trollskap," and “seiðr” in order to summon various creatures to fight for her including 
dragons and a bear but dies when her animals are killed (Tið 1954, II, 4-478). Finally, in 
the earlier-noted (in Chapter 9.2.1.) Friðþjófs saga, the death of the whale summoned by 
the two seið-konur results in them falling from their seiðhjallr and dying (Friðþj 1954, 

 The rímur account of this passage does not describe Bǫðvarr sleeping, but tells of a bear (a 189

polar bear this time) fighting alongside him (Bjarkarímur 1904, 161; VIII, sts 7-9). 

 A somewhat similar scene is described in Sörla saga where the standard-bearer of the 190

Norwegian king, a knight from Finnmǫrk is said to fall in battle only for a gigantic lion to then 
appear and join the ranks of the Norwegians (SörlaSt 1954, 402).

 For a discussion of Sámi drum ritual, see Price 2002, 259-262191
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90-93). According to Eldar Heide, who has taken up and compared each of these four 
accounts alongside many more, it is possible to comprehend these passages as 
describing essentially a similar practice, found in both Sámi and Norse culture (in other 
words: “kamp mellom dyr som er sjelsutsendingar frå rituelle spesialistar i transe er ei 
vanleg førestelling i både norrøn tradisjon og samisk tradisjon”: Heide 2006, 141). While 
the case of Böðvarr bjarki’s ritual has most often been associated with the figure of the 
berserkr and the practice of berserkrgangr  and thereby interpreted as a late and purely 192

literary development (Tolley 2007, 6; Pentikäinen 2007, 26; and Ramos 2014),  one 193

could, on the basis of its similarity with the Historia Norwegiae account and the attested 
Sámi influences displayed elsewhere in the narrative, advance the idea that this ritual 
might also have Sámi origins. Indeed, as noted above, it is common knowledge that the 
bear, over and above the sacral aspect of its hunt taken up in Chapter 10.4.3., occupied a 
crucial place in pre-Christian Sámi mythology and worldview (Price 2002, 247). In this 
context, it is worth noting that accounts exist of Sámi shamanic drums, possibly not unlike 
the one described in Historia Norwegiae which have pictures of bears instead of whales 
(see figure 10), images which could potentially have been used to send the shaman’s spirit 
into a bear form, or, in other words, to become a bear, just like others became whales. 

Overall, as the evidence above suggests, the association between Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia and the bear is possibly even stronger than that with any other animal. 
Literary sources ranging from geographies, sagas, poems and travelogues locate bears in 
the Far North and describe various kinds of interactions between its inhabitants and the 
animal. The majority of pre-Modern accounts describing detailed interactions between 
bears and humans, ranging from hunting, eating and skinning to shape-shifting can be 
linked, to some degree or another, with the area and specifically its Sámi population. 
Nonetheless, as with the majority of the other motifs taken up so far in this thesis, it is clear 
that the literary association between the bear and Northern Fenno-Scandinavia was not 
limited to a single ethnic group but rather came to affect all Far Northerners. 

 If the etymological origin of berserkir is believed to stem from berr-serkr (“bear-shirt”) (Simek 192

1993, 35), no berserkr is ever described as actually wearing a bear-pelt in literature. Nonetheless, 
one Vendel-era Torslunda helmet plaques matrices does appear to represents warriors wearing a 
bear-shirt (see Haggerty 2014, 60).

 Saxo Grammaticus, who writes about the same battle in the second book of Gesta Danorum 193

does not mention Bǫðvarr’s bear at all. Instead, Böðvarr is absent from the battle because of a 
wound (Saxo Grammaticus 2015, I, 121-141). 
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10.5. Conclusion 

As has been demonstrated in this chapter, throughout pre-Modern literature, the Far North 
is commonly associated with magic, sorcery and monsters of various kinds. However, 
when it comes to instances of shape-shifting, the area distinguishes itself in several ways.

Firstly, it is clear that some of the most common types of animal transformations 
such as the wolf and the bird transformation are very poorly represented among 
FarNorthern figures. Characters transforming into trǫll, dragons, dogs, whales and bears 
are nonetheless much more common in this area than in the rest of Fenno-Scandinavia. 

While the idea that monsters such as the magical jǫtnar, trǫll and rísar inhabit the 
Far-Northern lands could have played a role in the general association of the region and 
some shape-shifting monsters, it is likely that the other types of Far-Northern shape-
changing might have been said to be located in this area for another reason. 

Indeed, the surprising proportion of Far-Northern shape-changing accounts that 
describe bear or whale metamorphoses, would seem to be related to the close historical 
(and not only literary) associations between these beasts and the region. The likely reason 
seems to be related essentially to the well-known importance of these figures in Sámi and 
Finnic religion and worldview. Although interesting questions might be raised at the 
apparent dearth of narratives relating to the wolf, reindeer and seal shape-changing, 
considering how these animal figures later came to occupy prominent places in Sámi and 
Finnic worldview and mythology, it remains that the extant accounts of whale and bear 
shape-shifting might very well be related to or have been influenced by the now 
indisputable identification of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia as the homeland of the Sámi 
and other Finns who had held sway since the Viking Age, if not longer. 
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Fig. 10: Bear figures (top); and bear-hunting scene (bottom) found on 17th and 18th-
centuries Sámi shamanic drums (from Manker 1938-1950, II, 23 and, 28)
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11. Conclusion

In all times and countries we have seen the known world lose itself in the fogs of 
cloudland - never uniformly, it is true, but in constantly changing proportions. Here 
and there we have a glimpse, now and again a vision over wider regions; and then 
the driving mists once more shut out our view. Therefore, all that human courage 
and desire of knowledge have wrested in the course of long ages from this 
cloudland remains vague, uncertain, full of riddles. But for this very reason it is all 
the more alluring (Nansen 1911B, II, 380).

This statement, written by the Norwegian Arctic explorer Fridtjof Nansen in 1911 in the 
conclusion of his seminal work on the history of Arctic exploration In Northern Mists fittingly 
sums up the process from which the present study has resulted. Gathering together all the 
accounts of the Far-Northern expanses of Fenno-Scandinavia is not as easy task, and 
attempting to establish any kind of clear image of the region and its culture is often akin to 
finding one’s way through a thick cloud of mist: At times, distinctive features of the scenery 
can be clearly apparent, especially those which are the most colossal ones, and most 
recognizable, but at no time is it possible to attain a complete picture of the landscape one 
is roaming through. 

Researching the supernatural image of the Far North in pre-Modern literature is a 
highly complex task. While literary sources featuring Far-Northern characters and/ or set 
(at least in part) in the Far North are relatively widespread, only a handful of these can be 
demonstrated to originate from the researched area and the overwhelming majority of the 
others were written sometimes centuries after the period they purportedly describe. To 
complicate this task, the vast majority of the documents containing accounts of Northern 
Fenno-Scandinavia are anonymous and of uncertain nature and origin. Some, it can be 
argued, are factual records of historical events and popular knowledge but once again, the 
overwhelming majority of them fall somewhere in between pseudo-history and pure 
fantasy. In these conditions, attempting to paint a broad and somewhat truthful picture of 
what the Far North represented and how it was seen, understood and one could even say 
confronted in pre-Modern times is bound to never be one hundred per cent satisfying.. 
One might says, as Nansen so rightly expressed, that it is this very sense of uncertainty, 
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and, one could almost say, mystery which makes researching this isolated and often-
overlooked region such a fascinating endeavor. 

Even if the amount of confidently factual information about the researched area 
gathered during this process has been somewhat meager, patching together the countless 
accounts of interconnected and multifaceted narratives makes it possible (at least from the 
point of view of the author), to form a comparatively good sense of the major supernatural 
themes and motifs that were associated with Northern Fenno-Scandinavia and its 
inhabitants from the dawn of European literature up until the year 1555. These themes, 
and the way in which they have been exhibited in the literature have of course exhibited 
significant variation, often depending on the nature and the age of the sources displaying 
them but they nevertheless offer intriguing perceptions of an “other” land that seems to 
have remained mostly unknown and eerie to those living outside of it. In the following, I will 
attempt to sum up the main conclusions of this thesis with regard to the way in which the 
area and its inhabitants were seen. 

The Far North, sitting on the edge of Europe, farthest removed from the Old World’s 
successive political, intellectual and political centers of power, most often appears (when it 
was even considered) in Classical and Medieval accounts, as an ill-defined area, 
populated by wild-men and barbarians living wretched lives under the harsh climate of the 
septentrion. Little did the early southerly authors know, when they wrote of the Fenni, the 
Adogit and the land of the midnight sun (see Chapter 6.3.1.), that this land they had heard 
of, once entirely covered by ice and snow, was actually (comparatively) bustling with life. 
An array of cultures and peoples succeeded each other, settling the land and leaving 
behind them settlements, artifacts and the physical marks of their passage in the 
landscape itself. 

As has been shown in Chapter 4, these northern shores soon became divided into 
two cultural zones, a Germanic and a Finnic one, both of which would grow further and 
further apart from each other in terms of lifestyle, practices and worldview, most likely 
becoming “Others” in the eyes of each other. If Northern Fenno-Scandinavia was 
superficially divided from that time onwards, the multitude of peoples inhabiting the land 
were not separated in any meaningful ways. Political and economic relations regularly 
bound communities across ethnic, linguistic and geographical boundaries. However, as 
Far Northerners such as the ancient and powerful clan of Hlaðir gradually extended their 
dominion further south, bringing glory to their names and a place in the wider world for 
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themselves, more and more stories started being passed on about their home abode and 
the areas they traded with. This Northern land, if scholars of Christendom and poets of the 
still heathen North were to be believed, was the dwelling place of giants, monsters and 
even the jǫtnar, the very competitors of the old gods themselves as noted in Chapter 5. As 
more and more of these Far Northerners left their homeland for other places and not least 
Iceland, the freshly-discovered land of opportunities across the Arctic Sea, referred to as 
Dumbshafið, they brought their stories with them, stories of a rough land, ruled by storms, 
sea monsters and their neighbors, the odd Finnar (Sámi) and Finns, who instead of 
adopting the apparent security brought by cultivated land dwelt in the forests and fells, not 
unlike the threatening trǫll, flagð and rísiar that all ought to fear. Little did these sons and 
daughters of Hálogaland and Naumudalr know that in the eyes of their southerly 
neighbors, and indeed those of the whole known world, they too, were guilty of otherness, 
by association with the Sámi and other Far-Northern people. Those adventurous and 
brave enough to come back alive from Austrvegr, the sea-lane to Bjarmaland, 
Bálagarðssíða and Garðaríki all had similar stories to tell. Maybe all of these lands, and 
the ever-foreign Finnmǫrk were connected somehow? 

As Christendom, its church and its kings started to show interest in the lands north 
of “Eystrasalt," the Baltic sea, its advocates also collected and spread further accounts of 
the obscure Far North as was shown in Chapter 6. While the people further south had 
dutifully accepted the rule of the one true God and its kings, the Far Northerners were 
ever-rebellious, opposing and murdering several kings, openly practicing sacrifices and 
trusting in their gods even in the most dire of situations. Even the depraved Óðinn, seen 
by the church as an incarnation of the Devil himself was unwelcome in these desolated 
swaths of land where the skurðgoðar Þórr and Þórgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr, the devilish woman of 
many names, seemed to have held sway. Even when the blessed Norway was washed 
away of her sins by the blood of Ólafr, the fat king who became helgi, the Sámi and their 
ilk refused to undergo baptism, and kept to their ancestral practices. Even when the issue 
of Hákon Sigurðsson, the infamous blótajarl of the North ultimately abandoned the líkneski 
of their false idols for the one and only true cross, stories of their ancient and well-attested 
blasphemies and witchery were still very much alive. 

Stories of Hákon and his fellow Hálogalanders, heathens from Mærinn, Naumudalr, 
Þrándheimr and the astute Finnar clearly kept many entertained over the years. As was 
seen in Chapter 7, even before calf-skin was used to record the old stories of Norway and 
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Iceland, people all over Europe seem to have had anecdotes to tell about the odd 
practices these Far Northerners were believed to have engaged in in times of old, 
gathered in their hof, hoping to catch a glimpse of the future, or at least their pagan gods’ 
desires. Others could apparently get warnings about events to come in their sleep, or even 
in plain daylight, without ever engaging in any activity of any sorts while others were 
believed to have had the means to obtain whatever they wanted through the most obscure 
of practices. Þorgeirr lögsögumaðr, who had Sámi connections, engaged in similar 
practices prior to declaring Iceland a Christian nation. He, thought, was not the only one to 
lay down under a cloth to gain knowledge, and directly influence the grand scheme of 
things. The Finnar that Ingimundr gamli, the famous settler hired to locate his god-figure 
clearly did similar things. 

 Key figures in the narratives of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia are the Finnar or Sámi 
who were also well-known for their spells that influenced the waves and the winds as was 
noted in Chapter 8. They were believed by many to use magical knots to release helpful 
winds, an ability that would certainly have come in handy when sailing off the coast of 
Hálogaland and Finnmǫrk, with their deadly reefs, Arctic storms and thick fog clouds. Once 
again, it was believed that similar skills had been attached to their neighbors. The ætt of 
Ketill hængr of Hrafnista, on the edge of Naumudalr and Hálogaland, were thought to 
know similar tricks. Figures of this kind were clearly believed in as being powerful and 
dangerous. Many were thought to be trǫll and have no qualms about sending skiffs to their 
deaths. As Chapter 6 shows, similar links to weather-powers are seen in those gods 
directly linked to the area, Þórr and Þórgerðr Hǫlgabrúðr who could send storms against 
their enemies. Þorgerðr in particular was seen as a mighty flagð who could make hail fall 
from the skies and cast arrows from her very fingers. 

As Chapter 9 shows, Þorgerðr was in some ways a symbol of the women in the Far 
North who were known to be dangerous. Even when not seen as outright witches, women 
from Northern Fenno-Scandinavia in Norse-Icelandic literature are regularly shown to have 
the skill to sow seeds of dissent and destruction. Some of them, such as Gunnhildr 
konungamóðir, arguably the most famous and most dangerous female figure in Medieval 
Norse-Icelandic, literature were said to be excessively alluring and ready to offer their 
charms to wandering heroes, while others were described as being as repulsive as trǫll. 
While some might strike a man with devastating curses, others could be trusted to aid the 
champions in their quests. Several stories exist of men going even further and 
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impregnating these Far-Northern women, but it is noteworthy that according to the 
narratives, few of the freaks of nature that resulted from such counter-natural unions ever 
made it to adulthood, and even when they did, as with some descendants of the 
Hrafnistumenn, their singular náttúra was believed to mark them as different.

Even worse than these semi-human offspring, as noted in Chapter 10, some 
individuals were believed, to assume the shape and appearance of animals and monsters, 
skills otherwise limited to a handful of Æsir gods and jǫtnar. Stories of people changing 
shape into dogs, birds, dragons, wolves, trǫll, bears and whales underline still further the 
way that people viewed the inhabitants of the Far North as being only semi-human, with 
strong aspects of the bestial and the supernatural, many being viewed as being naturally 
hamrammr. Such characters obviously could not be trusted and represented unpredictable 
threats. Such a strong association between the inhabitants of Northern Fenno-Scandinavia 
and this concept of innate, physical otherness can perhaps be explained at least partially 
by the way in which this area was believed in the literature to be the dwelling place of 
jǫtnar, trǫll and other giant-like, humanoid but not truly human creatures as is shown in 
Chapter 5. Of all the transformations associated with the Far North, the most prominent 
was the connection with whales and bears, which were hunted and consumed by these 
Arctic dwellers, beings that these people sometimes themselves regarded to be almost 
human. Some individuals were also believed to be able to summon or control these 
creatures through a variety of complex rituals. It is even said that in some cases, perhaps 
because of the skins of these creatures they were continually dressed in, the people of the 
Far North had the ability to take on the physical shape of these beings. 

As suggested above, the vast majority of the tales set in Northern Fenno-
Scandinavia are just that, in other words tales, almost all recorded half a continent away 
from the places in which they occurred, centuries after the events they are said to 
describe. One also notes how many of the accounts have come to be demonstratively 
influenced by foreign, most often Celtic, chivalric and hagiographic ideas and concepts. It 
is unfortunately impossible to establish the degree of indigenousness or popular 
pervasiveness the majority of these motifs might have had solely through the lens of pre-
Modern literature. The recurring nature of many of the motifs nonetheless suggests that 
these were ideas held by many with regard to what one might expect if they travelled to 
the Far North. Indeed, while at times, specific motifs, on the grounds of their singular 
features and/ or their place within assuredly historical documents or travel logs, might be 
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seen as ultimately originating in the minds and the oral tradition of the peoples of the Far 
North, others at times appear to have been associated with the area more due to their 
value as generic placeholders in the context of specific literary genres than to any possible 
link with a genuine oral tradition. The present thesis chose not to focus on analyzing the 
possibility of such “indigenous” potential outlooks as attempting to do so using solely pre-
Modern material of often unknown provenance would most likely prove too speculative to 
be truly satisfying.

A natural next step would be to consider the wealth of literary material collected 
here, in the light of both the indigenous Sámi material and the later Scandinavian North-
Norwegian folkloric material collected in more recent times (see, for example, Qvigstad 
1927-1929; and Normann 1905). Indeed, the sources inspected in this thesis could 
perhaps reach their full potential, if they were to be used alongside further material of this 
kind. Indeed, if the sources inspected in this thesis often suffer from being far-removed 
from the area researched and of unidentified origin, despite sometimes being of 
considerable antiquity, pairing them with younger documents of local and more trustworthy 
provenance would enable one to understand better how these images came into being 
and how deeply-rooted they were in popular culture. 

Archeological finds and folklore such as legends, traditions, local superstitions, 
place-names and more have all been actively collected in both the Sámi and the North-
Norwegian areas since the close of the period studied in the present thesis and constitute 
a wealth of information which could potentially help clarify some of the grand themes and 
motifs that have beens taken up in this study. Such an undertaking unfortunately largely 
falls outside the spatial boundaries of what a Master’s thesis in Old Norse Religion would 
allow. The possibility of such further research nonetheless remains open. Such a project, 
while complex, extensive and time-consuming would surely help paint a more accurate 
image of the people who inhabited the misty and mysterious land of the midnight sun in 
the Viking and Middle-Ages. For now, we must be content with having considered the roots 
of the later folk legends about the Finnar/ Finns/ the Sámi and their Norse neighbors, their 
world and the way in which these outsiders were viewed, and feared by their 
contemporaries, in the Viking Age and in the centuries that followed. 
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